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General Introduetion
\Vithin analytical chernistry, chromatography is by far the most widely used
analytica} technique. Gas chromatography ( GC) and (high-performance) liquid chromatography (HPLC) have gained widespread acceptance in numerous
application areas. Environmental chemistry, food and polymer chemistry, and
clinical and agricultural research are just a few areas to which gas- and liquid chromatography have been applied. These two chromatographic separation
techniques have an expanding market, currently valued at 4 hiliion lJ'S dollar.
Introduced in the early sixties, supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) is a
third form of chromatography. The SFC market is much smaller than that of
GC and LC. Currently, the market share of SFC is estimated to he about one
percent of the total market.
All substances in nature can occur in three different physical states, the solid
state, the gaseous state and the liquid state. Supercritical fluids are not a fourth
state of matter. The term supercritical ftuid is used when the gaseous state and
the liquid state can no longer he distinguished. As both gases and liquids can
he used as the mobile phase in chromatography, extending the range of mobile
phases to the supercritical region is but a logical step. Since supercritical fluids
combine many charaderistics of gases and liquids it is not surprising that SFC
can he seen as an intermediate technique between GC and HPLC. Depending
on the operating conditions, the supercritical mobile phase can exhibit either
more gas-like or more liquid-like behaviour.
Potential advantages of (carbon-dioxide based) SFC in comparison with LC
include the compatibility with various GC detectors and the increased speed of
analysis. Although the combination of LC with various GC detectors has been
demonstrated [1], coupling of SFC with these detectors is more straightforward
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and usually gives a better detector performance. In comparison with GC, SFC
is advantageous for the analysis of high molecular weight or thermally labile
components.

Ristory of SFC
SFC is by no means a new technique. The first experiments using supercritical fluids as the mobile phase were performeel by Kiesper, Corwin and Turner
as far back as 1962 [2], well before the introduetion of HPLC. Kiesper's group
used supercritical chlorofluoroalkanes for the separation of porphyrins. The instrumentation was very simple but well suited to demonstrate the potentials of
employing supercritical finiels as the mobile phase in chromatography. In 1964,
Giddings publisheel an artiele on the influence of high pressures on retentîon
in GC with carbon dioxide and ammonia as the mobile phase [3]. In this article he stateel that the use of high pressures in chromatography "would cause
the convergence of gas chromatography with classica} liquid chromatography".
Both Giddings and Kiesper cicsignateel the new form of chromatography as dense
gas or high-pressure gas chromatography. It were Sic and Rijnelers [4] who first
coined the name supercritical- fluid chromatography to this forrn of chromatography.
After the initial period of interest in SFC in the sixties, the progress of SFC
slowed down. The developments in SFC doubtlessly continueel but clearly did
not reach the exponential development curve that is charaderistic for the development of new techniques and methods. In part, the slow development was due
to early experimental problems, the lack of commercially available instrumentation and the fact that SFC development was overshadowed by the simultaneons
development of HPLC and capillary GC. Van Wasen et al. [5] identified another
reason for the slow development of SFC. According tothese authors, the progress
of SFC was severely obstructed by the lack of physicochemical knowledge of supercritical fluids.
In the seventies, SFC was in a dormant state. Research interest in SFC was
limited, although some very important research work was publisheel in this period. Gouw and Jentoft introduced pressure programming [6] and demonstrateel
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the feasibility of mobile-phase modifiers [7]. Schneider and coworkers continued
their research on the physicochemical aspeets of supercritical fluids [8].
A strong revival of the interest in SFC occurred in the early eighties. Two
important aspeets were the introduetion of the first commercial instrument by
Hewlett Packard and the introduetion of open-tubular columns in SFC by Lee
and Novotny in 1981 [9]. This lead to the number of publications increasing
dramatically during the eighties. From this moment on SFC developed along
two lines, i.e. the old line of packed columns and the newer line of open-tubular
columns.

Packed and open-tubular columns
After the introduetion of open-tubular columns, considerable debate arose on
which of the two column types should be preferred for SFC. Later the consensus
was reached that both column types have their own unique advantages and
dis ad vantages.
In general, open columns posses a high efficiency. The time required to generate the potentially obtainable plate number largely depends on the inner diameter of the column and the ditfusivity in the mobile phase. The slower ditfusion
in the mobile phase, the smaller the inner diameter of the open column has to
be in order to obtain a given plate number within a given period of time. As
ditfusion in supercritical fluids is much slower than in gases, the inner diameter
of open columns in SFC is much smaller than in GC. Typically, 50 f.Lm open
columns are used. The use of these narrow columnsimposes severe requirements
on the instrumentation. Injection and detection are highly critica!. Apart from
the limitation imposed by extra column band broadening, the sensitivity of the
detection device requires special consideration due to the strongly reduced sample capacity of narrow-bore open columns.
Packed columns are generally much easier to operate. Furthermore, columns
packed with sub-10 pm particles are more time efficient than contemporary open
columns. A fundamental problem of packed columns in SFC is the inherently
high pressure drop. As pressure is an extremely important parameter in SFC,
a marked change in the properties of the mobile phase along the column will
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occur in the preserree of a significant pressure drop. For current open-tubular
SFC columns the pressure drop across the column is negligible. If the trend
towards lower inner diameter columns continues, pressure gradients across the
column, however, might also become a fundamental concern in open-tubular
SFC.

lnstrumental developments
Numerous improvements have been published on various aspects of instrumentation for SFC. As instrumentation for open-tubular SFC is far more complicated than for packcd-column SFC, technological improvements have centred
on open-tubular SFC. Areas of special interest were injection techniques and
detector couplings.
Nowadays, a wide variety of injection devices is available for open-tubular
SFC. Flow split, timed split and combined split injection techniques allow the
introduetion of nanoliter sample sizes onto open columns with inner diameters
below 50 Jlm [10]. Total injection without splitting has been achieved by the use
of aretention gap combined with a solvent venting exit [11]. Moreover, interfaces were developed for the on-line combination of supercritical-fiuid extraction
(SFE) with SFC [12].
Over the past several years a m1mber of fixed restrictor designs have been
developed. Especially the polished "integral" tapered restrictor [13] and the
frit restrictor [14] are now widely used. There are a number of easily built or
commercially available devices to independently control pressure and flow rate
with the large fiows charaderistic for conventional packed columns. In the last
few years, several techniques have emerged that enable the adjustment of the
minute fiows used in open-tubular SFC with high pressure detection. Only one
of these systems is in principle compatible with low pressure detection [15].
Progress in detection techniques for SFC has been extremely rapid. Existing detectors, such as the UV-detector and the FID detector, have been further
developed and adapted to suit the specific requirements of SFC. Low-volume
detection cells have been developed for UV detection and photodiode-array UV
detection in open-tubular SFC. Other detectors which have proven extremely
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useful in GC, such as the electron capture detector, the nitrogen/phosphorous
detector and the fiame photometric detector have been introduced in SFC. Powerfut identification possibilities for unknown compounds are provided by the
compatibility of SFC with mass speetrometry (MS) [16] and Fourier transfarm
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) [17].
Due to the numerous instrumental improvements, experimental difficulties
are now seldom a major obstruction to the application of SFC.

Mobile and stationary phases
During recent years a large number of potential mobile phases for SFC has been
thoroughly investigated. Key features in these studies were: (i) the applicability
of the mobile phase for the elution of polar solutes and ( ii) the detector compatibility. Studies have been undertaken investigating the lower alkanes [18], xenon
[19], ammonia [20} and several other fiuids [21}. None of these fiuids appears to
combine favourable properties with regard to elution strength, safety, price, detector compatibility and inertness. Despite the problems aften experienced when
trying to elute polar solutes, carbon dioxide is still, by far, the most widely used
mobile phase in SFC. For enhancing the elution capability of the relatively nonpolar C0 2 it has become common practice to add polar modifiers. Especially
in packed column SFC, where most of the separations require modified mobile
phases. In open-tubular SFC, fairly polar solutes can be eluted with pure C0 2
as the mobile phase. The use of reversed micelles [22] and ion-paring agents [23]
has also been introduced in SFC. Pressure programming has become a standard
procedure in SFC. In addition, combined gradients of pressure, temper at ure and
mobile phase cornposition have received attention in literature (24].
The stationary phases used nowadays in packed and open-tubular SFC are
either identical ar similar to stationary phases used in HPLC and GC. The
developrnent of stationary phases for packed column SFC has concentrated on
preparing more homogeneaus matcrials which exhibit a reduced silanol influence. Although still far from perfect, polymerie stationary phases are definitely
an impravement over conventional hydrocarbonaceous packing rnaterials (2.5].
Also, the introduetion of non-silica based stationary phases, as for example
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polystyrene-divinyl benzene [26] and porons carbon [27] appears to be an promising step in the right direction.
Open-tubular SFC clearly benefited from the progress in GC column technology. Nowadays a wide variety of stationary phase matcrials is available. The
selectivity can be optimized by choosing from a series of stationary phases
with various polarities. Recent progress in stationary phase deactivation and
crosslinking extended the range of compounds to be analyzed to include more
polar compounds. In the case of extremely complex samples, multidimensional
SFC with series coupled columns of different selectivities provides enhanced scparation power [28].

Scope of this thesis
Despite the progress made on all aspects of SFC a number of research areas rcmains. As an example, the behaviour of supercritical fluid mixtures in SFC and
the influence of the column pressure drop are still largely uncomprehended. It
is the objective of this thesis to investigate and overcome some of the practical
problems in SFC as well as some of the harriers formed by the Jack of understanding of various fundamental aspects that may still hamper the progress of
SFC.
In chapter 1, the aspects that need to be considered in the choice of the
optimum column type for a partienlar separation in SFC are identified. Besides
parameters such as the speed of analysis and the maximum attainable plate
number, the role of the sample loadability and injector and detector compatibility will be emphasized. The performance of packed and open columns in SFC is
compared on the basis of these parameters. Further research areas are i den tified
and discussed in subsequent chapters.
In systems equipped with a fixed restrictor, a decreased resolution is often observed at higher densities in pressure-programmed analyses. Independent control
of pressure and flowrateis necessary to avoid this problem. A variabie restrictor
system for control of the flow rate in pressure-programmed open-tubular SFC
is described and evaluated in chapter 2. The system is based on column-effluent
splitting in a low dead volume T-piece at the column exit just prior to detec-
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tion. Fluid flow througb restrietars is stuclied and a relationship is derived t:hat
quantifies the flow rate charaderistics of the variable-restrictor system. Resolution in systems with linear velocity control is compared to that achieved in
fixed-restrictor systems. The applicability of the system as a convenient means
of measuring Van Deernter curves and diffusion coefficients in SFC is demonstrated.
Chapter 3 focuses on tbe potentials of coiling induced secondary flow as an
alternative means to increase the speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC. Tbc
influence of enhanced radial dispersion in tigbtly coiled open columns in SFC
on the plate height and the speed of analysis is discussed. Experirnental plate
heights in coiled columns are compared with valnes calculated from Tijssens's
theory for coiling induced sccondary flow. The influence of the capacity factor
on the maximum attainablc gain in analysis speed is stuclied in detail. The
consequcnces of coiling the column on the limits of detcction are also discussed.
A theoretica} and experirnental study on tbc effects of the column pressure
drop on retention, resolution and speed of analysis in packed and open-tubular
SFC is described in chapter 4. Starting from the Darcy equation for laminar
flow, numerical metbods are described that allow the calculation of pressurc
and density gradients in packed and open-tubular SFC. Procedures are designed
that make it possible to calculate the variation of the capacity factors along the
length of the column and the overall capacity factors of the solutes from the
density profile along the column. Expressions for the compressibility correction
factors in the plate height equation for open-tubular SFC are derived. The effects
of the fluid comprcssibility and the capacity factor increase along the column
on tbc speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC is investigated. Experimental data
are used to verify the methods derived in the theory section.
Chapter 5 describes the effects of mobile-phase modifiers m packed and
open-tubular SFC. These effects can be divided into mobile-phase effects and
stationary-phase effects. The interaction of modifier molecules with the stationary phase is quantified by rneasuring adsorption isotherrns. A model is described
that correlates the adsorption behaviour of the modifier and the retention behaviour of the solutes. Non-silica based stationary phases are used to study the
effects of rnodifiers in systems free of intedering active sites. Tbe applicability
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of packed and open columns for the analysis of a number of test components
widely differing in polarity is compared. The effects of modifiers on retention
and peak shape are compared for the two column types.
In appendix A a short overview of the properties of carbon dioxide relevant
to chromatography is given. Procedures for estimating the density and viscosity
of

co2

as well as the diffusion coefficients in

co2

are presented.

In appendix B, a number of methods for estimating the critical properties of
carbon dioxide/modifier mixtures is discussed. The estimated critical properties
of C02/methanol mixtures are compared with data found in the literature. In thc
second part of this appendix, the Lee and Kesler equation of state is discussecl
and used to predict the densities of C02/methanol mixtures. The calculated
data are compared with recent literature data.
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Chapter 1
Packed and Open-Tubular
Columns in Supercritical-Fluid
Chromatographyl
A number of aspects have to be considered in the choice of tbc
column type for a particular scparation in SFC. Important parameters in the comparison of packed and open columns are tbc speed
of anaJysis, the maximurn attainable plate nurnber, tJw detector
compat.ibility, tbc dctection limits and the sample capacity. Packcd
columns are shown to bc superior to open columns with regard to
tbc speed of i:walysis, the sample capacity and the detection lirnits.
Open columns are to bc preEerred in terms of tbc maximum obtainablc pla.te number. In addition, open columns are more favourable
for combination wüh various detectors because a large variety of
cornponents can be eluted with pure carbon dioxide as the mobile
pl1ase.

1.1

Introduetion to supercritical-fluid
chromatography

Supercritical fluids can be seen as interrnediates between gases and liquids.
Hence, it is not surprising that supercritical-fluid chromatography (SFC) can
be seen as an intermediate technique between GC and LC. Depending on the
operating conditions, the supercritical mobile phase can exhibit either more gas1
Hans-Gerd J anssen and Carel A. Cramers, Some A spects of Capillary Supercritical-Fluid
Chromatography, Joumal of Chromatography, 505 (1990) 19.
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like or more liquid-like behaviour. Stated more precisely: the physica] properties
of supercritical fluids are a fundion of the pressure and the temperature and
vary between the extremes determined by the liquid and the gaseous state.
In the early years of SFC numerous articles and many discussion sessions at
scientific symposia were devoted to forming an exact definition of supercriticalfluid chromatography. At that time it was not realized that any at tempt made to
provide a concise definition of SFC was bound to fail because no sharp borders
are passed upon going from the gaseous or the liquid state to the supercritical state. In this work supercritical-fluid chromatography is defined as a form
of chromatography where the following two conditions are met: (i) the mobile
phase pressure and temperature must he near to or above the appropriate critical
values, ( ii) the mobile phase must possess the ability to solvate the solutes. The
second requirement, especially, is difficult to express in more practical terms.
From a practical viewpoint it may be rephrased as: the thermodynamic distribution coefficients of the solutes between the mobile and the stationary phase
must show a significant pressure dependence. In general, if this demand is met,
the first demand is also fulfilled.
Table 1.1: Some properties of supercritical C0 2 in comparison to those of typical
gases and 1iquids (Data taken from ref. 1).

Density [kg/m 3 ]

Gas es

Low density
supercritical fluid

High density
supercritical fluid

Liquids

1

300

800

1000

10-4

10- 2

10-8

10-9

Viscosity (kg/ms]

10-5

Diffusion coef. [m 2 /s]

10-5

10-5

10-4

10- 7

Physical properties of supercritical fluids which prove to be important in
chromatography are the density, the viscosity and the diffusivity of the fluid.
Table 1.1 gives a comparison of these properties for a typical gas (helium), a
supercritical fluid and a liquid (water). As carbon dioxide nowadays is the most
widely used mobile phase in SFC, and because only carbon dioxide or mobile
11

phases based on carbon dioxide were used in the experimental work described
here, this fluid was used as a typica] supercritical medium. A more detailed
discussion of the physical properties of carbon dioxide is given in appendix A.
There are many good reasons for using carbon dioxide as the mobile phase
in SFC. lts relatively low critical temperature of 31.1°C implies that low temperatures can be used. This makes it highly suited for the analysis of thermally
labile solutes, which might be unstable under GC conditions. From the viewpoint of instrumental simplicity, the moderate critical pressure of 72.9 bar is
also favourable. This implies that high densities can be obtained at reasonable
pressnres ( < 400 bar), which is well within the scope of current technology. Also
the safety aspect of C0 2 deserves special attention. Carbon dioxide has no drawbacks with regard to toxicity. This in contrast to common LC mobile phases as
for example acetonitrile, dichloromethane, methanol and tetrahydrofuran. The
compatibility of carbon dioxide with various GC and LC detectors forms an
additional advantage of carbon-dioxide based SFC over HPLC.
The behaviour of supercritical fluids is determined by the inter-molecular
distances in the fluid. The closer the molecules are, the more the behaviour of
the fluid resembles that of a liquid. At low densities, the interactions between
the solute and the fluid molecules are weak, making the fluid a poor solvent for
the solute. Under these GC-like conditions ditfusion in the "diluted" medium
is fast and the viscosity is low. At higher densities inter-molecular forces bet ween rnobile-phase molecules and between mobile phase and solute molecules
are strong. Under these more LC-like conditions, solute molecules are effectively
solvated by the mobile phase. The solvating power of the medium can be varied
between that of a gas and that of a liquid by varying the density. Analogous
reasonings can also be applied to the viscosity of a supercritical fluid and for
the ditfusion coefficients in supercritical media. For a low-density supercritical
fluid the properties are more gas like, whereas a high-density fluid exhibits more
liquid-like behaviour. ldeally, supercritical fluids would offer a more liquid-like
solvating power in combination with more gas-like diffusion coefficients and viscosities. In practice, however, it is better to look upon SFC as a compromise
between GC and LC.
The solvating nature of supercritical fluids enables the elution of relatively
12

high molecular weight components in SFC at mild temperatures. Especially for
thermally unstable molecules this is an important advantage over GC. \Vhen
camparing the rates of diffusion, an important advantage of SFC over LC becomes apparent. The diffusion coefficients in supercritical media are approximately one order of magnitude larger than in LC, hence, a separation in SFC is
inherently faster than in LC.

1.2

Packed and open-tubular columns in SFC

The intermediate position of SFC between GC and HPLC is niccly reflected
in the choice of the column type. In GC open-tubular columns have many advantages over packed columns. Using open-tubular columns a higher speed of
analysis as well as more favourable detection limits can be obtained in comparison with GC using packed columns (2]. Moreover, the inert nature of the
open-tubular column allows the elution of components highly susceptible to adsorption on active sites (3}. Although the use of open-tubular columns has been
demonstrated in HPLC, their usagein this form of chromatography is hampered
by the extremely stringent requirements posedon injection and detection devices
[4]. For that reason all routine applications in HPLC are nowadays performed
on packed columns. Many instrumental improvements are still necessary before
open-tubular HPLC can be used in daily practice. Unlike the situation in GC
and LC where one of the column types clearly is superior to the otlter type, the
performance of open and packed columns is in balance in SFC. Both columns
are used on a routine basis in SFC.
The packed columns that are used m SFC were originally developed for
HPLC. Typical HPLC columns have internal diameters between 2 and 5 mm,
lengths between 10 and 25 cm and are packed with particles with a (mean)
diameter between 3 and 10 llm. The most common stationary phases used for
packed column SFC are modified silicas. In principle all stationary phases that
have been developed for HPLC can also be used for SFC provided that: i) the
stationary phases are stabie under SFC conditions and ii) the phases are inert
with respect to the mobile phase. The most popular stationary phases are octadecyl, octyl, cyano and amino phases. V/hen pure C0 2 is used as the mobile
13

phase in packed-column SFC, poor peak shapes are aften observed for rnany polar solutes, especially, those capable of hydragen-bonding interactions. In opentubular SFC a considerable number of these solutes can be eluted as syrnrnetrical peaks. Therefore, it is reasanabie to assume that the stationary phase is one
of the main reasans for the poor peak shapes. In reversed phase HPLC, similar problems are sametimes experienced when analyzing (highly) basic solutes
on silica-based stationary phases [SJ. These problems are generally attributed
to the presence of residual silanol groups on the surface of the packing material. Although these silanols are covered by water and the organic modifier, e.g.
methanol, they rnight not be fully shielded and hence exhibit some interaction
with hydragen-bonding solutes. In SFC this situation is greatly aggravated due
to the non-polar nature of carbon dioxide. In contrast to water and methanol,
C0 2 is not able to mask active sites on the silica support materiaL \Vhcn C0 2
is used as the eluent, polar mobile-phase modifiers are necessary for the elution
of polar solutes. The effects of modifiers in packed and open-tubular SFC are
described in more detail in chapter .5.
Open-tubular columns for SFC are prepared from fused-silica tubing in which
the stationary phase, consisting of an immobilized film of polymerie material,
is deposited on the inner wall. The inner diameter of the columns is generally
between 50 and 100 pm. Most commonly, polysiloxane stationary phases are
used. The selectivity or polarity of the stationary phase can he tuned by grafting
different functional groups on the polysiloxane back bone. The methad of coating
open columns for SFC is similar to the procedure used to prepare GC columns.
As the inner diameter of the columns used in SFC is generally smaller than in
GC, the preparation of SFC columns is more difficult and more time consuming.
An important aspect in open-tubular SFC is the degree of immobilization of the
stationary phase. In SFC a mobile phase with a high extractive power is uscd,
necessitating extensive crosslinking of the polymerie stationary phase.
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There are a number of aspects that need to be considered in the choice of
the optimum column type for a partienlar separation in SFC. Important aspects
that may affect the ultimate choice of the column type are:
• Speed of analysis
• Maximum attainable plate number
• Pressure drop
• Sample loadability and detection limits
• Injector and detector compatibility
In this chapter the performance of packed ancl open-tubular columns in SFC
is compared. Guiclelines in this comparison are the items listed above. To emphasize the intermecliate position of SFC between GC ancl LC, the performance
of open-tubular columns with respect to thc speed of analysis is evaluatccl in
these thrce elifierent forms of chromatography.

1.3

Comparison of chromatographic performan
ce of packed and open columns in SFC.

In order to campare chromatographic conditions in elifierent types of columns,
it is convenient to use dimensionless parameters. The use of these dimensionless
parameters is considerecl in the following subsections.

1.3.1

Open-tubular columns

Reduced p)ate-height equation
For open-tubular columns, the relationship between the plate height, H[mJ, ancl
the linear velocity of the mobile phase is given by the Golay equation [6]. For
non-compressible fluids, or for compressible fluicls under the conclitions of a
negligible pressure drop, the Golay equation reaels
(1.1)
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where Dm and D6 are the diffusion coefficients of the solute in the mobile and
the stationary phase, respectively [m2 ·ç 1 ], d1 is the thickness of the stationaryphase film [m] and kis the capacity factor (dimensionless retention time). J(k)
and g( k) are fundions of the capacity factor and are gi'ven by

f(k)

1+6·k+11·P
96. (1 +

( 1.2)

g(k)

2·k
3·(1+k) 2

( 1.3)

The Golay equation is valid for all types of chromatography in open-tubular
columns, regardless of the nature of the mobile phase. For compressible fluids,
the appropriate compressibility correction factors have to be inc1udcd. This is
discussed in more detail in chapter 4. In this chapter, we will neglect the infiuence
of the compressibility of the fluid on tbc plate height. By using the dimensionless
parameters as defined in Table 1.2, the Golay equation can be rewritten in a
reduced form [7].
Table 1.2: Definitions of red u eed (dimensionless) parameters.
Parameter

Open columnsa

Reduced plate height

h

Reduced velocity

V

Dimensionless film

8,

Packed columnsa

a;

H

h- H
- dp

~

v=

u·d
7J:

~fl!i
de . 'ïf:

thickness
Capacity factor

k=K·it

k=K·it

de, column diameter [m]; dP, partiele size [m]; J(, distribution coef.
V Vm, volumes of stationary and mobile phase [m 3 ], respectively.

a

6 ,
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The dimensionless plate-height equation is given by

h = '!:_
V

+ j( k) · V + g( k) · 0~ · V

( 1.4)

where
(1.5)
is the ratio of the diffusion times in the stationary and the mobile phase. The
optimum (reduced) linear velocity can be found by differentiation of Eqn. 1.4.
Differentiation yields for the optimum velocity,

Vopt,

2
Vopt=

J(k)

(1.6)

+ g(k)8j

and for the minimum (reduced) plate height, hmin,

hmin = 2 • )2 •(J(k)

+ g(k)8j)

(1. 7)

Owing to the use of dimensionless parameters, the optimum (reduced) velocity
and the minimum plate height are independent of either the column diameter
or the diffusion coefficients of the solutes in the mobile phase. If the stationary
phase con tribution to band broadening can be neglected Eqs. 1.6 and 1. 7 simplify
to
(1.8)
and

hmin = 2 ·

)2 · j( k)

(1.9)

Speed of analysis

Based on reduced parameters (Table 1.2), an equation for the speed of analysis
in all farms of column chromatography can be derived [7]. Starting from the
retention-time equation

tr = io · (1

+ k)

L

= - · (1
u

+ k)

(1.10)
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where tr, t 0 are the retentîon times of a solute and an unretained component,
respectively. Substituting L

N ·Hand the reduced parameters from Table 1.2

it follows that
ir

=N

h d2
•- · _ c • (1
V
Dm

+ k)

(1.11)

In this expressionNis the plate number. Under identical conditions (N, h, v and

k), the analysis time is proportional to d~IDm (or d!IDm for packed columns).
The order of magnitude of Dm in SFC is about 10- 8 m 2 s- 1 compared with
10- 5 and 10- 9 m 2s- 1 for gaseous and liquid mobile phases, respectively. From
Eqn. 1.11 and the respective diffusion coefficients, it can be concluded that in
order to obtain equal speeds of analysis in GC, SFC and LC, the diameters of the
columns must be chosen in the ratio 1.0: 0.03: 0.01. Table 1.3 gives a comparison
of d~ I Dm and thus the relationship between the analysis time for the three
forms of open-tubular chromatography. For the purpose of these comparisons
a dimensionless film thickness of 0.3 was used for all columns. The ditfusion
coefficient in the stationary phase was assumed to be 10-lO m 2 for all three

Is

forms of chromatography.
Table 1.3: Comparison of retention times in open-tubular chromatographic methods

(6t

0.3).

l\1ethod

d2

Relative

(m2s-1)

i!;;
(s)

time

0.24

10-5

0.006

1

50
8

1.5
0.24

10-8
10-8

0.250
0.006

40
1

10
5

0.95
0.47

10- 9

0.100
0.025

16
4

de
(JLm)

dt

Dm

(l.un)

GC

250

SFC

LC

10-9
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The very narrow columns essential in open-tubular LC possess a very limited sample capacity. This, tagether with the requirement for extremely small
detector volumes poses enormous technical problems. Therefore, it can be concluded that opcn-tubular SFC, because of the larger column diameters involved,
is more within the scope of current technology than is open-tubular LC. An additional advantage of SFC is the fact that if the correct mobile phase is selected,
sensitive GC detectors with low effective dead volumes may be used (e.g. flame
ionization, mass spectrometric or nitrogen-phosphorous specific detectors).
For the exact calculation of retention times by means of Eqn. 1.11 (at a given
value of N), val u es for h and v have to be included ( see Table 1.4). For fairly high

k values, v

=

45 and h

=

4.5 are reasonable values for open-tubular columns

withaverage film thicknesses ( 51 ~ 0.3), as used in SFC. A further increase in v
in order to increase the speed of analysis does nat make sense, because at high
veloeities h is proportional to v and herree h/v remains constant. Fig. 1.1 shows a
plot of h/v vs. v. As can beseen in this figure, h/v approaches asymptotically to
a minimum value. An appreciable reduction of the analysis time can be abtairred
by increasing v from

Vopt

to about 5 - 10 times

Vopt·

Any further increase does

nat give a further reduction of the analysis time.
Table 1.4: Comparison of open-tubular and packed columns ( dimensionless parameters) under op ti mal and daily practical conditions.
Type of column

Cf'o *

h

hmin

V

Vopt

E*

Emin

Open-tubular

32

4.5

0.8

45

5

650

20

Drawn (packed)
capillary

150

3

2

10

5

1350

600

Packed
capillary

500

3

2

10

2.5

4500

2000

1000 3
2
Packed
10 2.5 9000 4000
* c.p 0 is the column resistance factor, E the separation impedance (Eqn. 1.15).
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Figure 1.1: Influence of the red u eed velocity on the analysis time (ex: hj v ).
Conditions: k
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Speed and pressure drop
In the previous calculations the pressure drop over the chromatographic column
was neglected. Fluid flow through a chromatographic column, however, requires
a pressure difference over the column as the driving force for the flow. In LC this
pressure drop has no influence on the chromatographic separation process in the
column. The liquid flowing through the column is virtually non-compressible,
i.e. the chromatographically relevant properties of the mobile phase (e.g. the

viscosity, the density and the ditfusion coefficients of the solutes in the mobile
phase) are not affected by the pressure difference across the column. In GC with
an ideal gas as the carrier, the density of the gaseous mobile phase is directly
proportional to the pressure. Thus, the density of the mobile phase decreases
along the column length, thereby altering the diffusivity and the linear velocity.
The ratio of these two parameters, however, remains constant. At the relatively
low pressures commonly employed in GC, the carrier gases show (almost) ideal
gas behaviour, which means that retention is neither a function of the nature
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of the carrier gas nor its pressure. In SFC the situation is more complex. The
viscosity, the density and the diffusivity of the mobile phase all are complex
fundions of the pressure and the temper at ure of the mobile phase ( see Appendix
A). Furthermore, retention in SFC is a strong fundion of the mobile-phase
density (and, hence, pressure).
Below, a brief comparison of the speed of analysis and the pressure drop in
packed and open columns for SFC is given. As all properties of supercritical
fluids strongly depend on the pressure, the nature of the calculations is only
approximative. The effects of the column pressure drop on retention, efficiency
and speed of analysis in SFC will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.
For non-compressible fluids (liquids) and for the conditions of relatively low
pressure drops in GC and SFC, the pressure drop is described by the Darcy
equation for pressnre drop in systems with laminar flow 2 :

b..P

(1.12)

Bo · TJ • L · u

The permeability B 0 for open-tubular columns equals 32/d;, or expressed in
general terms c.p0 f d~, where c.p0 is the column resistance factor. Rewriting with
the dimensionless parameters h and v:

b..P

<po

-·rJ·N·h·v·D
d2
m

(1.13)

c

or with
u· d

L

d

(1.14)

V

Eqn. 1.13 can be rewritten as
(1.15)

E is defined as the separation impcdanee given by E = h2 • c.p0 • From Eqn. 1.15,
it follows that

b..P · to =constant

(1.16)

2

For compressible :fluids the Darcy equation for the calculation of pressure drops is paradoxically only valid in case of negligible pressure drops, because the velocity and often also
the viscosity are a function of the pressure.
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Fora given fluid state, the analysis time (proportional to t 0 ) can be reduced proportionally to d~ (Eqn. 1.11) at the price of a proportionally increasing pressure
drop. Fora given plate number N, the proportionality constant from Eqn. 1.16
depends onthefluid state (TJ). For high pressure drops (packed columns) with
high plate numbers in SFC, TJ decreases along the column length. In contemporary open-tubular columns this effect can generally be neglected and Eqn. 1.16
can be applied.
A simple expression for the number of plates per bar pressure drop (N/ !:::.P)
can be derived from Eqn. 1.13. From this equation it follows that

N
!:::.P

321] · h • V

•

(1.17)

Dm

Introduetion of the plate height equation (Eqn. 1.4) yields

N
!:::.P

321] · Dm (2

(1.18)

+ f( k )v 2 + g( k )8jv 2 )

From this equation it is evident that working at high reduced veloeities leads to
a relatively low number of plates per bar pressure drop. A plot of the number
of plates obtained per bar pressure drop as a function of the reduced velocity is
given in Fig. 1.2.
Table 1.5: Plates per bar pressure drop in open-tubular columns (h
4.5; v = 45;
l.{)o
32) and packed columns (h = 3; v = 10; i.po = 1000). 1f = 10- 4 kg· m - 1 -s- 1 ;
Dm = 10-8 m2·s-1.
Open-tubular columns

Conditions
Supercritical C0 2
40°C, 200 bar

de
(,urn)
50
8

Plates per bar
pressure drop
38,600
1000

Packed columns

dp
(,urn)
10
5

Plates per bar
pressure drop
3:33
83

Table 1.5 gives valnes for N / !:::.P (plates per bar pressure drop) for two column diameters in open-tubular SFC ( after Eqn. 1.18). For the calcnlation of the
data in this table, valnes of h

4.5 and v = 45 were used. From Table 1.5 it

can be concluded that the pressnre drop is relatively small in open-tubular SFC;
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J1ID

even with 8

J.lm

columns about 10,000 plates can he achieved with a pressure

drop of only 10 bar (column inlet 210 bar, outlet 200 bar). In SFC, in contrast to
GC and LC, retention is very dependent on the pressure ( density) of the mobile
phase. A large pressure drop will result in a density gradient along the column.
This effect is similar to a negative temperature gradient along the axis of a GC
column. Or, a negative organic modifier gradient along an RP-HPLC column,
which is more difficult to imagine. In all instances the migration of the components will slow down and (in extreme cases) will eventually stop. This problem
can he solved partly by pressure or density programming. A disadvantage of
pressure programming, however, is the increasing linear velocity of the mobile
phase and thus a reduction of the number of plates attainable. The problem of
an increasing linear velocity in pressure-programmed analysis in SFC is inherent
to the use of fixed outlet restrictors. A variable-restrictor system for independent
control of the column pressure and the linear velocity is necessary to circumvent
this problem. Such a system is described and evaluated in chapter 2.
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1.3.2

Packed columns

Reduced plate-height equation
For packed columns, no exact analytica] H/u or h/v equation analogous to the
Golay equation for open-tubular columns exists. In chapter 4 the Horvath and
Lin equation [8] is used to study the influence of the column pressure drop on
the plate height in packed column SF'C. Here we opted to use the Knox equation

[9]. It is the general observation that the plate height in packed columns in LC
is adequately described by this equation. The Knox equation reads

h=A·v 1/3 + B +C·v

(1.19)

V

The dimensionless quantities h and v for packed columns are defined in Table
1.2. Typical values for the constantsin Eqn. 1.19 are A

1-2, B

=

2 and C

=

0.05-0.5. Typical values for h and v in practice are 3 and 10, respectively.

Speed of analysis
Eqn. 1.11 describes the speed of analysis for packed columns, if de is replaced
by the partiele size, dv, and the appropriate values for h and v as given above
are used. Modern packed columns contain particles of 10, 5 or even 3 11m. From
Eqn. 1.11. it can be concluded that open-tubular fluid chromatography cannot
compete with packed columns with respect to the speed of analysis unless very
small inner diameters are used.

Speed and pressure drop
Eqs. 1.11 - 1.17 are applicable to packed columns by inserting dP instead of de
and using the values for h, v and E from Table 1.4. It should be borne in mind,
however, that these equations are valid only for incompressible fluids. For GC
and SFC this limits the validity to situations of low pressure drop and, hence,
low plate numbers. In SFC the linear velocity (u), the diffusivity (Dm) and the
viscosity ( 1]) are dependent on the pressure drop 3 . In high-pressure GC, pressure3

For a detailed discussion of the properties of C0 2 as a function of pressure and temperature
see Appendix A.
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drop correction factors have to be included in the plate-height equations 4 . One
of the results is that the speed of analysis is no longer proportional to d~ or

d; and eventually, at high-pressure drops, it becomes proportional to de or dP
[11,12]. Table 1.5 gives values for the number of plates per bar pressure drop
for packed columns (cp 0 = 1000) and open-tubular columns (Eqn. 1.13). For the
open columns cp 0 = 32 was used. For drawn (packed) capillary columns, the
numbers given in the table have to be multiplied by 1000/150, i.e. the ratio of
the column resistance factors of the respective column types (Table 1.4). For
packed capillary columns, the ratio is close to 1000/500.
From Table 1.5, it is clear that fora given allowable pressure drop, flP, opentubular columns always allow much higher plate numbers to be achieved. A nice
illustration of the high plate numbers that can be obtained using open columns
is given in Fig. 1.3. This figure shows the analysis of aparaffin wax on a 10 m x
50 p,m LD. column. At 170 bar and 100°C this column had approximately 60,000
plates for docosane asthetest solute. (k = 0.75, linear velocity 1.2 cm·s- 1 ).
Apart from the almast Gaussian peak distribution of the main components
two fine structures can be observed. The plate numbers that can be generated
using packed columns at an acceptable pressure drop would definitely be insufficient for separating the sample in these three series. The maximum number of
plates that can be obtained from any type of column in the three forms of fluid
chromatography depends on the maximum allowable pressure drop. In GC and
LC this is dependent on the instrument design. In SFC retention and efficiency
depend heavily on pressure (or density). Here, the allowable pressure drop is
determined by fundamental aspects. A more detailed study on the effects of
the pressure drop across the column on retention and plate height in SFC is
described in chapter 4.

4

Expressions for the pressure-drop correction factors in SFC are described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1.3: Analysis of aparaffin wax. Column, 10 m X 50 Jlm I.D. Stationary phase,
SE-30, 0.25 11m; Temperature, 120°C; pressure program, 150 bar (10 min), 5 bar/min
to 305 bar.

1.4
1.4.1

Sample loadability and detection limits
Sample loadability

A distinct disadvantage associated with the use of open columns with small
inner diameters in any form of chromatography is the extremely low sample
capacity of these systems. Packed columns do not suffer from this disadvantage.
In contrast to the situation in open columns, the inner diameter of the packed
column does not affect the separation efficiency and can be increased in order to
increase the sample capacity. Important in analytica! chromatography is the so
called working range. The working range is the region limited by the extremes
of the maximum allowable sample amount at the upper end, and the minimum
detectable amount at the lower end. A wide working range implies that both
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trace and main components can be analyzed in one single cbromatograpbic run.
Intbis section tbe upper limit of tbe working range, i.e. tbe maximum allowable
sample load, will be considered. Tbe lower limit is discussed in more detail in
tbe following section.
Schwartz et al. [13] compared tbe mass loadabilities of packed and open
columns in SFC. Tbe ratio of tbe loadabilities for packed and open columns
was sbown to depend on numerous parameters, for example tbe diameters of
tbe columns, tbe partiele diameter, tbe intra-, interstîtial- and total porosity
of tbe packing material, tbe stationary-pbase thickness and the length of tbe
columns. As expected, sample loadabilities were observed to be much greater
on packed columns. Based on a definition of sample capacity as the amount
injected for which it takes twice tbe lengtb of time for the leading edge of the
cbromatographic peak as for tbe trailing edge, Fields et al. [14] established a
sample capacity of 100 ng (alkanes) on a 10 m x .50 pm LD. column coated with
a 0.25 pm film of a poly(rnetbylsiloxane) stationary phase (j3 = 50).
The sample loadability of open columns can be raised either by increasing
tbe injection volume or by increasing the concentration of the solute in the
sample. The maximum sample volume that can be injected depends on the allowable injection bandwidtb. The maximum concentration is determined by the
distribution isotherm of the solute. If tbe concentration in the sample excecds
the linear region of the distribution isotherm, the peak will become asymmetrical and broadened. A detailed study on the mass loadability of open-tubular
columns in GC was publisbed by Ghijssen [15]. Acccording to Ghijssen, the
sample capacity in GC is proportional to d~. Tbus, it decreases rapidly witb decreasing column inner diameter. From Gbijssen's theoretica} and experimental
study, two approaches for increasing tbe sample capacity of open columns in GC
became apparent. The first metbod is to select a suitable stationary pbase whicb
has a high capacity for the components of interest. Tbe closer the nature of the
stationary phase resembles tbat of the solutes, tbe higher the sample capacity.
It was shown by Ghijsen that the sample loadability in GC can be varied by as

much as a factor 30 depending on the nature of the stationary phase. At this
moment it is not yet clear whether the nature of the stationary phase bas the
same influence on tbe loadability in SFC, because tbe effects of the mobile phase
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density on the distribution isotherms in SFC are still largely unexplored. It is
clear, however, that also in SFC it is worthwhile to adapt the stationary phase
as much as possible to the sample.
The second approach to increase the sample capacity of open-tubular columns
is to increase the stationary phase thickness. If the film thickness is too large,
however, it might adversely affect the column efficiency due to an excessive contribution of the resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase to the overall
plate height. An equation for the maximum allowable film thickness can be derived starting from the reduced plate height equation. At linear veloeities far
above optimum the plate height equation (Eqn. 1.4) red u ces to

h=

f (k) · V + g ( k) · bJ · V

(1.20)

The fractional loss of efficiency, EL due to the stationary phase contribution to
band broadening is then given by

f(k)

+ g(k).

(1.21)

f(k)

Accepting a 20% loss of efficiency due to the stationary phase gives the following
expression for the maximum (reduced) film thickness
(1.22)
Fig. 1.4 shows a plot of ója'"' vs. the capacity factor. The plot shows a minimum at k

~

0.302. Because in a chromatagram capacity factors ranging from

zero to infinite can occur, the maximum film thickness should be adapted to the
worst case, i.e. k

= 0.302.

For k

= 0.:302, bja'"' equals

0.199. This value for the

maximum allowable reduced film thickness is valid for all forms of fiuid chromatography. The maximum allowable absolute film thickness, however, depends
on the ratio of the diffusion coefficients in the mobile phase and the stationary
phase. The closer these values are, the larger the allowed absolute film thickness.
The absolute film thicknesses allowed to obtain a bjaz value of 0.199 on a 50 Jlm
column in GC, SFC and LC, are 0.03 Jlm, 0.99 Jlm and 3.15 Jlm, respectively
(see table 1.3).
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Figure 1.4: Infiuence ofthe capacity factor on the maximum allowable (reduced) film
thickness in open-tubular chromatography

1.4.2

Detection limits

The lower limit of the working range of a chromatographic system is determined
by the detection limit. The configurational aspects of chromatographic columns
have a vast impact on the detection limits of the chromatographic system. Important configurational parameters are whether the column is packed or open,
the column diameter, partiele size, porosity, length and the stationary phase
thickness. vVhen camparing the detection limits in packed and open-tubular
SFC it is important to distinguish between the minimum detectable amount
and the minimum detectable concentration. Furthermore, important differences
exist between mass flow sensitive and concentration sensitive detectors.
The minimum detectable amount Q0 , i.e. the lowest quantity of a solute that
can be detected using a given detector, is described by
4R,.

&--·at
s

(1.23)

or
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(1.24)
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Where Rn is the noise level, S the detector sensitivity,

O't

the total peak width

and Fd the total flow rate through the detector. The superscriptsmand c refer to
mass flow sensitive and concentration sensitive detectors, respectively. The ratio

Rn/ Sis a detector charaderistic which is (within certain lirnits) independent of
the SFC column. As can be seen in Eqn. 1.23, the minimum detectable amount
for mass flow sensitive detectors is directly proportional to the peak width, which
in turn, at constant plate number, is directly proportional to the analysis time.
The ratio of Q;;' on open and packed column is thus equal to the ratios of the
analysis times. Substitution of Eqn. 1.11 gives for the ratio of the Q;;''s

(1.25)
In this equation, the subscripts o and p refer to open and packed columns,
respectively. Introducing typical valnes for h and v on the two types of column
(packed:

hp

= 3,

Vp

= 10, open:

ho

4.5,

V0

~15)

gives

( Q;;')o
(Q())p

(1.26)

The condusion concerning the mass detection limits on mass flow sensitive detectors drawn from this equation is very similar to the earlier condusion concerning
the speed of analysis in packed and open columns. Open-tubular columns camwt
compete with packed columns with respect to the mass detectability unless very
small inner diameters are used. Open columns with inner diameters of

V3 times

the partiele diameter would be required to obtain equal mass detectabilities on
packed and open columns. It should be emphasized that these conclusions are
only valid if the detector sensitivity and its noise level are identical in combination with open and packed columns. Furthermore it is assumed that no eflluent
5plitting prior to the detector is used. For some detector types, eflluent splittingis necessary in order to maintain optimum detector sensitivity (see section

1.5.2).
In the comparison of the minimum detectable amount on concentration sen-

sitive detectors the total flow through the column has to be taken into account.
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Here the problem arises that, in packed columns, efficiency and flow rate are
independent variables. The flow rate can be decreased by decreasing the colurm1
diameter without affecting the column efficiency. The latter is only determined
by the partiele size and not by the column diameter, as in the case of open
columns. Table 1.6 gives some typical flow rates for packed and open columns
with different inner diameters. As can beseen in the table, the flow rates through
open columns are generally much lower than through packed columns. For small
LD. packed columns, however, the flow rates can he of comparable magnitude.
In this case, for concentration sensitive detectors, the mass detection limits in
the packed column are better than in the open system. If larger-b01·e packed
columns are used the reverse will occur. It should be stressed that these conclusions are only correct if the same detector cell is used for both the packed and
the open column. Generally, much larger, and consequently often more sensitive
detectors, are used in combination with large flow rate packed columns, tbcnee
favouring the mass detectability in packed columns.
Table 1.6: Typical flow rates (mL/min) in packed and open-tubular SFC.
Liquid state
(p 1.0 g/mL)

Supercritical state
(p = 0.4 g/mL)

Gaseous state
(p = 1.8·10- 3 g/mL)

Packed column
4.6 mm. LD.
1.0 mm. I.D.
0.25 mm. LD.

1.10
5.20·10- 2
3.24·10- 3

2.75
0.13
8.1·10- 3

600
28.4
1.77

Open column
100 pm LD.
50 pm I.D.
25 pm I.D.

8.48·10- 4
4.24·10- 4
2.12·10- 4

2.12·10- 3
1.06·10- 3
5.30·1 o- 4

0.46
0.23
0.12

In the above paragraphs the mass detection limits of packed and open SFC
systems are compared. For daily use this property is only of minor importance.
The minimum detectable concentration, i.e. the lowest concentration in the sample that can he ana1yzed without the need for sample preconcentration, is of
much more practical interest. The minimum detectable concentration, C 0 , on
mass flow sensitive and concentration sensitive detectors is given by
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(1.27)
and

(1.28)
respectively. Here

IJ'i

is the standard deviation of the ( Gaussian) shaped input

profile and Fd is the detector flow (column flow+ make-up flow). At a constant
ratio of

IJ't/ IJ'i,

the minimum detectable concentration on mass flow sensitive

detectors is inversely proportional to Fe. This clearly gives packed columns a
large superiority over open columns. In open-tubular SFC, the column flows are
extremely low and the minimum detectable analyte concentration is hence highly
unfàvourable. In theory, the concentration detectability in packed SFC columns
using rnass-flow sensitive detection can be reduced to infinitely low values by
increasing the diameter of the column. In practice, however, this is limited by
the ability of the detector to handle the increasingly high mobile-phases flow
rates.
If no make-up fluid is added to the column flow (Fd

Fe), the concentration

detection limitsof a concentration sensitive detector in packed and open-tubular
SFC are equal. In practice, however, packed columns with large inner diameters
allow the use of relatively large and therefore more sensitive detectors without
a significant resolution loss. The use of the same detector in open-tubular SFC
would lead to a severe loss of resolution. This means that relatively large ftows
of make-up fluid have to be used in order to maintain the chromatographic integrity. Miniaturization of the detector would reduce the need for make-up fluid.
U ntil now, however, the volume of existing concentration sensitive detectors can
only bereducedat the expense of detector sensitivity. Apparently, the optimum
detector volume is a campromise between an optimum sensitivity and a minimum loss of resolution. This campromise situation is discussed in more detail in
section 1.5.2.
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1.5
1.5.1

Injector and detector compatibility
Injector compatibility

The use of open-tubular columns with small inner diameters poses extremely
stringent requirements on the injection and detection bandwidths in the various
forms of open-tubular chromatography. The progressof high-speed narrow-bore
GC was obstructed for many years by the lade of compatible injection systems.
Only recently a number of injectors were developed that allow full exploitation
of the advantages that narrow-bore open columns potentially offer [16,17]. \Vith
these systems injection bandwidths as low as a few milliseconds can be obtained
thereby allowing the use of open columns with inner diameters down to 10 J.Lm.

In HPLC, the lack of robust and reproducible injectors until now preelucled
the successful application of open columns with inner diameters in the range
desired for obtaining a reasonable speed of analysis. Bec~use of the larger column
diameters involved, the technologicalproblems encountered in open-tubular SFC
are not as large as in open-tubular LC. Hence, open-tubular SFC is more within
reach than open-tubular LC.
The injection systems currently used m SFC are valve type systems and
have originally been developed for HPLC. In the load position the sample loop
is filled with the sample. In the inject position the content of the sample loop is
introduced in the flow of mobile phase. In (large-bore) packed columns sample
introduetion is straight forward. In these columns relatively large sample sizes
(several J.LL) can be injected onto the column. These amounts can be conveniently
handled using normal HPLC injection syringes and standard injection valves
equipped with external sample loops. On open columns and small-bore packed
columns much smaller samples should be introduced. Furthermore, the sample
should be injected as a narrow plug to prevent an excessive contribution of the
injection band to the total band width. Here, much smaller sample loops with
volumes as low as 60 nL are used. Even these extremely small volumes are in
fact still too large, as will be shown below.
In Table 1. 7 the maximum allowable sample sizes for various packed and open
columns are compared. The partiele diameter for the three packed columns was
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5 J.Lm. A 0.15 m column packed with these particles generates about 15,000
plates under practical operating conditions (v = 5, h = 2). The data for open
columns were calculated using values of v

= 45 and h = 0.5. The injection plug

was arbitrarily allowed to have a width of 40% of the overall peak width. The
maximum allowable injection band width,

ai,

is given by the following expression

0.4 • tr

(1.29)

.JN
Substitution for tr (given by Eqn. 1.11) into Eqn. 1.29 yields
O"i

=

(1.30)

----------~--~--~

V·

Dm

The maximum injection volume can now be calculated from
( 1.31)
where

/(i

is the injection profile factor [18] which was assumed to be one for full

loop injections and F is the flow rate through the column. In Table 1.6 some
bypical flow rates in packed and open-tubular columns for SFC are listed. In
Ghe calculation of the maximum permissabie sample sizes it was assumed that
njection was accomplished in the supercritical state.
fable 1. 7: Maximum allowable sample volume for packed and open columns with
tarious inner diameters. ai = allowable injection band width, Vi = maximum sample
rolume. (Values calculated using N
15000, Dm = 10- 8 m 2 s- 1 and k = 0.)
'i ( :)

Vi (J.LL)

Packed column
4.6 mm LD.
1.0 mm LD.
0.25 mm LD.

0.049
0.049
0.049

2.2
0.11
0.0066

Open column
100 J.Lm l.D.
50 J.Lm LD.
25 j.tm LD.

0.54
0.14
0.034

0.019
0.0024
0.00030

Table 1. 7 clearly illustrates the strong dependenee of the maximum allowable
ample size on the column diameter. As an example, the maximum sample size
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on a 25 JLm LD. column is less than 1 nL. For open columns the constraints
placed on the sample

are generally more stringent than for packed columns.

As can beseen in the table, the open columns require sample volumes below that
of the smallest sample loops available. This necessitates sample splitting prior to
introduetion of the sample onto the column. Two split modes are possible [19].
In the flow split mode the flow through the injector is split, thereby allowing
only part of the content of the sample loop to enter the column. An additional
advantage of this technique is that any dead volurne in the injector is effectively
swept by the relatively large flow of mobile phase. The second split mode is the
timecl-split injection. Here, the injector is rapidly switched from the load to the
inject position. The time the injector is left in the inject position is very short so
that only part of the sample enters the column. Cornbined timed split/flow-split
injection is also used.

1.5.2

Detector compatibility

The compatibility of SFC with a wide range of detection systems is an important
advantage of SFC over LC. The combination of SFC with numerous GC and LC
detectors has been described [for a review see ref. 20 and 21]. The detecton
currently in service in SFC can be classified in two classes. The first type an
cell-based detectors that detect the components while they are still dissolved in
the high-pressure mobile phase (high-pressure detection). In the second type
the mobile phase is first expanded through a restrictor. fiere the solutes an
detected in the expanded flow of gaseous mobile phase (low-pressure detection)
For a successful combination of the SFC column with the detection device twc
requirements must be met:
• The chemica} composition of the mobile phase must be compatible wit}
the detection principle (physico-chemical compatibility ).
• The volumetrie flow rate evolving from the column must be

compatibl~:

with the detector ( cell) volume (volumetr-ie compatibility).
The extent to which the above constraints can be met may differ for packec
and open columns. In general the flow rates through packed columns are large
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thereby favouring the combination of these columns with large ( cell-based) detectors. Other detectors may perfarm better when low flow rates are applied.
These detectors might show improved performance in combination with open
columns. The physico-chemical compatibility is determined by the nature of the
mobile phase. Pure C0 2 has an extremely good compatibility with most of the
GC and LC detectors. If modi:fiers have to be used, however, the number of
detectors that can be used is drastically reduced.
In open-tubular SFC, relatively polar solutes can be eluted with pure C0 2 .
Elution of these polar components from packed columns aften requires the addition of a modifier to the mobile phase. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1.5, which
shows the analysis of a polar liquid-crystal mixture using both packed and open
columns. Whereas the polar constituents of the sample show up as braad, tailing peaks from packed columns without modifiers (Fig. 1.5A), these components
can be eluted as sharp, symmetrical peaks with pure

co2 from the open column

(Fig. 1.5B). The peak shapes on the packed column can be improved by using a
mobile phase containing a few percent of methanol, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5C.
As modi:fiers are more aften necessary in packed column SFC, open columns
generally offer more flexibility with regard to detector choice. In this section
the physico-chemical and volumetrie compatibility of packed and open columns
with a number of detection techniques is described.

SFC-FTIR
Although Fourier transfarm infrared detection (FTIR) is not the most widely
used detection technique in SFC, it can serve as a nice illustrative example of
the physico-chemical and volumetrie compatibility problems between the SFC
system and the detection technique.
There are two methods of monitoring the IR absorption of the eluent eluting
from a chromatographic column [22,23]: on-line flow-through cells [24,25] or offline solvent elimination techniques [26]. In the flow-cell approach, the effluent
passes through a high-pressure light pipe. IR spectra of the effluent are collected
in real time while the effluent flows through the cell. In the solvent-elimination
approach, the chromatographic effluent is deposited on a surface, the mobile
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Figure 1.5: Separation of apolar liquid-crystal mixture using packed and open-tubular
SFC. (A) C1 8 packed column, 150 X 4.6 mm LD., partiele size 5 JLm; Pin - 190 bar;
ó.P = 16 bar; temperature 45°C; detection, UV at 254 nm. (B) Open column, 10 m x
50 J.trn I.D.; temperature, 80°C; stationary phase, SE-30, 0.25 JLm; pressure program,
140 bar (10 min), 5 bar/min to 305 bar. (C) C1s packed column, 150 x 4.6 mm LD.,
partiele size 5 J.tm; Pin = 188 bar; ó.P = 20 bar; temperature 50°C; mobile phase,
C02-methanol (95:5, vfv); detection, UV at 254 nm.
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phase is evaporated and the residual sample is examined by FTIR spectroscopy.
Here, the position of SFC between GC and LC again becomes apparent. vVhereas
GC-IR is almost exclusively performed with the fiow-cell approach and LC-IR
with the solvent-elimination technique, both methods are applied in SFC-IR.
Below, a short discussion of the on-line flow-cell approach is given.
The success of the fiow-cell approach in the coupling of chromatographic
techniques with IR detection depends on the ability to cope with background
absorption of the mobile phase (the physico-chemical compatibility ). In GCFTIR this is not a problem because normal carrier gases are transparent in
the mid-IR region. In LC, the applicability of flow-cell techniques is severely
hampered by the high background absorption. A detailed study of the IR transparency of C0 2 was published by Morin et al. [27]. Gaseaus C0 2 was shown
to have large transparent IR regions. However, two important groups of bands
obscure the IR spectrum in the regions 3500 - 3800 and 2200 - 2500 cm- 1 • In
the supercritical state and in the liquid state, the two gaseaus bands broaden
and additional pairs of bands appear at 2070 and 1944, and at 1387 and 1282
cm- 1 • The intensity of the latter pair of bands depends on the mobile phase
density. Higher rnobile-phase densities lead to a lower transparency in this region. According to Wieboldt et al. [28] speetral subtradion in the 1475 - 1225
crn- 1 region is possible when using cells with an optica] path length shorter
than 5 rnm. Although the background adsorption due to C0 2 can be partially
corrected for, the situation is greatly aggravated if rnodifiers have to be used
[29]. In this case the use of on-line SFC-FTIR is virtually impossible. As packed

columns very often need modified mobile phases, open columns are, where the
physico-chemical compatibility with FTIR is concerned, preferabie over packed
columns.
The problem of background IR absorbance can be eliminated by using an IRtransparent supercritical mobile phase. French and Novotny [30] demonstrated
the use of the optically transparent xenon for SFC-FTIR. Although xenon has
convenient critica! parameters (Tc

= 289.8 K, Pc = 58.0 atm), and diffusion coef-

ficients and a solvent strength comparable to those of co2 [30,31], its widespread
use is hindered by its extremely high price. Owing to the low flow rates in open
columns, the overall price of using xenon in open-tubular SFC is acceptable
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provided that the system can be operated free of leaks.
A problem associated with the use of flow cells in open-tubular

SFC~FTIR

is

the extremely low cell volume that can be tolerated without affecting the quality
of the separation. The design of the flow cell is a campromise between chromatographic and spectroscopie requirements. From the chromatographic point
of view, the cell volume of the detector should be small. The maximum allowable
cell volume is determined by the acceptable loss of chromatographic resolution.
From the spectroscopie viewpoint the cells should be large to obtain maximum
sensitivity.
An equation for the maximum allmvabie cell volurne in open-tubular SFCFTIR can be derived starting from the width of a chrornatographic peak. For
the varianee of a peak,

0';, we can write
(1.32)

L

where

0'

71

is the standard deviation of the peak [rn3 ] and V,. the retention volume

[m3 ]. In this equation we can substitute expressions for the retention volume of
a peak and for the plate height

V,.

Vo·(1+k)

(1.33)

with

1r

2

-·d
4 c ·L

(1.34)

lf we neglect the stationary-phase contribution to chromatographic band broadening and if we assume that the operating velocity is far above the optimum
value, the plate height equation (Eqn. 1.1) becomes

H

f(k). d~.
Dm

u

(1.3.5)

Substitution of Eqs. 1.33, 1.34 and 1.35 into Eqn. 1.32, and subsequent rearrangement yields the following expression for the peak width

1r·d~·(1+k).

1

[f(k)·u·L]2
Dm

4

For the band broadening,

O'd,

(1.36)

that occurs in the detector cell we can write [18]
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(1.37)
where Vd is the cell volume of the detector. Here it is assumed that plug flow occurs in the detector cell. The total band width of the peak,

atot,

can be obtained

using the rule of additivity of variances

(1.38)
If we accept a 1 O% loss of theoretica! plates we finally arrive at an expression
for the maximum allowable cell volume:
_

vd-

1r •

d~ · ( 1 + k)

y'l2

1

· u · L] 2
· [ f (k)Dm

(1.39)

On substitution of typical values for the various parameters into this equation
(i.e. de

=

50·10- 6 m, L

=

10 m, k

=

2, u

=

0.02 ms- 1 , Dm

=

10- 8 m 2 s- 1 ), we

obtain a maximum allowable cell volume of ca. 400 nL. A larger cell will unavoidably lead to appreciable band broadening. Hence, from a chromatographic
point of view, cell volumes in excess of 400 nL are not permissable. When using
packed columns, the total flow rate can be varied independent of the column efficiency by increasing the column inner diameter. With regard to the volumetrie
compatibility of the SFC column and the IR cell, packed columns are thus to be
preferred over open columns.
From a spectroscopie viewpoint, three restrictions are placed on thc dimensions of the flow cell. For reasans of sensitivity, the path length should be long.
Background absorption of the C0 2 , however, limits the path length to a maximum value. Furthermore, the diameter of the light beam is limited to a certain
minimum value. For modern instruments, using beam condensing opties, the
minimum cross-sectional area of the light beam is ca. 1 mm 2 [27]. In designing
flow cells for SFC-FTIR, a conflicting situation arises between chromatographic
and spectroscopie requiremen ts. Starting from a beam cross-sectional area of
1 mm 2 the maximum cell volume is already obtained at a path length of only

0.4 mm. Such a short path lcngth is highly unfavourablc with rcgarcl to tbc

FTIR sensitivity. An incrcased sensitivity can only be obtained at the expense
of chromatographic resolution by increasing the path length of the cell.
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The first report on open-tubular

SFC~FTIR

used an open-tubular column of

60 m x 0.33 mm LD. with a 8-JLL flow cell that had a path lengthof 10 mm [32].
French and Novotny [30] described 1 JLL flow cells with path lengths of 1 mm in
conjunction with 150 pm fused-silica columns. Recently, Raynor et al. described
the use of .50-pm open columns in combination with a 0.8 JLL light-pipe (33]. This
cell had a path length of 4 mm. To avoiel significant losses of chromatographic
resolution, make-up fluid was added just prior to the flow cell. vVith this experimental set-up, "library-searchable" spectra could be obtained for minimum
amounts ranging from 10 ng for compounds with intense IR absorption to 100
ng for poor absorbers. Reeall that the latter equals the maximum permissabic
sample laad of .50 JLm open columns (see section 1.4.1 ). Hence, the working range
of open-tubular

SFC~FTIR

is very narrow. Packed columns woulel offer a rnuch

wider working range but suffer from the disadvantage of the frequent nced of
rnodifiers.
In the off-line solvent elimination approach for

SFC~FTIR

most of the prob-

lems encountercel in the flow cell methad are eliminated. As the mobile phasc is
evaporated, background absorption is absent. Hence, it is possible to use both
neat C0 2 and modified C0 2 . Here, packed columns are favourable due to the
higher sample capacity. Fora more detailcel discussion of the solvent-elirnination
technique, the reader is referred to recent review articles [23-24].

SFC-FID
The flame i anization detector (FID) has become i he most widely used detector in
SFC. The coupling of open-tubular or micro-bare packed column SFC with FID
detection is without any complication. In packcd-column SFC with large- bare
columns the gaseaus C0 2 flows are much larger tben in open-tubular SFC (see
Table 1.6). Here, tbe effluent of tbe column has to be split priortoentering the
detector. Toa large gas flows migbt enlarge the size of the flame thereby causing
incomplete ion colledion and a rednetion of tbe sensitivity. Very large flow rates
might eventually extinguisb the flame. The dead volurne of FID detectors is so
low that it is effectively flusbed by the flow of gaseaus C0 2 . Thus, no volumetrie
compatibility problems occur. Same debate bas arisen in literature on the effects
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of the C0 2 flow on the sensitivity of the detector [34,35]. A number of authors
observed a reduced sensitivity of the FID in SFC in comparison to GC due
to the flow of C0 2 entering the flame. These observations were made at low
gaseaus C0 2 flows of about ~1 mL/min. These are typical valnes for .50 to 100
JLm open columns in SFC. We failed to find such an influence of the

co2

flow

on the sensitivity [36] . .Most probably the reduced sensitivity observed by other
authors was not due to a loss of detector sensitivity at increased

co2 flows, but

was caused by problems in the sample introduction.
The FID is a very sensitive detector which responds to virtually all organic
molecules. This implies that the use of FID detection in SFC with modified
mobile phases is seriously limited.

~Water

and formic acid or combinations of

these liquids are the only polar modifiers that give no responds on the FID.
Unfortunately, the solubility of these compounds in C0 2 is too low to take full
advantage of the positive effects of modifiers on retention and peak shape in SFC.
For daily practice this restricts the use of FID detection to open-tubular columns
where a relatively wide range of solutes can be eluted with pure carbon dioxide
as the mobile phase. A number of alternative mobile phases, as for example SF 6
[37] and N 2 0 [38] have been tested on their ability to elute polar solutes and on
their compatibility with FID detection. None of these ftuids has a polarity high
enough to eliminate the need for modifiers for the elution of polar solutes.

SFC-UV
The first detectors used in SFC were optica! detection devices such as UV absorption detectors. Unlike the FID the UV detector is not a universa} detector
but only responds to solutes containing chromophores. By varying the wavelength of detection the selectivity of the system can be altered. As pure C0 2
exhibits little back ground absorption even at wavelengtbs as low as 190 nm,
the number of organic species that can be detected is quite large. Recently, the
use of photodiode array and scanning- UV detectors was demonstrateel for the
identification of unknown components in SFC [39,40].
UV detectors belong to the group of high-pressure detectors. The effluent
from the column flows through a high pressure UV-cell specially designcel to
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withstand pressures up to 400 bar. In analogy to the situation in SFC-FTIR
the chromatographic and spectroscopie requirements are in conflict. From the
chrornatographic point of view the cell volurne should bc very small to confi nc the
resolution loss. For optimum spectroscopy, however, the cell shonld be large. For
packed column SFC where the volumetrie flow rates are large, relativcly large
cell volumes can be tolerated. Hence, good detection lirnits can be obtained
without a significant loss of resolution. In open-tubular SFC where tbc flow
rates are much lower, much smaller cells have to he uscd. This means that in
order to maintain the chromatographic integrity, some detector sensitivity has
to be sacrificcd. Detector cells for UV detection in opcn-tubular SFC are often
made "on-column" by removing part of the polyimide coating to create a cell
window [41]. These cells suffer from a number of disadvantagcs. Not only is
the path length of the cell limited to the column diameter, also the optica!
charaderistics of this type of cells are highly unfavourable, leading to high noise
levels especially when working close to the critica! point [42]. Furtherrnore: round
detector cells inherently give non-linear calibration curves thereby hampering
quantitative analysis [43].
The frequent need for modified mobile phases in packed-column SFC is not
a major souree of concern in SFC-UV. The most commonly nsed modifiers
have very low UV cut-off wave lengths. Methanol for example, has a cut-off
wavelength of about 205 nm, thereby only obscuring a tiny fraction of thc UV
region. Acctonitrile has an even luwer UV cnt-off. \Vith this modifier wavelengtbs
down to 190 nm can be used.

SFC-NPD
The nitrogen-phosphorous detector (NPD) is a flame-based detector with a
highly specific response for nitrogen and/or phosphorous containing molecules.
Apart from a small salt/ glass bead positioneel slightly above the flame base,
the set-up of the NPD is very similar to that of the FID. The exact dctcction
mechanism of the NPD is not yet fully understood. It appears that thc mcchanism is based on exchange of sodium from the bead by hydrogen foliowed by
gas phase ionization of sodium atoms [44]. The bead is either heatcel by the
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flame or by an electric current. Hydrogen and oxygen gas flow around the bead.
The ratio of hydragen to oxygen is too low to maintain a selfsupporting flame.
Instead, a plasma-like boundary layer is created around the bead. The NPD is
very sensitive to changes in the hydrogen and the oxygen gas flow rates [45]. As
in the FID the sensing volume of the detector is very small which allows coupling
with open-tubular SFC columns of low inner diameters. Coupling of the NPD
to low flow rate ( < 4 mL/min) C0 2 based SFC gives GC-like sensitivities and
a fairly good stability of the detector. When higher column flow rates are used,
effluent splitting prior to the detector is necessary. It is possible to use pressure
programming without encountering severe base-line drift.
Theoretically the NPD response to carbon can be fully suppressed by selecting the proper ratio of the hydrogen to oxygen flow rates. This ability would
allow the use of modified mobile phases. The influence of modifiers on the NPD
charaderistics has only received moderate attention in literature. Greibrokk et
al. [46] demonstrated the successful detection of nitro-anilines with an NPD using 7% methanol in carbon dioxide as the mobile phase. On the other hand,
Mathiasson et al. [4 7] reported no measurable solute signal when concentrations
of methanol higher than 0.8% were added to a nitrousoxide mobile phase. Our
results indicate that concentrations up to 4% of ethanol in C0 2 can be used,
however, only at the expense of a drastically reduced sensitivity and base-line
stability relative to pure C0 2 , as is illustrated in Table 1.8. Therefore, it should
be concluded that the use of NPD detection is limited to pure C0 2 , which in
practice again restricts the use of the detector to open columns.
Table 1.8: Effect of the ethanol concent ration on the signal to noise ratio of a NitrogenPhosporous detector. Conditions: T = 175°C, P = 120 bar. Solute: 2,6 dimethylaniline
(0.1 g/L in DCM). Column: 10 m, 50 J.Lm l.D., CP-Sil 5.
Modifier concentration
(mole %)
0.00
0.51
1.51
3.82

Peak height

Noise

(V)

(V)
2

4.9·102.4·10- 2
1.2·10- 2
6.9·10- 3

Signal to noise ratio

(-)
5

6.9·107.3·10- 5
3.5·10- 4
6.0·10- 4
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710
328
34
12

SFC-PID
The principle of operation of a photoionization detector (PID) is based on the
ionization of molecules by medium energy photons (e.g. 10.2 e V). The photo-ions
are then gatheredon a collector electrode. The coupling of C0 2 based SFC with
photoionization detection has been demonstrated for both packed and opentubular columns [48,49]. In the first articles on packed column SFC-PID, highpressure detection was used [50]. Although the method was shown to work in
principle, high-pressure PID detection was shown to be highly unfavourable duc
to the very low sensitivities obtained. This lack of sensitivity was probably due
to the very low UV intensity in the ianization chamber, caused by quenching
of the light by the high density C0 2 • In later, more successful work, the gas
was expanded prior to detection [48,49]. This technique sufficiently increascd
sensitivity to allow solutes to be detected. Although the sensing volume of a
low-pressure PID is much larger than that of an FID, it is generally low cnough
for combination withopen columns in SFC.
With pure carbon dioxide as the mobile phase, the PID shows sensitivities
camparabie with GC, a wide linear range and a good stability. Introducing 2%
of ethanol only causes a moderate reduction of the sensitivity. Ethanol concentrations in excess of 3%, however, severely affect the stability and sensitivity
of the PID. Most probably, the reduced sensitivity is a result of a reduction of
the photon intensity in the cell, due to absorption by the ethanol. Furthermore,
ethanol, with its relatively large electron-capture cross section, may form negatively charged ions that subsequently recombine with positive analyte photo-ions
to yield neutral species. In conclusion, the physico-chemical incompatibility of
modified mobile phases and photoionization detection severely restricts the applicability of packed columns with PID detection.

SFC-MS
The combination of a separation technique with mass speetrometry forms a very
powerful tool for the analysis of unknown samples. The earliest SFC-MS work
dates back to 1969 [51]. In contrast to the situation in LC-MS, the properties
of SFC mobile phases and the low flow rates in open-tubular SFC allow direct
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interfacing with MS. The only difference with GC-MS interfacing is that in SFCMS the column restrictor should be heated to prevent solute precipitation and
clustering. When higher flow rate packed columns are used, however, effluent
splitting prior to entering the ion souree is mandatory. It is also possible to
directly couple packcd-column SFC and MS if special arrangements are made.
Randall and Wharhaftig [52] used a nozzle/ skimmer /collimator arrangement
and multiple stage pumping for the direct coupling of packed column SFC to
MS. Smith et al. [53] designed an interface that could handle flow rates of ca. 100
- 200 ~tL/min of supercritical C0 2 • This interface was differentially pumped with
a mechanical pump before the ionizer. Using this interface, 1-mm LD. packed
columns can be directly coupled to the MS.
The application of MS provides a sensitive and general detection technique,
which gives structural information for unknown components. Organic mobile
phases (e.g. pentane) and modifiers preclude the use of FID, but are compatible
with MS [54]. Hence, the frequent need for modifiers in packcd-column SFC is
not a major souree of concern when mass-spectrometric detection is employed.
Spectra with a high information content can be obtained even if modifiers have
to be used. Below a short discussion of ionization mechanisms in SFC-MS is
g1ven.
In SFC-MS the ionization process is extremely difficult, even when pure C0 2
is used as the mobile phase. The ionization method is a combination of electron
ionization (EI) and charge exchange ionization (CE). Odd electron molecu lar
ions are formed by an electron transfer reaction between the reagent ion and the
sample molecule. C0 2 has an ionization potential of 13.6 e V which is high enough
for charge exchange ionization of most organic molecules. For that reason true EI
spectra can only be obtained in SFC-MS with the moving belt interface. Games
[55] described the use of the moving belt interface for the analysis of alkaloids,
steroids and pesticides with SFC using 4.6 mm LD. packed columns. The SFC
separations were faster and the spectra were cleaner than those observed when
performing LC-MS on the sametype of instrument and sample. For this type
of interface, packed columns are preferabie due to the higher mass loadability of
these columns.
When protic modifiers are added to the mobile phase, the modifier can give
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rise to chemica! ionization (Cl) of the solutes. The mass spectra thus obtained
depend on the composition and the pressure of the mobile-phase components
in the ion source, both of which can change during the analysis. To reduce
the interference of the mobile phase in the ionization process, two different approaches can be foliowed [56]. One approach is to open the ionizer to improve
pumping in this section and remove mobile-phase constituents more effectivcly.
This approach, however, leadstoa reduced sensitivity as alsopart of the sample
molecules is removed. The other approach is to use a reagent gas to achicvc relatively high-pressure conditions in the ionizer. The excess of reagent

in the

ionizer can suppress CE and Cl reactions between the solutes and the mobilephase constituents. In this way the solutes are ionized primarily by collisions
with reagent-gas ions. Furthermore, the high-pressure conditions in the ionizer
break up clusters of solutes, which could otherwise lead to a deercase in sensitivity [57].
In conclusion, contrasting with most of the other detectors discusscd in this
chapter, mass-spectrometric detectorscan handle modi:fied mobile phase. Hence,
the use of MS detection is not limited to open-tubular columns. Both colnmn
types can be used in SFC-MS. Open columns have the advantage that thc
interfacing is easier, whereas packed columns generally allow larger sample sizcs
which results in more favourable detection limits.

1.6

Conclusions

Packed and open columns for SFC differ in many aspects. The ultimate choice
of the column typefora partienlar separation problem is governed by a number
of aspects. Important parameters to consider are the speed of analysis, the maximum attainable plate number, the detection limits, the sample capacity and
the detector compatibility.
The use of equations basedon dimensionless parameters allows a direct cornparison of the speed of analysis and the maximum obtainable plate numbers in
packed and open-tubular SFC. The plate number per bar pressure drop is higher
in open columns. The number of plates generated per unit of time, howcver,
favours the use of packed columns. A considerable rednetion of the inner diarn-
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eter of open columns is needed to obtain equal analysis speeds in packed and
open columns. The extremely low sample capacity, the stringent requirements
posedon the sample introduetion and the detection system and the unfavourable
concentration detection limits currently hamper the use of open columns with
smaller inner diameters.
A definite advantage of open columns is the high degree of surface deactivation. The low activity of open columns allows the elution of relatively polar
solutes without the use of solvent modifiers. For packed columns, the necessity
to add modifiers preelucles the on-line coupling of SFC with many dctection
techniques. The ability to elute components covering a wide span of polarities
with pure carbon dioxide adds to the attractiveness of open-tubular SFC.
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Chapter 2
Control of the Flow Rate in
Pressure-Programmed
Open-Tubular SFCl
A versatilc and simple system is described that allows variation of
the column flow rate in open-tubular supercritical-Buid chromatography. Tbc system is based on column-effluent splitting in a lowdead-volume T-piece at the column exit just befare detection. A
simple relr1tionship is derived that quantifies the Bow-rate characteristics of the system as a function of the column pressure and
the restrictor backpressure. The variabie-flow system is employed
to control independently column pressure and mass-Bow rate in
pressure-programmed analysis. Furthermore, the applicability of the
system as a convenient means of measuring Van Deernter curves and
diffusion coeflicients is demonstrated.

2.1

Introduetion

The ability to alter the solvent strength of the mobile phase by adjusting an
instrumental parameter, i.e. the pressure, enhances the attractiveness of supercritical fluids as mobile phases in chromatography. The simple instrumental
requirements have made pressure/ density programming the most commonly employed progra.mming technique. Increasing the mobile-phase pressure, however,
1 Hans-Gerd

Janssen, Jacques A. Rijks and Carel A. Cramers, Control of the Flow Rate in
Pressure-Programmed Capillary SFC, Joumal of Microcolumn Separations, 2 {1990) 26.
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not only affects the solvent strength of the mobile phase, but also entails considerable changes in the viscosity, diffusivity, and selectivity of the mobile phase. In
addition, the properties of the stationary phase can change if increasing amounts
of mobile phase molecules are dissolved in the stationary phase during programming [1].
The analytes eluting at higher pressures have smaller diffusion coefficients,
both because of their larger size and because of the increased density of the
mobile phase. To keep the efficiency constant, the linear velocity should be appreciably reduced. However, in chromatographic systems equipped with a fixed
restrictor, the rnass-flow rate cannot be controlled. Due to an increase in the
pressure drop over the restrictor during pressure programming, the rnass-flow
rate increases. In this situation, programming the column pressure is usually
accompanied by an increasing linear velocity in the chromatographic column.
As a result, a decreased resolution at higher densities is often observed.
Systems designed to independently control pressure and velocity have been
described for both packed and open-tubular SFC [2-4]. These systems, unfortunately, are not applicable to situations in which post-restrictor detection systems
such as a flame ionization detector (FID) or a mass spectrometer (MS) are used.
Recently, Raynie et al. described the use of a back-pressure regulated restrictor for flow control in open-tubular SFC, based on a sheath nozzle previously
developed for supersouie-jet spectroscopy [5]. Although it was suggested that
this system would be applicable to systems using post-restrictor detection, the
authors did not demonstrate the interfacing with this type of detector. Berger

[6] proposed temperature programming of the restrictor, as a means of cantrolling the restrictor flow. By positive temperature programming of the restrictor,
the flow can be reduced. The maximum flow-rate variation that can be achieved
using this technique is a reduction of the flow by a factor of three. In this case
the restrictor temperature must be programmed between 25°C and 400°C. At
the low initial temperature, severe spiking will occur for many samples.
In this chapter, a methad is described that allows independent control of the
column pressure and the linear velocity in open-tubular SFC with either highar low-pressure detection. This system is employed to enhance the separation
quality in the latter part of a pressure-programmed analysis. Furthermore, it can
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be used to rapidly identify the optimum pressure and ternperature in the design
of SFC separations. The applicability of the system as a convenient rneans of
rneasuring Van Deernter curves and ditfusion coefficients under SFC conditions
is also dernonstrated.

2.2

Instrurnental

The chromatographic system utilized a modified Varian 8500 syringe pump (Varian Associates, Sunnyvale, California, USA) which was under computer control
to generate a pulsefree flow of mobile phase. Sample introduetion was accomplished at ambient ternperature using a pneumatically actuated injection valve
(model A-3-Ni4\V, VICI AG, Schenkon, Switzerland) equipped with a 0.06 {ll
rotor. The injector was used in the timecl-split mode without subsequent flow
splitting. Temperature control and fiame ionization detection were provided by a
Varian 3300 Gas chromatograph. The mobile phase used in the experiments was
99.996% carbon dioxide (Intermar B.V., Breda, The Netherlands). The chromatographic column was an 8.2 m x 107 p,m LD. OV-1 open-tubular column
(Rescom, Kortrijk, Belgium).
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The outlet of the column was
connected toa specially designed low-dead-volume T-piece (Tl) ( Gerstel GmbH,
Mülheim a/d Ruhr, FRG). A detailed schematic of T-piece Tl is given in the
enlargement in Fig. 2.1. The T-piece consistsof a cross-piece with one blind nut.
The ferrules are made of a cartridge containing graphite as the sealing materiaL
The bore diameter of the piece was 270 {lm, which was matched closely to the
outside diameter of the capillaries. The total volume of the piece was less than 80
nL. No ad verse effect of the T-piece on the efficiency of the system was observed.
One branch of the T-piece was a 13 cm x 4.6 {lm LD. fused-silica capillary
(capillary A), which was directly installed in the FID. The FID was heated to
340°C. The other branch was a 30 cm x 75 {lm LD. fused-silica capillary (B).
Outside the CC-oven, this capillary was coupled with a 52 cm x 12.6 Jtm LD.
restrictor ( C) using a low-dead-volume coupling piece ( Gerstel GmbH). Flowra te control through this branch was accomplished by regulating a back pressure
of either heliurn supplied by a high-pressure regulator or carbon dioxide supplied
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FID
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Connecting

Column
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PRESSURE SOURCE
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Figure 2.1: Experimentalset-up (for discussion, see text). a= 13 cm x 4.6 pm FID
restrictor, b = 30 cm x 75 pm connecting capillary, c = 52 cm x 12.6 pm restrictor,
d = vent restrictor. The inset shows an enlargement of the T-piece Tl.
by a second Varian 8500 pump which was modified for constant pressure, or
pressure-programmed operation. To avoid pressure builcl-up at the outlet of the
flow restrictor, a vent restrictor (D) was coupled with the control line using a
second T-piece (T2).
The column effiuent is split into two streams. One stream is fed to the FID,
and the second is used to control the total flow rate through the column. The
column flow rate is determined by the sum of the flow rate through the FID
(restrictor A) and the flow rate through the variable-flow restrictor (C). Control
of the flow rate is achieved by manipulating the flow rate through the variabie
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restrictor. Because only part of the column effluent is used for detection, the
absolute sensitivity of the system is reduced. Restrictor dimensions were chosen
empirically to give a fiow-rate ratio of approximately 1 : 4 between the FID
and the variable restrictor, while maintaining the desired total fiow rate. Linear
restrietars were chosen because they enable easy adjustment of the fiow rate.
Otl1er restrictors, which are known to give better chromatographic performance,
can also be used, as will be discussed later. The column temperature was kept
constant at 120°C throughout the experiments. Mobile-phase linear veloeities
were determined by injecting methane as an unretained component.

2.3

Theory

In order to describe the mass-fiow rate through the chromatographic column,
the fiow rates through linear restrietars at various inlet and outlet pressures were
studied. The total fiow through the column is the sum of the fiow rates through
the detector and the variable restrictor. The total fiow can be quantified when
the two individual contributions are known. For fiow through linear and tapered
restrictors, Bally has shown that the mass-fiow rate at high temperatures is
proportional to the column pressure [7]. Basedon his results, the mass-fiow rate
through the FID restrictor, Ffid, can be described by Eqn. 2.1:
Ffid = a ·

Pc

+b

(2.1)

where Pc is the column pressure and a and b are constauts that depend on the
restrictor dimensions and the temperature.
Quantification of the fiow ra te through the variable restrictor can be achieved
by assuming that the effluent possesses either liquid- or (ideal) gas-like behaviour
in the restrictor. With a high pressure at the restrictor outlet and ambient
temperature, more liquid-like conditions prevail in the fiow restrictor ('C' in
Fig. 2.1.) In this situation, the mass-fiow rate through a linear restrictor, F 1r,
can be approximated by the Poiseuille equation for laminar fiow:
(2.2)
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where pisthefluid density, 77 the viscosity, L the restrictor length, Pc the column
pressure and

HP

the back pressure applied to the restrictor. For ideal liquids,

both p and 77 are independent of the pressure. For carbon dioxide at ambient
temperature, both parameters are affected by pressure changes, but the ratio
remains almost constant in the liquid state. Eqn. 2.2 shows that when the rnassflow rate through the variable-fiow restrictor is plotted against the pressure drop
over the restrictor, a straight line should result. Eqn. 2.2 assumes that the outlet
pressure of the variabie-flow restrictor equals the back pressure applied by the
high-pressure device. This assnmption will only be correct if the back pressure is
higher than the exit pressure at sonic outlet conditions. It was shown by Smith

et al. [8] that incomplete expansion of the fiuid in the restrictor is likely to occur,
cspecially when using restrietars with low length-to-diameter ratios. In this case
Eqn. 2.2 is invalid because the actual pressure at the restrictor outlet does not
equal the back pressure.

2.4
2.4.1

Results and discussion
Mass flow through fixed and back-pressure-controlled restrictors

Fig. 2.2 shows the measured rnass-flow rate vs. the column pressure with the
variable restrictor closcd. Mass-flow rates were obtained from the linear velocity,
measured by methane injections, the column cross-sectional area and the carbondioxide densitics calculated according to the IUP AC equation of state [9]. Fig.
2.2 shows a good agreement between the experiments and Eqn. 2.1.
To test the validity of thc assumptions leading to Eqn. 2.2, a plot of the
measured rnass-flow rate Lhrough the column is given in Fig. 2.3 for different
pressure drops over the variable restrictor ( C). The column pressure, and hence
the restrictor inlet pressure, was 260 bar. In Fig. 2.3, a linear relationship is
observed between the measured mass flow rate and the pressure drop over the
restrictor, which is in agreement with Eqn. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Mass-flow rate through the 13 cm X 4.6 J1ffi FID restrictor. Variabie
restrictor closed. Oven temperature: 120°C; FID restrictor temperature: 340°C.
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Figure 2.3: Column rnass-flow rate at different pressure drops, 6.P, over the variabie
flow restrictor. Column inlet pressure: 260 bar. Oven temperature: 120°C. FID restrictor as in Fig. 2.2. Variabie flow restrictor dimensions: 52 cm x 12 J.Lm, temperature:
24°C.
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Deviations from linearity occurred only when the back pressure became lower
than the vapour pressure of carbon dioxide at ambient temperature. In this
case, a complex situation prevails in which liquid carbon dioxide evaporates at
a position that depends on the pressure [8]. After combining Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2,
the total flow rate through the column,
Ftotal

Ftotal,

can be expressed by Eqn. 2.3:

= Ffid + Ftr = a· Pc+ b + c · 6.P

(2.3)

where
(2.4)
A complete quantitative characterization of the dual-restrictor system can be
obtained by measuring three constants, two for quantifying the flow ra te through
the FID restrictor and one for characterizing the variabie-flow restrictor.

2.4.2

Mass-flow rate control during pressure programm1ng

.

Fig. 2.4 illustrates how the dual-restrictor system can be applied to control
the linear velocity during a pressure-programmed analysis. The upper line gives
the variation of the column inlet pressure during a linear pressure-programmed
open-tubular SFC analysis. The lower line depiets the variable-restrictor back
pressure. The pressure gradient applied to the variabie-flow restrictor is steeper
than the gradient of the column pressure. Hence, the pressure drop over the
variabie restrictor decreases during the analysis.
The behaviour of the column flow rate, and thus the linear velocity, reflects
the increasing flow rate through the FID and the decreasing flow rate through
the variabie restrictor. Because the absolute rnass-flow rate through the variable
restrictor is larger than the flow rate through the FID, the overall column flow
rate will decrease. During a pressure-programmed analysis, the ratio of the flow
rates through the FID restrictor and the variabie-flow restrictor changes. In the
latter part of the analysis, a larger fraction of the column effluent is fed to the
detector. This gives rise to an increasing sensitivity of the detection system,
which necessitates calibration of the detector.
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Figure 2.4: Column inlet pressure (Pc) and variable-restrictor back pressure (P&p)
during pressure programming with flow-rate controL Column pressure program: 120
bar (14 min), 5 bar/min, 310 bar. Variable-restrictor back-pressure program: 70 bar
(14 min), 6 bar/min, 290 bar. Restrictor dimensions and operating conditions as in
Fig. 2.3.
In Fig. 2.5, the upper curve represents the measured normalized linear velocity through the column in a fixed-restrictor system at different inlet pressures. The lower curve represents the normalized linear veloeities using the dualrestrictor system. Experirnents were performed at discrete pressures, which are
indicated by the verticalEnes in Fig. 2.4. In actual pressure-programmed analysis, the linear velocity would be higher and dependent on the position in the
column, owing to "compression velocity" contributions as described by Smith
[10]. Fig. 2.5 clearly illustrates the ability of the dual-restrictor system to control the velocity during pressure-programmed SFC. Whereas the linear velocity
increases with pressure in a fixed-restrictor system, a decrease is observed for
the dual-restrictor system.
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Figure 2.5: Linear velocity with a fixed- and a dual-restrictor system. Restrictor
dimensions and operating conditions as in Fig. 2.3. Back-pressure program as in Fig.
2.4.

The experiments described in this work were performed with linear restrictors, that is, a linear FID restrictor and a linear variable-flow restrictor. For high
molecular weight solutes, a linear FID restrictor might cause detector spiking.
The experiment al set-up described in Fig. 2.1, ho wever, is not limited to linear
restrictors, it also allows the use of other restrictor types for the FID. Because
the performance of the variable-flow restrictor is less critical, an easily adjustable
linear restrictor proves satisfactory here.
Fig. 2.6 shows an application of the variable restrictor system, the analysis of
a poly(methylhydrosiloxane) (PS 120, Petrarch Systems, Bristol, Pennsylvania,
USA) by open-tubular SFC using the flow-controlled system. Even in the flowcontrolled system, an appreciable reduction of the resolution is observed in the
latter part of the analysis. Here, the components in the sample almast coelute
and form a cluster of only partly resolved peaks. The Figs. 2.7 A and B show
enlargements of the peak pairs 9-13 for the fixed- and the variable-restrictor
system, respectively. The initial linear veloeities were approximately the same
and the column-pressure programs were identical.
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Figure 2.6: Analysis of poly(methylhydrosiloxane ). Oven temperature: 120°C. Restrictors as in Fig. 2.3. Pressure programs as in Fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the resoiution with fixed- and variabie-flow restrictors. A:
Fixed restrictor and B: Variabie restrictor. Other conditions as in Fig. 2.6.
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A better resolution is observed for the variable-restrictor system (Fig. 2.7B).
Because the linear velocity is lower in the variable-restrictor system, the elution
time is longer and, hence, the elution density higher. The higher elution density
and the concomitant lower diffusivity in the mobile phase partly nullifies the
gain in resolution that results from the lower linear velocity. The impravement in
resolution in the flow-controlled system would have been even more pronounced
if the pressure-programming rate had been adapted to the lower linear velocity.

2.4.3

Van Deernter curves and diffusion coefficients in
SFC

The system described m this chapter can be used as a convenient means of
measuring van Deernter curves and ditfusion coefficients in open-tubular SFC.
When the term descrihing resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase is
neglected and if it is assumcd that the pressure drop is negligible, the equation
for the plate height, H, is

H=

2
m+ f (k) · dc • u

2·D
U

(2.5)

Dm

where

f(k) = 1 + 6. k + 11. p
96·(1+k)2

(2.6)

and Dm is the binary diffusion coefficient, de is the column diameter, u is the
linear velocity and k is the capacity factor. By differentiation of Eqn. 2.5, it
follows for the optimum velocity,

Uapt:

(2.7)
As can be seen from Eqn. 2.7, the optimum linear velocity in open-tubular
chromatography is determined by the binary ditfusion coefficient of the solute
in the mobile phase, the column radius and the solute capacity factor. Because
diffusion in supercritical fluids is much slower than in gases, the optimum velocity
in SFC is much lower than in CC. To avoid unpractically low linear velocities,
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columns with small internal diameters (s;IOO 11m) are commonly used in opentubular SFC. Furthermore, SFC columns are generally operated at veloeities far
above optimum, resulting in an appreciable loss of efficiency. Linearization of
Eqn. 2.5 yields:

H

•U

= 2 • Dm

+ f (k) . d~ . u

2

(2.8)

.:........:.__:__=.___

Dm

Ditfusion coefficients can be calculated either from the intercept on the y-axis
or from the slope of a plot of H ·u versus u 2 • The fundamental aspects of the
method will not be discussed because detailed reviews have been published already [11]. Because Dm and k are density dependent, Van Deernter curves should
be measured by varying the linear velocity at constant pressure and temperature. In fixed-restrictor systems, variation of the linear velocity is possible only
by replacing the flow restrictor. With the variabie restrictor system described in
this chapter, the linear velocity can be varied more conveniently.
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Figure 2.8: Reduced plate height vs. linear velocity. Column pressure: 238 bar; temperature: 120°C. k(n-C 36 ) = 1.79; k(cyclohexane) = 0.04.
Fig. 2.8 shows Van Deernter curves for hexatriacontane (n-C 36 ) and cyclohexane measured using the dual-restrictor system. No peak asymmetry due to dead
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volumes in the T-piece was observed. Fig. 2.8 shows a reduced plate height of 45
for n-C 36 at a linear velocity of 7 cm/s, resulting in only about 210 plates/m. In
contrast, a reduced plate height of less than 5 was observed for cyclohexane at
the same linear velocity. For this component, a reduced plate height close to 1
was found at a more commonly employed velocity of 2 cm/s. This results in almost 10,000 plates/m. The large ditference in the reduced plate heights is due to
the lower ditfusion coefficient for n-C 36 in carbon dioxide than for cyclohexane.
Furthermore, the capacity factor of cyclohexane is much lower than for n-C 36 .
Table 2.1 gives a summary of the binary ditfusion coefficient of n-C 36 and
cyclohexane in C0 2 • Experiment al ditfusion coefficients were calculated from the
slope ofthe H ·u versus u 2 plots. Extra column contributions to band broadening
were neglected. The column-pressure drop at the highest linear velocity was
calculated to be less than 1 bar. Calculated ditfusion coefficients were obtained
from the Wilke and Chang equation [12].
Table 2.1: Experimental and calculated diffusion coefficients ofn-C36 and cyclohexane
in co2 at 120°C.
Component

p

nezp

k

m

m

[m /s]

[m 2 /s]

2

[Bar]

ncalc

n-C36

238

1.79

8.7·10- 9

9.0·10- 9

cyclo-C 6

238

0.04

1.9·10- 8

2.9·10- 8

cyclo-C 6

154

0.08

4.1·10- 8

4.1·10- 8

cyclo-C 6

100

0.19

5.5·10- 8

5.0·10- 8

As the values in Table 2.1 indicate, fairly good agreement exists between the
experimental and the calculated ditfusion coefficients. Hence, Table 2.1 indicates
that it is possible to measure Van Deernter curves and ditfusion coefficients with
the system described in this work. The deviation between the calculated and the
experimental Dm values for cyclohexane at 238 bar may be due to the inaccuracy
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of the capacity factor, which was close to zero.

2.5

Conclusions

The system presented here makes it possible to independently vary the column
pressure and the flow rate in open-tubular SFC. The instrumentation is relatively
simple. The rnass-flow rate through linear restrietars can be accurately described
by simple model equations. An equation can be derived to quantify the columnflow rate in the dual-restrictor system. In comparison with a fixed-restrictor
system, the flow-controlled system shows better performance. lmproved resolution is observed in the latter part of a pressure-programmed analysis. For
quantitative analysis, it is necessary to calibrate the system because the fraction of the effluent that is fed to the detector changes during the analysis. As
demonstrated, the systems allows the convenient measurement of Van Deernter
curves and ditfusion coefficients in open-tubular SFC. The ditfusion coefficients
estimated here, were found to be in good agreement with the values calculated
according to the Wilke and Chang equation.
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Chapter 3
Possibilities and Limitations of
Coiling-lnduced Secondary Flow
in Open-Tubular SFCl
The possibility to enhance radial mass transfer in open-tubular SFC
by tightly coiling the column is discussed. The influence of coilinginduced secondary flow on the plate height and the speed of analysis
in open-tubular SFC is investigated. Experimentalplate heights in
cailed columns are compared with values calculated from Tijssen 's
theory for coiling-induced secondary flow. The speed of analysis in
cailed columns was found to be up to 5 times higher than in straight
capillaries. The largest gain in analysis speed was obtained for solutes with low capacity factors. It is shown that coiling the column
can have a positive influence on the detectability.

3.1

Introduetion

The intermediate position of supercritical-fluid chromatography (SFC) between
gas chromatography ( GC) and liquid chromatography (LC) is inter al ia reflected
in the choice of the column type. Whereas LC is almast exclusively performed
using packed columns and GC with open-tubular columns, bath packed and
open columns are routinely used in SFC. With respect to the speed of analysis
in SFC, packed columns are superior to contemporary open capillaries. Open
1 H.-G.

Janssen, J .A. Rijks and C.A. Cramers, Possibilities and Limitations of CoilingInduced Secondary Flow in Capillary Supercritical-Fluid Chromatography, J. High Resolut.
Chromatogr., 13 (1990) 475.
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columns are favourable whcn high plate numbers are necessary [1,2, chaptcr 1].
Plate numbers exceeding approximately 20,000 are generally not readily obtainable using packed columns, because the length of the column is limited by the
maximum allowable pressure drop [3].
To obtain reasonable analysis times in open-tubular SFC, columns with inner
diameters in the range of 50 JLm to 100 JLm are used, far above the optimum
velo city. Even with these narrow- bore columns the number of plates generated
per second is considerably lower than that obtained in GC with standard- bore
columns (e.g. 320 JLm). The use of columns with inner diameters lower than
100 JLm poses severe demands on the instrumentation. Besides these technical
pro blems, the u se of narrow- bore columns is severely hindered by the low sample
capacity of these columns. The dynamic range, being the concentration region
between the minimum detectable amount and the maximum sample capacity
is too low for many practical applications. Either, columns with larger sample
capacities or more sensitive detectors are required to enlarge the dynamic range.
As stated before, open columns in SFC are generally operated far above the
optimum linear velocity. In this case, the only contribution to chromatographic
band broadening for an unretained component is the con tribution of the velocity
profile. The velocity profile under normal operating conditions is parabolic. The
mobile-phase velocity close to the wall approaches zero and reaches a maximum
at the centre of the column. Solute bands moving through the column are broadened because the solute molecules near the column wall have a lower effective
velocity than the molecules in the centre of the column. Solute molecules can
only change locations within the velocity profile by radial diffusion. If the time
required for radial mass transport between the fluid layers with the different
veloeities is long relative to the residence time in the column, a considerable
broadening of the solute bands takes place.
Several rnethods have been proposed to obtain velocity profiles which are
more favourable with regard to radial transport of solutes in open columns.
The use of turbulent flow in gas chromatography has been reported by several
authors [4-6]. With turbulent flow the velocity profile is largely flattened thereby
reducing flow inequalities across the column radius. Furthermore, radial mass
transfer is enhanced by the introduetion of a radial velocity component. Anothcr
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approach to change the velocity profile is to coil the column in a tight helix. This
introduces a secondary flow perpendicular to the column axis. Fluid flow in cailed
columns was first described by Dean who gave approximate expressions for the
velocity profile in cailed open tubes [7]. Tijssen et al. [8-11] have publishcd
a series of articles descrihing the effects of secondary flow in helically cailed
columns for bath CC and LC. The effect of coiling in open-tubular LC and
SFC was demonstrated by Novotny et al. [12,13]. The advantageous effects of
secondary flow have also been demonstrated in post-column reaction systems
for LC [14,15] and in flow injection analysis [16].
In this chapter the effects of coiling-induced secondary flow on the plate
height and the speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC are investigated. The influence of the coil diameter on the plate height is studied. Experimental plate
heights in cailed columns are compared with values calculated from Tijssen's
theory for coiling-induced secondary flow. The effects of the pressure drop associated with thc use of high mobile-phase linear veloeities are also examined.

3.2

Theory

The plate height in straight, open-tubular columns for SFC under the conditions
of laminar flow is described accurately by the well-known Golay plate-height
equation:

H=

2°D
U

m+

2

°

K

0

R 2 f(k)

c

0

Dm

0

u

2 ° k d 2,
0

•

u

+---~--

3·(1+k)2·D

(3.1)

8

with:
1+6·k+11·P

f(k) =

(1

(3.2)

+ k)2

Here H is the platc height,

u is

the average linear velocity, Dm and D8 are the

diffusion coefficients in the mobile phase and the stationary phase, respectively.

Re is the column radius and
1
48

K

is the so-called velocity profile factor, which is

for straight columns. In case of zero pressure drop the average velocity

u can

be replaced by the symbol u. lf we neglect the stationary phase contribution
to chromatographic band broadening and if we work at veloeities far above the
optimum, Eqn. 3.1 can be rcwritten as:
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H = 2 · I\, • R~ · J(k) · u
Dm

(3.3)

The speed of analysis, Nt, can now be expressed as:

N _
t -

Dm
H - 2 · I\, • R~ · J(k)

.!!..._ _

(3.4)

Here Nt represents the nurnber of plates that is generateel per second. Frorn Eqn.
3.4, two approaches towards higher analysis speeds and herree reduced analysis
tirnes becorne apparent. A cornrnon approach is to reduce the inner diameter of
the column [e.g. 17,18]. Columns with lower inner diameters give more plates
per unit time. The second approach is based on enhancing the radial transport
of solutes in the column, by increasing Dm.
When a parabolic flow in an open column is forced to bend, the central
strearn sections are subjeeteel to great centrifugal forces and will herree be forced
to the outer wall. This generates a secondary flow perpendicular to the rnain flow
which augrnents radial dispersion. In this case, radial dispersion is the cornbined
effect of molecular diffusion and convection by the secondary flow. The radial
dispersion coefficient, Dr, is now given by:

(3.5)
where Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient and D& is the secondary-flow
dispersion coefficient. At low linear veloei ties, the centrifugal forces are wcak
and no significant contribution to radial ditfusion occurs by the convective flow.
At interrnediate veloeities the velocity profile changes when the secondary flow
starts to develop. The secondary flow tenels to elivide the rnain flow into two
equal halves. Roughly stated, the column can be looked upon as consisting of
two equal parallel columns where ditfusion elistances are halveel and the Cmterm contribution to the plate height (see Eqs. 3.1 and 3.3) is reduced by a
factor 4. Eqn. 3.3 can be rewritten to take into account the enhanced radial
rnass transport. The moclified plate height equation reads:

H = 2 · I\, • R~ · f (k) · u
Dr

(3.6)
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In the case of tightly cailed columns, the velocity profile factor, ;;,, and the
radial dispersion coefficient, Dr, depend on the velo city. A lso the function f( k)
depends on the velocity. According to flow theory, the values of;;, and Dr mainly
depend on the velocity parameter, De 2 Sc. Here De (Dean number) and Sc

( Schmidt number) are dimensionless numbers defined as:
De= Re·

J:\

(3.7)

where Re is the dimensionless Reynolds number defined as:

Re=

p ·u· 2R

(3.8)

c

TJ

with pis the mobile phase density, Re is the column radius and TJ is the dynamic
viscosity. The parameter À is the aspect ratio, being the ratio of the column
radius and the coil radius:
À =

!!::___

(3.9)

Rcoil

The Schmidt number (Sc) is defined as:

Sc= _ _:._TJ_

(3.10)

p·Dm

Tijssen [10] gave qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the plate height
and the radial dispersion in cailed columns as a function of the De 2 Sc number. Qualitatively, 4 regions were distinguished. At low mobile phase veloeities

(De 2 Sc < 10) secondary flow does not contribute significantly to radial dispersion. The plate height equals that of a straight column. At De 2 Sc
flow starts to develop and is fully devcloped at De 2 Sc

> 10 secondary

> 10 4 . In the latter case

the plate height rcaches a kind of plateau. At still higher velocities, the plate
height drops approximately linearly with the velocity and largely reduced platc
heights in cornparison with straight columns can be obtained. In a quantitative
theoretica! study, Tijssen [11] derived a series of mathematica! expressions for
the plate heights and the radial dispersion coefficients in cailed columns as a
function of the De 2 Sc nurnbcr. A number of these expressions and their rcgions
of applicability are given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Mathematical expressions and their regions of applicability for the plate
height in cailed columns according toTijssen [11].
Plate height equation

Application range

De 2 Sc = 0
À = 0. Straight column

_ R~ ·u· f(k)

I.

H-

24 ·Dm

_ R~ ·u· f(k)

I I.

H-

24 ·Dm
1+

_ R~ ·u· f(k)

De 2 Sc < 3 · 103
De< 17

1
De 2 Sc
542

De 2 Sc > 2300
3 <De< 17
liquids

1
. 6.39

III.

H-

IV.

H _ 2. 84 · Re · f (k)
- Deo.5 . ,\ o.5 . S cO.l4

De> 100
gas es

V.

H _ 666.67 ·Re· f(k)
- De. ,\0.5. ScO.l4

De> 100
liquids

24 ·Dm

The Eqs. I to JIJ cover the experimental region in the present study on
open-tubular SFC. The expressions given in this table were derived for gaseaus
and liquid mobile phases. One of the intentions of the present work is to test
the applicability of this set of expressions to chromatographic systems using
supercritical fluids as the mobile phase. It follows from the expressions in Table
3.1 that a significantly enhanced radial mass transfer can be obtained in cailed
columns. For instanee according to Eqn. III in Table 3.1 the radial dispersion at
De 2 Sc

> 2300 will be increased by a factor 6.39. De 2 Sc numbers exceeding 2300

are obtainable in tightly cailed open columns with supercritical mobile phases.
Hence, the conesponding gain in analysis speed using a tightly cailed column is
camparabie to the gain achieved by a reduction of the column radius by a factor
2.5 (Nt oe 1/ R~, see Eqn. 3.4).
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Retention in SFC strongly depends on the mobile-phase pressure or density.
Under normal operating conditions in open-tubular SFC, the column pressure
drop is negligible. The pressure drop in coiled columns under secondary flow
conditions, however, might be larger because some additional pressure drop is
required for the secondary flow. According to Tijssen, this additional pressure
drop is generally small and does not cause serious problems in LC. In SFC, however, an additional significant pressure drop could result in increased capacity
factors.
The additional pressure drop in coiled open-tubular column can be estimated
using the Darcy equation:

J . P. L
!::iP=

. u2

(3.11)

R
c

where

J is the friction

factor and L the column length. For laminar flow through

straight columns thc friction factor can be expressed as

Jo=~=
Re

8ry
p · 1l ·Re

(Re

< 2300)

(3.12)

Tijssen compared friction factors in coiled and straight columns with nitrogen
as the mobile phase [10]. The experiments covered a wide range of column radii,
aspect ratios and velocities. The average line through the data points could bc
described by the function:

J

Jo
Here,

=

1

+

J and Jo

0.107 · De 1 / 2
12
700
1 + Del/2

(3.13)

+ De3/2

are the friction factors in coiled- and straight columns, respec-

tively. Experiments with liquids could also be described by this equation [10].
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that Eqn. 3.13 is equally applicable to supercritica! fluids. In the present study, De values up to 350 were used. According to
Eqn. 3.13 this woulel mcan that the friction factor increases by a factor two at
the maximum De value. This means that the pressure drop is always less than
two times the pressure drop under laminar flow conditions. As the pressure drop
across open columns in SFC is extremely low, this is not expected to be a major
souree of concern.
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The capacity factors of the test solutes provide a sensitive probe for pressure
drop. In case of a significant pressure drop,

capacity factors of the solutes

will no longer be independent from the linear velocity, because the pressure drop
is higher for the higher velocities.

3.3

Experimental

All experiments were performed on a home-build SFC instrument described
in more detail in Chapter 2. The variable-restrictor system described in that
chapter was used to vary tbc linear velocity in the column at a fixed pressure
and temperature without replacement of the restrictor [Sec Chapter 2 and ref.
19]. The mobile phase used in the experiments was 99.996% carbon dioxide
(Intermar B.V., Breda, The Netherlands). The experiments were carried out on
uncoated and coated stainlcss-steel open columns of 10 m x 210 Jlm LD. and on
a 10 m x 50 Jlm LD. fused-silica column coated with CP-Si! 5 CB (phase ratio f3
= 250 ). In the first series of experiments an uncoated stainless steel column was

used which was subsequently coated dynarnically with an approximately 0.1 pm
film of cross-linked octadecene. The columns were coiled around metal rods with
various diameters. Cyclohexane and the normal alkanes C 22 , C 24 and C 28 were
used as the test solutes, cyclohexane was injected as vapour. The other solutes
were injected dissolveel in cyclohexane. Plate heights were calculated from the
secoud moments of the peaks. Statistica! evaluation of the peak was performeel
using the "Peak Sumrnary Software" ofthe :.Jelson Analytica! integration systcm
(Nelson Analytica!, Cupcrtino, CA, USA).
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3.4

Results and discussion

In Fig. 3.1 the variation of the plate height with the linear velocity is illustrated
for an uncoated 210 JLm LD. stainless-steel open column coiled around a 1.05
cm rod (aspect ratio À= 1/48). The solid line gives the theoretica! plate height
calculated according to the Golay plate-height equation for straight columns. A
binary ditfusion coefficient of 4.1·10- 8 m 2 /s was used in the calculation of this
line [Table 2.1]. In the figure it is seen that the experimentalplate height closely
follows the Golay equation up to linear veloeities of 5 cm/s (De 2 Sc

:=:::;

300).

Up to bere the coiled column can not be distinguished from a straight column.
Beyoud this point a rather abrupt departure from the Golay equation occurs.
This transition point indicates the onset of coiling induced secondary flow. At
veloeities exceeding 5 cm/s the slope of the plate height curve decreases, which
indicates an increased radial diffusion.
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Figure 3.1: Plate height curvefora cailed column. The solid line was calculated using
the Golay equation for straight columns. Column diameter: 210 JLm ( uncoated). Coil
diameter: 1.05 cm. Test solute: Cyclohexane. Conditions: P = 154 bar, T = 120°C.
The infiuence of the coil diameter on the plate height for cyclohexane is
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Different coil diameters were obtained by coiling the
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Figure 3.2: Inftuencc of thc coil diameter on the plate height in cailed columns. Coil
diameters: D 10.5 mm, x = 4 mm, V= 1.6 mm. À: 1/48, 1/19 and 1/8, respectively.
Further experimental conditions as in Fig. 3.1.
column around metal rods with various diameters. In order to avoid dead volume
effects due to reinstallation, the coil diameter was changed without disconnecting
the column from the injector and from the T-piece at the column exit. From Fig.
3.2 two interesting conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, the onset of coiling-induced
secondary flow appears to occur at lower linear veloeities if the column is coiled
to give a lower coil diameter. Secondly, the slope of the line of the experimental
plate height vs. the linear velocity appears to be lower when nsing lower coil
diameters. For the column with the lowest coil diameter the experimentalplate
height at a linear velocity of 28 cm/s was reduced by a factor 4 in comparison
with a straight column.
In Fig. 3.3 the conseqnences of coiling the column on the speed of analysis are
illustrated. In this figure the number of plates generated per second is plotted
as a function of the linear velocity for a coiled and a straight column. The test
solute was cyclohexane. For the straight column the number of plates generated
per second is approximately 90 and is independent of the linear velocity. For
the cailed column, the nnmber of plates per second increases with increasing
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Figure 3.3: The speed of analysis in cailed and uncoiled columns. P = 154 bar, T
= 120°C. Drawn, horizontalline: uncoiled 210 J.Lm column, calculated using Eqn. 3.3.
Experimental points: cailed column, 210 J.Lm LD., À = 1/8.
linear velocity. This is caused by the more pronounced effect of the coilinginduced secondary flow at higher velocities. At a low velocity (e.g. 1 cm/s),
no enhanced radial mass transfer is observed for the cailed column. However,
at higher velocities, secondary flow starts to develop and the number of plates
obtained per second increases. At a velocity of 28 cm/s, the speed of analysis in
the cailed column is approximately 4 times higher than in the uncoiled column.

If we assume that the analysis time in open-tubular chromatography is inversely proportional to the square of the column diameter [17], we can conclude
that coiling a column is equivalent to using straight columns with half the inner diameter. In our situation, an approximately 100 J.Lm LD. uncoiled column
would be required to give an analysis speed equal to that of the 210 pm cailed
column. From the point of view of sample capacity, the 210 11-m cailed column is
preferabie over a 100

ILID

column. Furtherrnore, the use of columns with larger

inner diameters permits the use of larger detector cell volumes in order to increase the detectability. If already large cell volumes are used (e.g. FT-IR, see
section 1.5.2) the resolution loss is reduced. In addition, the larger bare column
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is less sensitive to dead volumes in the injector or in auxiliary coupling picces.
Table 3.2: Effects of coiling on the detection limits. Q 0 and C0 are the minimum
detectable amount and concentration, respectively. The superscript m refers to mass
flow sensitive detection and c to concentration sensitive.
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In Table 3.2, a comparison of the detection limits is given for coiled columns
and straight columns. The table was calculated for the case that coiling leadstoa
4 times higher analysis speed. For the calculation of the detection charaderistics
in the table, the following expressions were used [20]:

(3.14)
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m
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•
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r

(3.16)

Jr

(3.17)

\4

(}"i

Here, Rn is the detector noise, Sis the sensitivity,

(J"t

is the peak width,

(}"i

is the

injection band width and F is the column flow. ](1 to ](4 are constants. In the
table it can beseen that the coiled column not only has a 4 times higher analysis
speed, but also has favourable detection charaderistics in comparison with a
straight column with an equivalent inner diameter and plate number. Compared
with the straight column with the 2 times lower inner diameter, the coiled column
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is advantageous with regard to the minimum detectable concentrabon on rnassflow sensitive detectors.
The value of the radial dispersion coefficient, Dr, is mainly determined by
the value of the velocity parameter De 2 Sc. Janssen [21] and Akiyama et al. [22]
proposed to plot the ratio of the experimental plate height over the theoretica]
plate height vs. the velocity parameter De 2 Sc. A single curve should then be
obtained regardless of the column diameter, the aspect ratio, the density or the
diffusivity. In Fig. 3.4, the results from Fig. 3.2 are replotted to give a plot of
Hezp/ Htheory

vs. De 2 Sc. As can beseen from Fig. 3.4, the proposition of Janssen

and Akiyama et al. appears to be correct, although some spread in the data is
seen to occur. The drawn lines give the theoretica] values calculated from the
equations derived by Tijssen (Eqs. II and III from Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.4: Reduction of the plate height due to secondary flow in coiled columns.
Column: 210 J.Lm I.D. L = 10 m. P = 154 bar, T = 120°C. D: À = 1/48, x: À =
1/19, v: À = 1/8. Drawn lines: calculated using Eqs. II and III from Table 3.1. The
numerical constant in Eqn. II was changed into 3500.

It is seen that a good agreement exists between Eqn. II and the experimental
data. The numerical constant from equation II was changed into 3500. It was
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already anticipated by Tijssen [ll J that the numerical constants in the equations
might require fitting to the experimental results. Eqn. III prediets a constant
deviation from the Golay equation for De 2 Sc

> 2300. The data in Fig. 3.4 indeed

show the tendency to level off to a constant value, about a factor 5 or 6 below
the plate height calculated from the Golay equation. More experiments at high
velocity parameter values, however, are necessary to draw firm conclusions.
Fig. 3.4 provides a good guideline for the calculation of the influence of
coiling-induced secondary flow on the efficiency in a given chromatographic setup. For the velocity parameter we can write:
2

De 2 Sc=

4·p·u •
17 • Rcoil •

(3.18)

Dm

After substitution of the appropriate values for the various parameters, the gain
in efficiency due to the coiling can he obtained from Fig. 3.4. From Eqn. 3.18
it can he seen that the effects of coiling induced secondary flow are most pronounced when working at high densities, i.e. close to the liquid state. Apart
from the direct influence of p on the velocity parameter, the density also has
an indirect influence via the diffusion coefficient. At high densities, the binary
diffusion coefficients in the mobile phase are low which in turn leads to high

De 2 Sc values. Higher densities, however, also lead to higher viscosities which
tend todeercase the Dc 2 Sc value.
Sofar all experiments were performed on an uncoated column. For unretained
components a significantly improved efficiency was observed. In a recent study
on turbulent flow in GC, van Es observed a very strong dependenee of the plate
height on the capacity factor [6]. In order to answer the question whether this
strong dependenee also occurs with coiling-induced secondary flow in SFC, plateheight curves were measured for retained components on a coated column. The
uncoated column used in the previous experiments was disconnected from the
injector and the T-piece at the exit and was subsequently coated with a thin
film of stationary phase. The column was not decoiled for the coating operation.
For retained components the capacity factor is a sensitive probe for the existence of a column pressure drop. If a significant pressnre drop would occur,
the capacity factor would depend on the (average) linear velocity. In Fig. 3.5
the capacity factors of three normal alkanes (C 22 , C 24 and C 28 ) are shown as a
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Figure 3.5: Influence of the linear velocity on the capacity factors. Column: L = 10
m, I.D. = 210 J1m, stationary phase: 0.1 11m Octadecene. T = 120°C, P = 154 bar.
o: C22, x; C24, v: C2s·
fundion of the linear velocity. From Fig. 3.5 it can be seen that the capacity
factors of the test solutes are almost independent of the linear velocity for velocities below 40 cm/s. At higher veloeities the capacity factors increase rapidly.
This indicates a significant pressure drop over the column. Although a pressure
drop over the column is not necessarily detrimentalto the efficiency [3, Chapter
4], we limited ourselves in the experiments to a maximum velocity of about 40
cm/s.
The influence of the capacity factor on the plate height in coiled columns is
demonstrated in Fig. 3.6. A plot of the ratio of the theoretica! plate height over
the experimentalplate height is given for 3 components with different capacity
factors. The theoretica! plate heights were calculated according to the Golay
equation. The diffusion coefficients were estimated using the Wilke and Chang
method [23]. So far the resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase has
been neglected. Here we have to test the reliability of this assumption. If we
assume a diffusion coefficient in the stationary phase of 4·10- 11 m 2/s [24], we

find a stationary phase contribution to the plate height of only 16
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Figure 3.6: Gain in the experimental plate height in a coiled column. Infiuence of
the capacity factor. D: C22, k = 0.29; x: C24, k = 0.43; '\7: C2s, k = 1.4. Further
conditions as in Fig. 3.5.
velocity of 30 cm/s fora capacity factor of 1.5. This may be considered negligible
in the foregoing results. The rednetion in the plate height due to the coiling
appears to be largest for components with low capacity factors. For C 22 ( k =
0.29) at 45 cmjs, the experimentalplate height in the cailed column is less than
one fifth of that in a straight column. For C 28 ( k

=

1.4), the gain is only a bout a

factor 3.5. Apparently, the influence of the capacity factor on the platc height in
cailed columns is larger than in straight columns, i.e. the function f( k) increases
faster with k under thc conditions of coiling-induced secondary flow than under
normallaminar flow conditions. This does not necessarily imply that the absolute
magnitude of the function f( k) is larger, only the ra te of increase with kis higher.
According to Van Es [6], the strong influence of the capacity factor on the plate
height in turbulent flow GC is an intrinsic property of turbulent flow, which can
be explained from the shape of the velocity profile. In view of the intermediate
position of coiling-induced sccondary flow between normal, laminar flow and
turbulent flow, the increased capacity-factor dependenee of the plate hcight is
not surprising.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the separation efficiency in open-tubular SFC with and
without coiling-induced secondary flow. A: Low velocity. No enhanced radial mass
transport. B: High velocity. Enhanced radial transport. Column: L = 10 m, LD. =
210 J.Lm. >.: 1/8. T = 120°C, P = 154 bar.
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Representative chromatograms of the separation of a normal alkane standard,
obtained under the conditions of coiling-induced secondary flow are given in
Figs. 3.7 A and B. Fig. 3.7 A shows the separation of the alkanes at a low linear
velocity where the column behaves as a straight column. Here, a resolution of 3.8
is obtained for the peak pair C 2 2/C 24 in a total analysis time of 1800 seconds.
Fig. 3.7B shows the same analysis but now at a high linear velocity where
the convective flow enhances radial mass transfer. Here, a resolution of 1.6 is
obtained in only 70 seconds. The reduction of the analysis time is much more
than can be explained by the loss in resolution. Hence, this is a clear example
of the potential of coiled columns to give increased analysis speeds at least for
low capacity factors.
In a next series of experirnents the plate height curve of a 10 m, 50 fLTn fused
silica column coiled around a 1 cm. metal rod (À

1/200) was measured. Due

to the brittie nature of the fused silica, it was impossible to use smaller coil
diameters without breakage of the materiaL Using this column, deviations frorn
the Golay equation were only observed at linear veloeities above 1 rn/s. In this
velocity range, however, significant pressure drops occurred.
2
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Figure 3.8: Influence of the linear velocity on the capacity factor in a 50 {tm cailed
column. Column: 10 m x 50 {tm LD. Coil diameter: 1 cm. T
120°C, P = 154 bar.
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Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 illustrate the effect of the linear velocity on the capacity factor and the plate height. Unpractically low coil diameters would be required to
obtain enhanced radial mass transfer at veloeities which would not lead to excessive pressure drops. Thus it appears that the positive effects of coiling induced
secondary flow can only be fully exploited in columns with relatively large inner
diameters.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of the linear velocity on the plate height in a 50
column. Conditions as in Fig. 3.8.
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Conclusions

Radial mass transfer in open-tubular columns for SFC can be enhanced by tight
coiling of the columns. The plate-height curve in a coiled column departs from
the Golay equation at higher mobile phase velocities. The resulting curve could
be partly described by Tijssen's theory for coiling-induced secondary flow. A
quantitative fit is observed at low linear velocities. At higher veloeities only
a qualitative agreement is observed between the theory and the experimental
results. Coiling the column can lead to positive effects on the detectability. The
capacity factors of retained solutes can be used as sensitive probes for pressure

8.5

drop over the column. At high mobile phase linear veloeities a significant increase
in the capacity factors of the solutes was observed. The speed of analysis in
cailed columns was found to be up to 5 times higher than in straight capillaries.
Unfortunately, the increase of the plate height with the capacity factor is more
pronounced than under the conditions of pure laminar flow.
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Chapter 4
Effects of the Column Pressure
Drop on Retention and
Efficiency in Packed and
Open-Tubular SFCl
Numerica.l methods are described that allow the calculation of density graclients along packed and open columns with carbon dioxide
as the mobile phase. A procedure is designed that makes it possible
to calculate the overall capacity factors of the solutes from the density profile in the column. The effect of the density gradient across
the column on the local diffusivity and dispersion is studied. The
overall efficiency of the chromatographic system can be calculated
if a.dequate plate-height equations are available. Expressions for the
compressibility correction factors in the plate-height equation for
open-tubular SFC are derived. The influence of the pressure gradient on the speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC is investigated.

4.1

Introduetion

Fluid flow through packed and open-tubular columns for chromatography requires a pressure difference over the chromatographic column. In general, the
pressure drops are low if open-tubular columns are used, whereas significantly
higher pressure drops are encountered when using packed columns. Especially
1

H.-G. J anssen, P.J. Schoenmakers, H.M.J. Snijders, J .A. Rijks and C.A. Cramers, Effe cts of the Column Pressure Drop on Hetention and Efficiency in Packed and Open-tubular
Supercritical-Fluid Chromatography, J. High Resolut. Chromatogr., in press.
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in SFC the pressure drop over the column affects the chromatographic process,
because the mobile phase is both a highly compressible and highly norr-ideal
fiuid. With such fiuids the solvating and transport properties, and thus the
chromatographic retention and efficiency, are a fundion of the pressure.
The effects of variations in pressure have been stuclied in HPLC as well as
in GC. In HPLC a virtually incompressible mobile phase is used, so that there
is no velocity gradient across the column. Furthermore, the capacity factors are
almast independent of the operating pressure [1]. lndeed, HPLC columnscan be
operated at extremely large pressure drops (e.g. 400 bar) without any adverse
effect on the system performance.
The effects of the column pressure drop on efficiency in GC were first described by Giddings [2]. He presented a theoretica! studyin which it was shown
that even severe pressure drops lead to little loss in resolution in GC. The column pressure drop in GC mayalso infiuence the capacity factors. A small, but
measurable infiuence of the carrier-gas pressure on the capacity factors in GC
has been observed by several authors [3,4]. For routine GC, however, this effect
is not a major souree of concern.
SFC can generally beseen as an intermediate technique between GC and LC.
The pressure dependenee of retention, however, is a notabie exception to this
rule. Whereas capacity factors are almast independent of the pressure in GC and
LC, pressure is the key parameter cantrolling retention in SFC. The influence
of a pressure gradient along packed columns on retention and efficiency in SFC
has been stuclied by a number of authors [5-9]. Schoenmakers and Uunk [8]
stuclied the effects of the column pressure drop in packed-column SFC in order
to campare the potential applicability of packed and open-tubular columns for
SFC. In this study it was found that the performance of packed columns rapidly
deteriorated when a certain maximum pressure drop (e.g. 20 bar at Pin= 122 bar
and T = 40°C) was exceeded. It was concluded that plate numbers in excess of
20,000 are not readily obtainable using packed columns. Mourier et al. [9] stuclied
the effect of the density drop on the o bserved plate height. Considerable peak
braaderring was observed and explained by an increase of the capacity factor
along the column. The overall magnitude of the additional peak braaderring
due to the capacity-factor increase was shown to be related to the average
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density, the solute retention and the pressure drop. Recently, Poe and Martire
[10] published a theoretica! description of the effect of the pressure drop on
efficiency applicable to all forms of chromatography. The results predicted by
the theory agreed with the trends generally observed in experiments. However,
no direct comparison with experimental data was given.
In this chapter a systematic study of the effects of the column pressure drop
on retention and efficiency in SFC is described. The pressure and density gradients across both open-tubular and packed columns are calculated using the
Darcy equation for laminar flow. A method is described that allows the calculation of the local and the observed capacity factors of solutes in packed and open
columns with considerable pressure gradients. The influence of the pressure drop
on the plate height, the efficiency and the speed of analysis is quantitatively evaluated for open-tubular columns. Expressions for the compressibility-correction
factors in the plate-height equation for SFC are derived. Experimental data are
used to verify the validity of the models derived in the theoretica! part of the
study.

4.2

Theory

4.2.1

Pressure gradient and hold-up time

The flow of non-compressible fluids through packed and open-tubular columns
in chromatography is described by the well-known Darcy equation:

f::.P = B 0

•

TJ • u ·

(4.1)

L

where f::.P is the pressure drop over the column, TJ the fluid viscosity, L the
length of the column and u the superficial linear velocity calculated from the
diameter of the empty column. B 0 is the specific permeability coefficient of the
column. For open-tubular columns B 0 is given by:

32

(4.2)

Bo = d2
c

while for packed columns

B 0-

tpo

(4.3)

d2
p
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where, 'Po is the column resistance factor. de and dP are the column inner diameter and the partiele size of open-tubular and packed columns, respectively. The
superficial linear velocity can be calculated from the following expression:
4·Fm

(4.4)

u=---1f. p. d~

where Fm is the mass flow rate through the chromatographic column and de is
the diameter of the empty column. Substitution of Eqn. 4.4 in Eqn. 4.1 yields:
fl.P =

4B0 • n.,
7f •

•

F.m · L

( 4.5)

p. d~

Throughout this chapter we shall assume isothermal conditions and neglect radial and axial gradients in temperature across the column [11].
For compressible media, such as gases or supercritical fluids, the density is
a function of the pressure. Moreover, for a supercritical fluid the viscosity is
also affected by pressure changes. For all compressible fluids, Eqn. 4.5 can only
be applied over short segments of the column. If the column is divided in n
segments of (equal) length dL, the pressure drop over the

ith

segment is given

by:
dPi = 4B0

• n· ·
'lt

7f •

F.m ·dL

( 4.6)

p·• . d2e

The subscript i indicates that the values of these parameters pertain to the conditions in the segment i. The appropriate densities must be calculated for every
segment from an equation of state and the viscosities from equations descrihing
this property as a function of either pressure and temperature or density and
temperature. By integration of Eqn. 4.6 the total pressure drop over the column
can be calculated. Because accurate equations descrihing the density and the
viscosity of C0 2 are complex, this integral can only be solved numerically. If the
segments are chosen sufficiently small, the total pressure drop over the column
can be approximated by:
fl.Ptotal =

n 4Bo · 'TJi ·Fm·
7f •
. • d2

L
i=l

p,

fl.L

(4.7)

e

The procedure to solve Eqn. 4. 7 starts with the numerical calculation of the
density of the mobile phase in the first segment, where the pressure equals the
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inlet pressure of the column. The density at this pressure is calculated from the
IUPAC equation of state [sec Appendix A or ref. 12]. Next, the viscosity is taken
from tabulated data publisbed by Stephan and Lucas [Appendix A and ref. 13].
The pressure drop across the first segment, 6Pt, can be calculated from Eqn.
4.6. The pressure in the second segment is then calculated by subtrading 6P1
from the inlet pressure. Repeating this procedure for all n segments gives the
pressure profile over the column and ultimately the column outlet pressure (i.e.
the pressure just prior to the restrictor ).
The approach described above allows the calculation of the pressure and
density in every segment of the column. From the rnass-flow rate through the
column in combination with the density in a segment the residence time in that
segment can be calculated. The residence time lo,i of an unretained component
in segment i is givcn by:
1r •

t .-

o,.-

p·t · dc2

• E

(4.8)

4F

m

Here c is the void fraction (porosity) of the column. For open-tubular columns
c equals unity. The total hold-up time in the column is given by the summation
of the hold-up times in the individual segments:

Ln

1r.

i=l

4.2.2

. t

Pi.
4Fm

( 4.9)

Capacity factors

The residence time of a retained solute in the

jth

segment is given by:

+ ki)

t.-,i = io,i · (1

(4.10)

Here, ki is the local capacity factor of the solute in segment i. Summation of
the residence times in the n segments yields the elution time of the solute. The
observed overall capacity factor can be calculated from:
n

2:: tr,i

k'ob.s =

i=l

n

n

2:: io,i

i=l

2:: io,i

i=l

n

"io
L...J
,z· · k·t
i=l

( 4.11)

n

2::

io,i

i=l
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This approach of calculating the observed capacity factor for systems with
a significant pressure drop requires knowledge of the capacity factor of a solute
as a function of the mobile phase density. Such a function can be established by
measuring capacity factors at very low flow rates where the effect of the pressure
drop on the capacity factor is negligible. At constant temperature the capacity
factors thus abtairred can be described accurately by an equation of the form:
ln(k)=a+bp+cp 2

( 4.12)

Martire gave a theoretica! basis for this expression in adsorption chromatography [14 ). In partition chromatography no theoretica! foundation exists for this
expression, but, it can serve as a reasanabie basis for descrihing the influence of
density on the capacity factors of the test solutes, especially when only a narrow
range of densities is considered.

4.2.3

Plate-height and efficiency

If the length of the segments is chosen sufficiently small, a local plate height
can be defined that can be considered constant within a segment. Plate-height
expressions derived for non-compressible fluids can then be used to calculate the
band braaderring in every segment. The chromatographic band braaderring (in
time units) in segment i,
2

0"·

'

=

o-i, is given by:

Hi · t;,i

(4.13)

óL

Here, Hi is the localplate height. The total observed bandwidth can be abtairred
by applying the rule of the additivity of variances:
n

o-; = 2: o}

(4.14)

i=l

where

o-;

is the total varianee of the peak observed at the column outlet (in

time units). Evaluation of Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14 requires knowledge of the individual plate heights and the residence times in each of the segments. Methods
to obtain the residence time of both unretained and retained components have
been described above. Appropriate plate-height equations are required to calculate the local plate height in every segment. For open-tubular columns the
well-known Golay equation can be used:
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( 4.15)
Here,

Dm,i

and

Ui

are the binary diffusion coefficient of the solute in the mobile

phase and the linear velocity in the

ith

segment, respectively. In this expression

the stationary phase contribution to band braaderring is neglected. The function

f(ki) is given by:
J(k·)

= 1 + 6ki

+11k[

(4.16)

9 6 . ( 1 + ki) 2

l

The value for

ui

can be calculated from Eqn. 4.4. The diffusion coefficient

can be estimated from the Wilke and Chang equation [15], which has previously
been shown to yield accurate estimates for diffusion coefficients in supercritical
C0 2 [Appendix A and ref. 16]. The Wilke and Chang equation reads:
Dm=

7.4 ·10- 8

vfM·T

( 4.17)

· ---

T] •

vao.6

where Mb is the molecular mass of the solvent, T the absolute temperature, TJ
the dynamic viscosity (cp) and Va the molar volume of the sol u te at its boiling
point (cm3 /mole ). Of these parameters only the viscosity changes along the
column. Substitution of TJi in the Wilke and Chang equation yields the diffusion
coefficient in segment i. From Eqs. 4.4, 4.12, 4.16 and 4.17 the input data for
Eqn. 4.15 can be calculated. Applying Eqn. 4.13 yields the chromatographic
band braaderring in the individual segments. Summation of these individual
contributions according to Eqn. 4.14 finally yields the total band width upon
elution. The band width upon elution is given by:
n
""

n
2 _

""

~0"·- ~
i=l l
i=l

t2

H

i • r,i

(4.18)

D.L

The apparent plate number of the column, N 0 &8 , is now given by:

[tt.,;]'
Nob&

=

l=l
n

J

~L [t,t.

(4.19)

n

I: (J";

L

i=l

i=l

Hi.

The overall observed plate height,

t;,i
Hob&,

is
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( 4.20)

For packed columns no exact analytica] plate-height equation comparable to
the Golay equation for open-tubular columns exists. For liquid chromatography
several plate height expressions for packed columns have been reported. Schwartz

et al. [17] selected the Horvathand Lin equation [18] for use in SFC. Schoenmakers [19] used the Knox equation in a comparative study of the speed of analysis
in packed and open-tubular SFC. More recently, Poe & Martire [10] discussed
the influence of density on the various termsof the Knox, and the Horvathand
Lin plate-height equations. In any case, some empirica! coefficients appear in
the plate-height equation, which need to be established experimentally.
Here, it was decided to use the Horvath and Lin equation. The column constauts that appear in this equation were taken from the original artiele by I-Iorvath and Lin [18]. During subsequent derivations we used the empirica! constauts
from the original artiele by Horvathand Lin without experimental verification. It
should he emphasized that it is not the intention of the discussion below to give
a complete, quantitative description of the plate height in packed-column SFC
with non-zero pressure drops. This can only he achieved when accurate plateheight equations are available. As this is not yet the case for packed columns
(in any form of chromatography), only preliminary, qualitative conelusions can
be drawn here. If accurate plate-height equations would he available for packed
columns, however, the calculation procedures described above for open columns
could also be applied to packed-colurnn SFC.
The complete Horvath and Lin plate-height equation under zero-pressuredrop conditions reads
(4.21)

The term

Hdillp.

expresses the plate height increment due to axial dispersion of

the solute in the interstitial space. This term is believed to be unaffected by the
retention of the solute. The plate-height increment

He.diff

is related to the "film"

resistance at the boundary layer between the mobile phase and the stagnant
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mobile phase. The third term, the intraparticular diffusion resistance to mass
transfer, is represented by the term Hi.diff.· The last term, Hkin., represents the
kinetic resistance for solute binding. The four terms are given by the following
four expressions:
(4.22)
Here 1, w and À are structural parameters of the column packing,

Ue

is the

interstitial mobile phase velocity, Dm is the diffusion coefficient in the bulk
mobile phase and dP is the partiele size. The fiTSt term on the right-hand side
of Eqn. 4.22 is due to longitudinal diffusion, whereas the second term expresses
the combined effect of the velocity profile and diffusion in the interstitial spaces.

+ k + 1/J • k ) d!1 3 u;1 3
(1 + 1jJ)2. (1 + k)2. n?P

K, • (

He.diff. =

2

1/J

•

In this equation k is the capacity factor of the solute and

( 4.23)
K,

IS

an additional

structural parameter of the packing materiaL The structural parameters 1,

w and

K,

>.,

can significantly vary from column to column as their values are deter-

mined by the properties of the column material, tube dimensions and materials,
as well as by the packing procedure. 1/J is the ratio of the intraparticulate void
volume over the interstitial void space in the column. The value of 1/J is given by
Ei(l- Ee)/t::e, where Ei and Ee are the appropriate intraparticular and interstitial

porosities, respectively.

0 · ('1/J + k + 1/J • k) • d; · Ue
= 30Dm · 1/J • (1 + 1jJ)2 · (1 + k)2
2

Hi.diff.

Here

(4.24)

e is the tortuosity factor. The fourth term is given by
H.

2P · Ue

_

km. -

(1

( 4.25)

+ 1/J) · (1 + k)2 · (3 · ka

Here (3 is the phase ratio of the column defined by Horvath and Lin as the
concentration of surface sites per unit volume of the mobile phase in the column.

ka is the rate constant for the adsorption step. The mechanism and kinetics
of solute adsorption onto or desorption from the stationary phase are largely
unexplored. Hence, it is difficult to estimate the magnitude of the plate-height
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contribution arising from slow adsorption and desorption kinetics. On the other
hand, if the other three terms are known, the importance of the slow kinetics
term can be established from experimental data.
In the sameartiele in which they derived their general plate-height equation
for (packed-column) LC, Horvath and Lin also gave an extensive discussion of
the relative importance of the four individual contributions to band broadening.
The most striking condusion was that for LC systems with partiele sizes below
about 3 - 5 J.Lm, the term descrihing the adsorption and desorption kinetics may
easily outweigh all the other terms. On close examination of the above equations
it can be seen that if this condusion is valid in LC, it is even more so in SFC,
because there the diffusion coefficients in the mobile phase are about one order
of magnitude higher than in LC 2 • In this respect, it is important tomention that
Poe and Martire [10], intheir study on the description of the plate-height theory
for compressible mobile-phase fluids, neglected the kinetic resistance term which
may limit the applicability of their models in SFC to relatively large partiele
SI ZeS.

Fig. 4.1 illustrates the relative contribution of the four differenttermsin the
Horvath and Lin equation to the plate height under typical SFC conditions. All
constauts required in the calculations were taken from the original Horvath and
Lin article. Only the value of the diffusion coefficient in the mobile phase was
adapted to the situation in SFC. The valnes for the respective parameters are
given in the caption to the figure. All parameters were assumed to be unaffected
by the pressure drop over the column. It can be seen in the figure that the
kinetic resistance term is indeed much larger than the diffusion term. In fact,
only the kinetic termand the dispersion term are important. It is also important
to note that the dispersion term remains almost constant at veloeities above ca.
0.002 m·sec- 1 . Based upon these observations the Horvathand Lin plate-height
equation can be simplified to
( 4.26)

2
It is assumed that the rate constant for adsorption and the phase ratio measured by
Horvath and Lin in LC can be transfered to SFC.
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Figure 4.1: Graph illustrating the individual p]ate-height increments as a function of
the linear velocity. The data used in the calculations (Eqs. 4.21-4.25) are as follows:
1 = 0.7,).
2.5, w = 2, K =1/15, 1jJ 0.8, () = 2, {J ·ka
2.5 · 10 2 sec\ dp
5J.1m,
2
8
1
Dm = 10- m · secIn Fig. 4.2. a number of plate-height curves calculated according to Eqn. 4.26
are plotted with the capacity factor as the parameter. As can be seen in this
figure, the capacity factor has a marked infiuence on the total plate height. It
is clear from Eqn. 4.26 that the capacity factor dependenee must arise from the
kinetic resistance term.

It should be borne in mind that all conclusions drawn above are based on the
assumption that the Horvath and Lin equation is valid. Not only is it assumed
that the Horvathand Lin equation algebraically fits the (H- u)-data set, it is
also assumed that the eqllation provides the correct physical interpretation of
the dispersion processes that take place. Whether this really is the case is still
questionable. Different opinions on the validity of the Horvath and Lin equation
and other plate-height equations for packed-column LC have been publisbed in
literature. Arnold et al. [20] for example, discussed the validity of the second term
on the right-hand side of Eqn. 4.26. According tothese authors the power (1/3)
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Figure 4.2: Plate height as a function of the linear velocity with the capacity factor
as the parameter. These results were calculated with the data used in Fig. 4.1.
for

Ue

is not correct. They presenteel a slightly moelifieel, alternative plate-height

equation, which containeel the same aelsorption kinetics term as the Horvath ancl
Lin equation. Katz et al. [21] testcel a number of plate-height equations against
25 data sets of experimental values of H anel the linear velocity obtainecl for
columns packcel with silica gel. In this stucly, the Van Deernter equation [22]
was observed to yielel the best fits. To i11ustrate the complexity of the matter,
Gielelings [23] argueel that this equation is funelamentally incorrect.

4.2.4

Resolution

The ultimate aim of every chromatographic separation is to obtain sufBeient
resolution between the analytes of interest. Several conflicting statements on the
influence of the column pressure drop on resolution in SFC have been publisheel
in literature [24-26]. Because resolution between two peaks is cleterminecl by
their inelivielual peak wieltbs anel retention

times~

expressions for the resolution

in SFC with non-zero pressure drop can be deriveel from the results presenteel
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in the two previous sections.
The resolution, R" between a pair of peaks is defined as
( 4.27)
where t .. 1 and t .. 2 are the retention times of solute 1 and 2 and
I

J

O't I 1

and

O't f 2

are the conesponding peak widths. The retention times for the two solutes in
case of a non-zero pressure drop can be calculated from Eqs. 4.9 and 4.11.
The conesponding peak widths from Eqn. '1.18. The equation for the numerical
evaluation of the variation of the resolution along the column reads

(4.28)

R..
2

V/5.L.
Eqn. 4.28 can be evaluated numerically if accurate expressions for the plate
height are available.

4.3

Experimental

All experiments using packed columns were carried out on a home-built SFC
system which has been described in more detail previously [6,27]. The system
consistedof a PU 4011 HPLC pump, a PU 4030 controller, a PU 4020 variablewavelength UV detector and a series 304 GC oven, all from Philips Analytica!
(Cambridge, UK). The electronics of the pump and the controller were modified
to allow constant-pressure operation. Digital pressure sensors (Model PDCR 610,
Druck, Barendrecht, The Netherlands) were installed between the injector and
the column and just after the detector. The accuracy of the absolute pressure
measurements was better than 0.15%. Flow was controlled using a standard reducing valve for carbon dioxide (Hoekloos, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). The
rnass-flow rate through the column was measured using a soap-bubble flow meter. The signa! from the detector was processed on a Philips P3202 personal
computer using the PU6000 software package for data processing (Philips Analytica!). The column used in the experiments was a RoSil octadecyl-modified
reversed-phase HPLC column (150 x 4.6 mm, 5 11m particles) obtained from
100

Alltech (Eke, Belgium). Pure carbon dioxide was used as the mobile phase in
all experiments (99.8%, Air liquide, Eindhoven, The Netherlands). The solutes
were ethylbenzene, naphthalene and biphenyl. Dichloromethane was used as the
solvent. UV-detection was performed at 220 nm.
The experiments on the open-tubular column were performed on a Carlo
Erba SFC 3000 instrument (Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy). The column was a 10
m, 50 JLm nominal LD., CP-Sil 5 CB column (Chrompack, Middelburg, The
Netherlands). The film thickness was 0.2 JLm. The measured inner diameter of
the column was 55.2 JLm. The coil diameter of the column was 15 cm, which was
sufficiently large to neglect disturbances of the laminar flow profile due to coilinginduced secondary flow [chapter 3, 28]. Samples were injected in the combined
timecl-split/flow-split injection mode. The injector was equipped with a 100 nL
internal injection loop and was used at room temperature. The injection time
was 50 ms. The flow-split ratio was approximately 1:40. The test solutes were the
normal alkanes docosane, tetracosarre and actacosarre dissolved in cyclohexane.
Flame-ionisation detection was used in all experiments. Metharre was used as the
holcl-up time marker. Observed capacity factors ( k = ( tr -t 0 )/t 0 ) were calculated
from the peak maxima. Plate heights were calculated from the second moments
of the peaks. Statistica! evaluation of the peaks was performed using the "Peak
Summary Software" of the Nelson Analytica! (Cupertino, CA, USA) integration
system.

4.3.1

Packed column characteristics

Accurate calculations of the pressure gradients in packed columns require accuratevalues for both the column porosity,

E,

and the column resistance factor, <p 0 .

The porosity was determined using the gravimetrie method described by Berendsen et al. [29]. In this method the column is filled with two fluids with different
densities and weighed. The porosity of the column can then be calculated from
the weight difference:
E

4 ·__:_
(m1= __
_ _mz)
_.:....__
7r • (p1 - pz) · d~ · L

(4.29)

where m 1 and m 2 are the total masses of the column filled with the fluids 1
and 2, respectively. p 1 and p 2 are the corresponding fluid densities. From the
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gravimetrie experiments a column porosity of 0.583 was obtained. The porosity
determined in this way reflects both the inter- and intrapartiele volumes. It was
assumed that the pores accessible for the fluids that were used to determine the
porosity (methanol and gaseous C0 2 ) were equally accessible for supercritical

co2'

regardless of the operating pressure.

The column resistance factor, <po, was calculated from the inlet pressure
required to pump a given flow of liquid methanol through the column. The
expression for <.po reacis:
(4.30)

Here, Fv, is the volumetrie flow rate of liquid through the column. Column
permeabilities were calculated at 5 different flow rates resulting in an average
permeability of 1088 (a = 0.9%).

4.4
4.4.1

Results and discussion
Fluid flow through packed and open-tubular
columns

The methods described in the theory section allow the calculation of the pressure
and velocity gradients across both packed and open-tubular columns in SFC. Of
the calculated parameters, only the outlet pressure and the observed holcl-up
time are accessible for experimental verification. To verify the calculated holclup times, a truly unretained solute is needed. Considerable care must be taken
to select a solute that is neither retained by the stationary phase nor excluded
from the pores of the particles. Several authors reported problems in the determination of the holcl-up time in packed-column SFC. Van Wasen [30] could only
determine the holcl-up time for columns packed with large-surface-area particles
by extrapolation of the data obtained on columns packed with low-surface-area
materials. Perrut et al. [31] examined several different t 0 markers. Hexane, benzene and carbon tetrachloride were shown to exhibit some degree of retention
even at pressures exceeding 200 bar. Perrut used a fluorohydrocarbon (CF 3 Br)
as the t 0 marker. This yielded values in good agreement with results calculated
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v1a a method similar to that described in the theory section. In recent work
we measured the capacity factors of dichloromethane on a number of different
columns for packed column SFC [32]. Only at inlet pressures above approximately 150 bar dichloromethane was approximately unretained (at 45°C on an
ODS column). At lower pressures it was found to be significantly retained. Capacity factors as high as 4 to 5 were observed at pressures around 80 bar.
For determining the holcl-up time on the packed column we adopted the
method proposed by Springston and Novotny [33]. According to these authors
the elution time of a plug of helium can be used as an accurate measure for
the holcl-up time in SFC. Fig. 4.3A shows the experimental holcl-up times for
the packed column measured using the helium-plug method plotted versus the
calculated holcl-up times under various experimental conditions. In Fig. 4.3B.
the calculated pressure drops are compared with experimentally observed data.
A very good agreement between the calculated and the measured holcl-up times
is observed under all circumstances. The deviations for the calculated pressure
drops are somewhat larger but the calculated data are still fairly accurate.
In Fig. 4.4 the calculated pressure (A) and density profiles (B) across the
column at an inlet pressure of 110 bar and a temperature of 50°C are plotted for
three different rnass-flow rates. As already noted by Schoenmakers et al. [11], the
pressure gradients are almost linear, whereas the density gradients are slightly
convex. A good pressure linearity is preserved even at high flow rates, where a
considerable expansion takes place along the column. The explanation for this
observation is that the ratio of the dynamic viscosity over the density (i.e. the
kinematic viscosity) is roughly independent of the column pressure [7]. Only in
the direct vicinity of the critica! point, or at extremely high pressure drops, a
distinct curvature of the pressure profile can be observed. Operating conditions
close to the critica] point are, however, not attractive for practical operation, so
that essentially linear pressure profiles will usually be encountered.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the calculated and the experimental holcl-up times of (A)
and pressure drops across (B) the packed (150 x 4.6 mm) column. Conditions: A: \7:
T
40°C, Pin
120 bar, 0: T
45°C, Pin
147 bar, x: T
60°C, Pin = 201 bar.
B: U: T
45°C, Pin= 147 bar, 0: T
60°C, Pin= 148 bar, x: T = 60°C, Pin = 122
bar, v: T
60°C, Pin = 215 bar.
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Figure 4.4: Pressure (A) and density profiles (B) for packed (150 x 4.6 mm) columns
in SFC for various mass flow rates. Pin= 110 bar. T
50°C. Mass flow rates (kg/s)
are indicated in the figure. The calculated hold-up times were 64, 31 and 20 s.
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4.4.2

Capacity factors

Once the density profile along the column is known, the local capacity factors
of the solutes can be calculated at every position in the column from an appropriate relationship between the density and the capacity factor. Eqn. 4.12 was
used to relate the capacity factor to the density. In Table 4.1 the values for the
coefficients a, band care given for the solutes stuclied on the packed column (at
50°C) and the open column (70°C). The coefficients were determined by measuring the capacity factors of the solutes at various densities. These experiments
were performed at very low linear veloeities where the effect of the pressure
drop on k is negligible. The holcl-up times needed for calculating the capacity
factors were determined using either helium (packed column) or methane (open
column) as the t 0 marker.
Table 4.1: Coefficients for a quadratic relationship descrihing the variation of ln k
with p [g/mL] (ln ( k) = a+ bp + cp 2). Packed column: T = 50°C (measured between
p = 0.25 and 0.7 g/mL), Open-tubular column: T = 70°C (measured between p = 0.4
and 0.7 g/mL).
Packed column
b
Solutes
a
-13.6
Ethylbenzene 5.23
N aphthalene 7.52 -18.0
8.81 -21.3
Biphenyl

c
7.86
11.3
13.7

Open-tubular column
Solutes
a
b
c
7.87 -22.5 11.2
n-C22
8.9 -24.5 12.3
n-C24
12.5
-34.1 19.5
n-C2s
In Fig. 4.5 the local capacity factor is plotted as a function of the dimensionless distance along the packed column at an average velocity of 4 mm/s.
The lines in the figure clearly illustrate the increase of the local capacity factor
in going from the column inlet to the outlet. For the first eluting component
the capacity factor at the column outlet is about 50% higher than at the inlet. For the last-eluting component the capacity factor increases by about 75%.
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Figure 4.5: Local capacity factors calculated for the packed column. Conditions: T =
50°C, Pin = 110 bar, Mass flow rate = 2·10- 5 kgfs. Solutes: E = ethylbenzene, N =
naphthalene, B = biphenyl.
The increase of the capacity factor along the column is a fundamental problem
in SFC which complicates physico-chemical measurements. Furthermore, it adversely affects the detection charaderistics of the chromatographic system. The
higher the capacity factor of a solute while eluting, the largeris its elution bandwidth. Hence, concentrations in the solute band are lowered, thereby reducing
the signal-to-noise ratio. If the local capacity factors of the solutes and the local
linear veloeities are known, the elution time of a solute can be calculated. In
combination with the calculated holcl-up time, it is then possible to predict the
observed capacity factor of a solute as a function of the pressure drop. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4.6 for the open-tubular column. Under practical operating
conditions the pressure drops over open-tubular columns with an inner diameter
of about 50 pm are very small. In this work we used extremely high flow rates,
far beyond practical values, to generate significant pressure drops for testing our
calculation procedure.
Fig. 4.6 shows the calculated and the experimental capacity factor of n-C 28 as
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the calculated and the experimental capacity factor as a
function of the linear velocity for the open-tubular column. Conditions: T = 70°C, Pin
= 165 bar. Experimental data: D: C22 , x: C28 • Calculated data: drawn line. Maximum
pressure drop ~ 50 bar at u = 1.2 m/s.
a function of the average linear velocity in the column. The practical operating
range is indicated in the figure. The linear veloeities were determined from the
elution time of methane. As can be seen in the figure, the capacity factor is
virtually independent of the linear velocity at low veloeities ( < 5 cm/s). At
higher values, the capacity factor increases with the velocity due to the increasing
pressure drop over the column. The agreement between the calculated and the
observed capacity factors is fairly good. Slight deviations, however, occur at very
high velocities.
Fig. 4. 7 shows a representative chromatagram of the separation of the normal
alkanes C 22 , C 24 and C 2s on the open column at a very high linear velo city. The
linear velocity is this chromatagram exceeded 1 m/s. The calculated pressure
drop was about 50 bar. As evident from the figure, good peak shapes are observed
at these extremely high velocities.
Experiments similar to those described above were also carried out on the
packed column. In these experiments the capacity factors of ethylbenzene, naphthalene and biphenyl were measured as a function of the pressure drop at 50°C
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Figure 4.7: Representative chromatagram obtained at an extremely high linear velocity using the open column. Conditions: T = 70°C, Pin = 165 bar.
and an inlet pressure of 110 bar. 'I'he capacity factors show a steady increase
with increasing pressure drop over the column. Again a good agreement between
the calculated and the experimental capacity factors was obtained. At pressurc
drops exceeding 10 bar, ho wever, the peaks became distorted and the experimental capacity factors were much lower than the calculated values. In this pressure
range the experimental capacity factors were found to be only slightly affected
by a further increase in the pressure drop.
Fig. 4.8 shows a chromatagram abtairred at an inlet pressure of 110 bar and an
outlet pressure of 93.5 bar. Tailing peaks are observed for all three components.
The tailing appears to increase with increasing retention.
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Figure 4.8: Chromatagram obtained at a high flow rate and low density on the packed
column. Conditions: T = 50°C, Pin = 110 bar, Pout = 93.5 bar. Solutes: DCM
dichloromethane (solvent), E ethylbenzene, N = naphthalene, B = biphenyl.
In Fig. 4.9 the asyrnmetry factor ( defined as the width of the deseending part
of the peak divided by the width of ascending part at 10% of the peak height)
is plotted vs. the pressure drop. A sharp increase in the asymmetry factor is
observed at pressure drops above 10 bar.
The occurrence of peak tailing when working with large density gradients
and, hence, low outlet densities in packed column SFC has been reported by
several authors [e.g. 9,34]. The poor peak shapes are usually attributed to lack
of solubility of thc sample components in the low-dcnsity mobile phase at the
column exit. This explanation, however, is doubtful in the light of thc rcsults
presented here. When the scparation given in Fig. 4.8 was repeated at an approximatcly constant, low density throughout the column (inlet pressure: 90.5
bar, outlet pressure: 88.7 bar), syrnrnetrical peaks were obtained. This appears
to indicate that the poorly shaped peaks are due to a combination of low outlet
densities and high lirtear velocities. Furthermore, if a lack of solubility of the
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Figure 4.9: Experimental peak asymmetry on the packed column as a function of the
pressure drop. Conditions: T = 50°C, Pin = 110 bar. Solute: biphenyl.
components is to blame for the ill-shaped peaks, high-concentration zones are
expected to migrate at a slower migration rate than low-concentration zones.
The peak shapes suggest, however, that high concentration zones travel through
the column most rapidly. In addition, the poor peak shapes did not imprave if
lower amounts of the solute were injected, which again is in disagreement with
the poor solubility explanation. Also the observation that the capacity factor
depends only slightly on the pressure drop cannot be explained by assuming
solubility problems in the finalpart of the column. Finally, we failed to abserve
asymmetrical peaks on the open column, noteven at veloeities of about 2 m/s
with a concomitant pressure drop of over 60 bar. This suggests that the occurrence of ill-shaped peaks when working at large pressure drops is reserved to
packed columns.

4.4.3

Plate height and efficiency

The efficiency observed in packed or open-tubular columns is affected by the
diffusion coefficient of the solute in the mobile phase and by its capacity factor.
Moreover, the linear velocity has a strong influence on the plate height and thc
efficiency. For open-tubular columns the effect of these three parameters on the
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plate height can be described quantitatively.
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Figure 4.10: Variation of the local parameters u, Dm, k and Jl as a function of the
70°C, Pin
dimensionless distance along the column. Conditions: Open column, T
7
165 bar, Mass flow rate
6.5·10- kgjs. Calculated outlet pressure = 145 bar,
Calculated (average) linear velocity = 51 cmjs. Solute: C28 •
In Fig. 4.10 the calculated changes in the linear velocity, the ditfusivity and
the capacity factor along an open-tubular column are plotted in the case of a
considerable density gradient. In this figure the local plate height is also indicated. All parameters were normalized to one at the column inlet. As can be
seen in the figure, all parameters increase across the column. It is noteworthy
that the changes in the velocity and the ditfusion coefficient are almost identical,
which is similar to the situation in GC. The linear velocity at constant mass flow
is inversely proportional to the fluid density, which is apparently also ( almost)
the case for the ditfusion coefficient. This implies that the ratio of the velocity
to the diffusivity is almost constant along the column. As can be seen in the
plate height-equation for open-tubular columns (Eqn. 4.15), only the ratio of

u over Dm (or Dm over u) is important. This means that the variations of the
local plate height along an open column are mainly due to variations in the ca112

pacity factors. The effects of the increase in the linear velocity and the diffusion
coefficient on the local plate height effectively cancel.
For packed columns, the Horvath and Lin equation can be used when the
val u es of the column constants 1, À, 'Ij;, w and

f3

and of the ra te constant of

adsorption, ka, are known. Because experimental data are not available, it has
to be assumed that none of these parameters is affected by the pressure gradient
across the column. The assumption that the rate constant for adsorption is
independent of the pressure appears to hold, as experiments by Horvath and
Meiander [35] indicate that in reversed-phase HPLC, the mechanism of solute
binding is the same under widely varying conditions. Within the limits set by
these assumptions it can be concluded that variations in the local plate height
along a packed column can arise from variations in the diffusion coefficient, the
linear velocity and the capacity factor of the solute, which is similar to the
situation in open-tubular columns. In the first term of the simplified Horvath
and Lin equation (Eqn. 4.26), the increase of Dm is effectively cancelled by
an increase in

Ue.

A lso the second term remains ( almost) constant along the

column as variations in

Ue

are again outweighed by changes in Dm. The first two

terms do not contain thc capacity factor, so they are unafTected by the increase
of k along the column. For the last term the situation is more complicated.
Here the increase in

Ue

is no longer compensated by an increase in Dm, which

causes this term to increase along the column due to the increase in the linear
velocity. In addition, the third term of the simplified Horvath and Lin equation
is capacity-factor dependent. Hence, if there is a significant prcssure drop across
the column the increase in the capacity factor will cause an increase of the plate
height along the column. Especially for capacity factors below 5 this increasc
can be significant.
In conclusion, the local plate height along a packed column in SFC will increase due to the increasing value of the kinetic resistance term. Two parameters
affect the increase of this term, i.e. the increase in the linear velocity and the
increase of the capacity factor. Under most circumstances, the second effect will
be the predominant one.
From the local plate heights in the column the overal apparent plate height
at the column exit can be calculated, as was described in the theory section.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the cxperimentai and the calculated plate heights as a
function of the linear velocity in the open-tubular column. Conditions: T = 70°C, Pin
165 bar, Solute = n-C 28 • Maximal pressure drop ~ 30 bar at u = 0.6 m/s.
Fig. 4.11 shows a comparison of the calculated and the experimental plate
heights for the open-tubular column as a function of the linear velocity. The
agreement between calculated and experimental data is excellent at low velocities, but deviations are observed in the high-velocity range. The plate-height
curve is clearly concave, which reflects the increase of the capacity factor at
high linear velocities. Although these experiments were carried out in a velocity
region which is not of practical interest, the general conclusions obtained here
are also applicable to columns with much smaller inner diameters. The use of
25, 10 and even 5 ftm open-tubular columns has already been demonstrated in
SFC [36]. In these columns significant pressure drops already occur at practical
velocities, as will be demonstrated in section 4.6.
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4.5

Compressibility-correction factors in SFC

The plate height in open-tubular columns for chrornatography is described by
the Golay equation. In its orginal farm this equation is only valid for noncompressible media. Giddings [37] and James and Martin [38] extended the
applicability of the Golay equation to GC systems with a non-zero pressure drop
by the introduetion of the pressure-drop-correction factors,
speaking, it is more correct to denote the

f1

f2

and

f1

and

f2•

Strictly

factors as compressibility-

correction factors, rather than as pressure-drop-correction terms. In HPLC, a
considerable pressure drop can occur without causing changes in the volumetrie
flow rate. This means that it is not necessary to include compressibility correction factors in the plate height equation, although there is a large pressure
drop. For the reason outlined above the use of the term pressure-drop-correction
factors is carefully avoided here. Only in case of ideal-gas behaviour bath designations can be used. In all other cases the term compressibility-correction factor
is to be preferred.
The extended Golay equation for gas chromatography including the

f2

f1

and

correction factors reads

H=

[2Dm + f(k) · d~ ·u]· ft+
u

where

f

ft
1

[g(k) ·d}

Dm

D.

·u]· f

(4.31)

2

is given by:
-~(PA-1)(P~-1)
- 8
(PA 1)2

(4.32)

and f2 by:

~/. p~- 1
2 PA -1

(4.33)

PR is the ratio of the column in- and outlet pressure. The limiting valnes for

f1

in GC are 1 for PR

1 1 and

9/8 for PR

--t

oo. This means that even large

pressure gradients only marginally affect the column efficiency.
In SFC no exact analytica! expressions descrihing the

ft

and the

f2

factor as

a function of the pressure drop or the ratio of the inlet to the outlet pressure can
be derived. 'T'he valnes of these factors can, however, be calculated numerically.
N urncrical methods ta calculate the

ft

and the
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f2

factor are described below.

fi

4.5.1
The

f1

correction factor

correction factor relates the overall observed plate height,

Hobs,

to the

local plate height 3 , i.e. the plate height at a certain position in the column [33]:
(4.34)
A prerequisite is that the localplate height, Hi, does not vary along the column.
For Hi to be constant two demands must be met: i) the ratio of Dm over u
must be constant along the column and ii) the capacity factor must be constant
throughout the column. The first demand is valid for ideal gases and to a rough
approximation also for supercritical fluids (see section 4.4.3). The secoud demand
can never be true in SFC except for non-retained species. Pressure is the key
parameter cantrolling retention in SFC. Demanding k to be pressure independent
is in conflict with the basic principles of SFC. Although the j 1 factor is thus of
limited practical importance for SFC, it can be used to gain some insight in
the effects of the volume expansion along an SFC column on the observed plate
height. Below, an expression for the

f1

factor in SFC will be derived.

The derivation of an expression for the

f1

compressibility correction factor

for SFC starts from Eqn. 4.20.
n

(4.20)

Assuming Hi to be constant along the column and realizing that L/ èl.L

n

n · Hi

2:
i=l

Hobs

=

n

t; i

(.f tr,i)

'

(4.35)

2

•=1

substitution of this equation in Eqn. 4.34. yields for
3 In

ft

the present work the local plate height is denoted as Hi· Giddings used the notation

ÎI.
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n

n· Z:t~
!1

=

i=1

(4.36)

(tt.,;)'
•=1

Expressed in terms of the veloeities in the various segments this becomes

?= u·1)
n

-

f

n·

(

2

(t, ,:J
•=1

1-

•

( 4.37)

or in the analytica! form

( 4.38)

where lis the position along the column. l ranges from 0 at the column inlet to L
at the outlet. Evaluation of the

fi

factor requires knowledge of the entire velocity

gradient across the column. To get an impression of the order of magnitude of the

f1

factor, a simple relationship for the linear velocity profile can be introduced

in Eqn. 4.38. In section 4.4.1, the density gradient across the column is shown
to be almast linear. This leads to the following expression for the linear velocity,
u1, as a function of the position along the column
UI

Po· uo · L
= ----------------

( 4.39)

Po · L - (po - pL) · l

In this equation the subscripts refer to the position along the column (0 = inlet,
L = outlet ). Substitution of Eqn. 4.39 in Eqn. 4.38 and subsequent integration
yields after some ( tedious) algebra:

fi

=

4 · (pop L + Pi + P~)
3 · (2PoPL +Pi + P~)

From this equation the value of the

(4.40)

f1

factor can be calculated as a function of

the fractional den si t y loss a cross the column, v, w hich can be defined as

Po
PL

(4.41)

V=--
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Note that vis very similar to PR

= Pin/ Pout in GC. Both parameters reflect the

ratio of the inlet- to the outlet density. Introduetion of this equation in Eqn.
4.40 yields for the j 1 factor:

fl

__

4 · (1 + v + v 2 )
3 · (1 + 2v + v2)

(4.42)

1.015

t
1.01
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1+--c~---,-------,--------.--------,-------,
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Figure 4.12: f 1 factor in SFC columns with a linear density gradient as a function of
the fractionalloss of density, v.
In Fig. 4.12 a plot of the

f1

factor vs. v is given. It is difficult to define a

limit for the maximum allowable density drop in SFC. Even with pressure drops
of almost 200 bar good separations can be obtained [39]. In that case, however,
very high inlet pressures, far beyond the limits of current instrumentation, are
required to elute high-molecular-weight solutes with capacity factors in the optimum range. A density drop of 20% (v = 1.2) appears to be a reasonable estimate
for the maximum permissabie density drop under average practical conditions.
Hence, it can be concludcd from Fig. 4.12 that the j 1 factor is always very close
to unity. This implies that the expansion of the fluid along the column length
does not cause a significant increase of the observed plate height.

It is interesting to compare the value of v with typical values for PR in GC.
The decompression effect in SFC is extremely low when compared to the situa118

tion in GC. Routine GC columns (25 m x 320 11m LD.) are typically operated
at a column head pressure of about 1.5 bar which means that Pin/ Pout already
equals 1.5. For narrow-bore GC columns of for example, a length of 10 meter
and 50 11m internal diameter this increases to about 25. For vacuum-outlet GC,

Pin/ Pout can easily be as large as 105 .

h

4.5.2
The

f2

correction factor

correction factor relates the velocity at the column outlet to the ex-

perimentally more readily attainable average velocity. For ideal gases a simple
relationship can be derived that describes the

h

factor as a function of the pres-

sure drop across the column. The derivation of the James and Martin

h

factor

for gases starts from the Darcy equation (Eqn. 4.6) that relates the carrier gas
velocity u to the pressure drop across the column. Here it is convenient to write
the Darcy equation as:

dP
u=-cdx

( 4.43)

where cis a constant depending on the column permeability coefficient and the
viscocity and P is the pressure at the point x along the column. A constant
mass flow rate at any position in the column requires
( 4.44)

pu = PLUL =constant

or for ideal gases
Pu = PLuL = constant

( 4.45)

The subscript L refers to column outlet conditions. The average column pressure,

P, is given by
I
p =

L

J Pdx
_0...,.---

( 4.46)

L

J dx
0

substitution of Eqs. 4.43 and 4.45 in Eqn. 4.46 and changing variables from
length to pressure yields
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(4.47)

Po

J PdP

PL

Integration finally gives

- =
p

- Pl)
= ~ . p. (
Pl)

Hp~
HP6 -

3

L

1 - p~)
1 - FA

(4.48)

A derivation similar to that given above for ideal gases carmot be given
for supercritical fluids for which thc relationship between density and pressure
is very complex. This makes the conversion from density to pressure, as used
above in moving from Eqn. 4.44 to Eqn. 4.45, impossible. This in turn, makes it
impossible to derive an analytica! expression for the

f 2 compressibility-correction

factor in SFC. Numerically, the j 2 factor is readily expressed as
(4.49)

or expressed in terms of the linear veloeities in the segments

n

J2 =

n

(4.50)

1

·2:1 Ui

un

which gives in the analytica! form

L

!2=----

I
L

UL.

0

(4.51)

1
-dl

uz

If we again assume that the density profile in the column is linear, Eqn. 4.39
can be introduced in the above equation. After integration this gives
2 ·po· uo

!2=-----

(4.52)

(PL +Po) · UL

Realizing that

PL
Po

(4.53)
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we finally find for the

h.

factor

2 · PL
h=--Po

(4.54)

+ PL

Again introducing the parameter v for the fractionalloss of density gives

(4, ..5.5)

t
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Figure 4.13: h factor in SFC columns with a linear density gradient as a function of
the fractionalloss of den si ty, v.
A plot of the
4.13. The

h

h.

factor as a function of the parameter v 1s giVen m Fig.

factor deviates slightly more from 1 than does the

f1

factor, but

the deviations are far below those observed in high-speed narrow-bore capillary

GC where PR values around 2.5 are normaL In this case the

f2

factor is as low

as 0.06. Some compressibility effects occur in supercritical media. In general,
however, the behaviour of supercritical media seems to closely resembie that
of non-compressible media. Only small errors are introduced by neglecting the
compressibility of the ftuid.
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4.6

Speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC

In chapter 1 the performance of packed and open-tubular columns was compared
with respect tothespeed of analysis. At that time the mobile phase was treated
as an incompressible fluid and the effect of the pressure drop on the plate height
was neglected. Using the numerical methods described in this chapter, the speed
of analysis, efficiency and pressure drop can be calculated without the need to
treat the supercritical mobile phase as incompressible. In this section the results
from the plate-height and analysis-time calculations are presented. Currently,
accurate expressions for the plate height are only available for open columns.
Hence, only this type of column is considered.
For incompressible, ideal fluids, the time required to generate a certain number of plates is given by Eqn. 11 from chapter 1.

tr

=N

·

h
V

d2
· _c • ( 1 + k)

(1.11)

Dm

In open-tubular SFC the parameters h, Dm and k vary along the length of the
column. The reduced velocity v remains ( almost) constant as variations in

'U

are compensated by similar variations in Dm (sec section 4.4.3). Hence, it can
be concluded that the time required for generating a specified plate number in
case of a significant pressure drop is affected by changes in Dm, h and k. These
effects will be discussed below in more detail.
In the first series of calculations an unretained solute was used as the test
solute. In this case the valnes for the

h

correction factor could be calculated if

a second assumption was made, i.e. the ratio of the diffusivity over the linear
velocity was assurned to be constant along the length of the column. The results
from the calculations are summarized in Tables 4.2.A to D. In these tables
the column lengths, analysis times and the pressure drops required to generate

100,000 plates for the unretained component are listed at various rnass-flow ratcs
for columns of 100 Jlrn, 50 prn 25 prn and 10 prn I.D. The lowest rnass-flow rate
represents the minimum in the H
calculated valnes for the

f1

and

u curve (for a solute with k

f 2 factors

= 0).

The

are also given in the tables.

From the Tables 4.2.A toD a nurnber of interesting conclusions can be drawn.
As has already been concluded in chapter 1, columns with lower inner diameters
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Table 4.2: Calculated column length (1), analysis time (t) and pressure drop (.6.P)
required to generate 100,000 plates for an unretained component in columns with
different inner diameters. Conditions: pure C0 2 , T = 70°C, Pin = 160 bar. Molar
volume for Dm calculations: 644 cm 3 /male. Fm = rnass-flow rate.
.

A.
Velocity
Uopt
2Uopt
3Uopt
5Uopt
10Uopt

B.
Velocity
Uopt
2Uopt
3Uopt
5Uopt
10Uopt

C.
Velocity
Uopt
2uopt
3uopt
5Uopt

10Uopt

D.
Velocity
Uopt
2uopt
3Uopt
5Uopt
10Uopt

Column diameter: 100 pm
t
L
Fm
(s)
(kg/ s)
(m)
5.03·10- 9
2.89 3111
1.01·10- 8
1944
3.61
8
1.51·101727
4.81
2.52·10- 8
7.54 1620
5.03·10- 8
14.56 1570

!::.P

!1

!2

(bar)
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.06
0.22

(-)

(-)

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Column diameter: 50 pm
L
t
!::.P
Fm
(s) (bar)
(m)
(kg/ s)
2.52·10- 9
789
0.02
1.46
9
5.03·10486
0.05
1.81
9
7.55·102.40
432
0.09
1.26·10- 8
3.72
404
0.23
8
2.52·107.26
392
0.89
Column diameter: 25 pm
t
!::.P
L
Fm
(s) (bar)
(kg/ s)
(m)
9
1.26·100.772 195
0.07
2.52·10- 9 0.905
0.18
122
9
3.77·101.20
108
0.35
6.29·10- 9
1.87
101
0.92
1.26·10- 8
97.4
3.55
3.62
Column diameter: 10 pm
L
t
!::.P
Fm
I (kg/ s)
(s) (bar)
(m)
10
5.03·100.289 30.3
0.45
1.01·10- 9 0.364 19.3
1.14
9
1.51·1 o0.486 17.1
2.26
2.52·10- 9 0.756 15.9 5.87
5.03·10- 9
1.45
14.8
22.3
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!1

!2

(-)

(-)

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.999
0.997

!1

!2

(-)

(-)

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00001

1.000
1.000
1.000
0.997
0.992

!1

h

(-)

(-)

1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00003
1.00058

1.000
1.000
0.999
0.991
0.958

yield shorter analysis times, but only at the expense of an increased pressure
drop. Also, the condusion that operating the columns at veloeities above optimum increases the analysis speed, but also the pressure drop was already drawn
in chapter 1. From the table it can also be seen that the effects of the pressure
drop on the plate height are very small. The

11

and

12 factors

are very close to

1 under all conditions. This means that the plate height is virtually unaffected
by compressibility effects (see Eqn. 4.36). The deviation of the
low the significanee limit of the calculations. The

12

11

factor is be-

factor only shows a value

significantly different from unity under extreme conditions (e.g. 10 pm column
at 5 or 10

11opt)·

In conclusion, it can be stated that the fiuid compressibility is

unlikely to forma major obstacle for open-tubular SFC. Even with 10 pm LD.
columns, the compressibility effects are negligible, unless the column is operated
extremely far above the optimum.
It is interesting to campare the analysis times in the different columns. A

summary of the analysis times is given in Table 4.3. As can be seen in the
table, the analysis time reduces proportion al to d~, which is also the case in
open-tubular LC and in GC with low presslue drops [40].
Table 4.3: Analysis time (at Uopt) required togenera te 100,000 p]ates for an unretained
component in open columns with different inner diameters. Conditions: see Table 4.2.
Column diameter
(pm)
100
50
25
10

Analysis time
(s)

Relative time

~Hll

1.00
0.25
0.063
0.0097

789
195
30.3

(-)

1/~
(normalized)
1.00
0.25
0.0625
0.010

The conclusions given above are only valid for non-retained components. For
retained species, an additional effect has to be taken into account. For these
components, the capacity factor may increase along the length of the column.
This leads to an increase in the analysis time and, if the capacity factor is below
approximately 10, also to an increase in the plate height. Both effects will be
more pronounced when using narrower columns or when workingat higher linear
velocities.
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To study the effect of the column pressure drop on the analysis time of
retained species, a series of calculations similar to those summarized in Table
4.2 were performed. The test component for these calculations was n-C 28 • The
coefficients for the relationship between the capacity factorand the density (Eqn.
4.12) were taken from Table 4.1. The results from the calculations are shown in
Table 4.4.
In the first series of calculations the capacity factor was fixed at 0.708, which
was the value under column inlet conditions. This means that in these calculations the compressibility effect on the plate height is included, whereas the effect
of the increasing capacity factor is not considered. In this case the pressure drop
only affects the plate height via the

f1

and

f 2 factors.

As was already concluded

from Table 4.2 these effects are negligible. The column lengths and mass flow
rates from Table 4.2. were used in the calculations, so that all columns yielded
100,000 plates for an unretained component. The calculations were again performed at the optimum mass flow ra te ( k

=

0) and at 2, 3, 5 and 10 times

the optimum flow. In all calculations the contribution of the resistance to mass
transfer in the stationary phase to the overall plate height was neglected.
In the second series of calculations the variation of the capacity factor along
the column length was taken into account. As can beseen in Tables 4.4.A to D,
a considerable increase in the observed capacity factor occurs, especially when
using columns with small inner diameters and when working far above the optimum velocity. The last column in Table 4.4 represents the ratio of the analysis
times for the situation in which the capacity-factor increase is included relativeto the case where it is not included. The table illustrates that for standard
columns (I.D. = 50 pm) the effect of the increasing capacity factor on the retention time and the plate number is marginal. Only at veloeities far above

Uopt

the effects of the capacity-factor increase become visible. For the 25 and the 10
pm column the effect of the increase of the capacity factor along the column

is significant. Due to the increase of the capacity factor and the concomitant
decrease in the plate number, the analys1s time is no long er proportional to
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d~.

Table 4.4: In:fluence of the pressure drop on the chromatographic parameters of retained componentsin open-tubular SFC. Conditions: pure C0 2 , T - 70°C, Pin
160
3
bar, Pin:;:;;;: 0.549 gjmL. Solute: C 2s, molar volume for Dm calculations: 644 cm /male.
Fm
mass flow rate (see Table 4.3), kob& :;:;;;: observed capacity factor.

A.

Column diameter: 100 Jlm
k fixed at 0. 708
Conditions
Nftz.
tJtz.
Velocity
L
(s)
(m)
(10 4 )
3
4.25·10
2.89
4.28
Uopt
3
3.61
2.66·10
3.19
21Lopt
2.38·10 3
2.96
4.81
31Lopt
7.54
2.22·10 3
2.81
51Lopt
14.56 2.14·10 3
2.73
101Lopt

k

variation included

kob.J

(-)
0.708
0.708
0.708
0.709
0.711

Relative time

ti nel.

Nmct.

t~ncl. N

(s)
4.25·10 3
2.66·10 3
2.38·10 3
2.22·10 3
2.14·10 3

( 10 4 )

t!ix. 1yincl.

4.28
3.19
2.96
2.81
2.72

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

r

fix.

H.

Column diameter: 50 Jlm
k fixed at 0.708
I Conditions
tfix.
Nfiz.
Velocity
L
r
(lil)
(s)
(10 4 )
3
1.06·10
1.46
4.28
1Lopt
2
6.59·10
3.19
1.81
21Lopt
2.40
5.90·10 2
2.96
3Uopt
2
3.72
5.50·10
2.81
511opt
2
2.73
7.26
5.33·10
10llopt

k

variation included
kob.J

(-)
0.708
0.708
0.709
0.712
0.723

t•ncl.

rv fix.
1

tincl.

(10 4 )
4.28
3.19
2.95
2.80
2.69

t!ix. Nincl.

f'

(s)
1.06 ·10 3
6.59·10 2
5.91·10 2
5.51·10 2
5.38·10 2

Relative time

Nmcl.

..

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.01
1.02

c.

Column diameter: 25 Jlm
k fixed at 0. 708
~ditions
Nftx.
tf•x.
Velocity
L
r
(m)
(s)
(10 4 )
2
4.28
0.772 2.56·10
1Lopt
2
0.905 1.67 ·10
3.19
2Uopt
1.20
1.46·10 2
2.96
31Lopt
2
1.37·10
1.87
2.81
51Lopt
2
3.62
1.32·10
2.73
10Uopt

k

variation included

kob.J

(-)
0.709
0.711
0.714
0.724
0.775

t•ncl.

tincl. N fix.

(10 4 )
4.28
3.18
2.95
2.77
2.59

tfix. ryincl.

f'

(s)
2.56·10 2
1.67·10 2
1.47·10 2
1.39·10 2
1.38·10 2

Relative time

Ni nel.

f'
f'

"

1.00
1.00
1.01
1.03
1.10

D.

Column diameter: 10 Jlm
k ftxed at 0.708
Conditions
tfix.
Nftz.
Velocity
L
r
(m)
{10 4 )
(s)
42.3
4.28
0.289
1lopt
26.5
3.19
0.364
21Lopt
0.468
23.4
2.96
31Lopt
0.756
21.6
2.81
5uopt
1.45
19.7
2.73
10llopt

k

variation included
kob.J

(-)
0.715
0.727
0.748
0.824
1.55
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ttncl.

t~ncl. N fix.

(10 4 )
4.26
3.14
2.86
2.57
1.60

t fix. ,ryincl.

1'

(s)
42A
26.8
23.9
23.1
29.4

Relative time

Ntncl.

r

•

1.01
1.03
1.06
1.17
2.55

I

It is interesting to note that the effects of the pressure drop on the retention
time and the plate number of the 10 Jlm column already start to become visible
at the optimum velocity, although only for higher veloeities the effects really
become significant. For columns with larger inner diameters the effect of the
pressure drop on the performance is negligible, if veloeities not too far above thc
optimum are used. From this, it can bc concluded that the use of open-columns in
SFC is limited to columns with inner diameters above approximately 10 Jlm. For
lower LD. columns the optimum performance may not be obtainable due to the
adverse effects of the pressure drop. It should be emphasized that the minimum
allowable column diameter calculated above can be dependent on the operating
conditions. Due to the complex dependences between pressure, density, retention
and plate height it is dangerous to assume general applicability of this value.
Therefore, when consiclering other experimental conditions, it is necessary to
repeat the calculations in order to obtain an accurate estimate of the minimum
allowable diameter. A minimum diameter of 10 Jlm appears to be a reasonable
cstimate under normal operating conditions.
Owing to the pressure drop over the column, in combination with the compressibility of supercritical fluids, a density gradient is created along the column.
In chromatographic terrns this means that there is a negative "solvent strength"
gradient along the column. At the column entrance the local capacity factor of
a solute, and herree its plate height, is relatively low. At the exit, the capacity
factor and the plate height are higher. This can be looked upon as a gradual
shift in the column performance from more efficient (lower plate height) at the
column entrance, to less efficient (higher plate height) at the exit. This gradual
transition has important consequences for the apparent plate number of the column. Due to the "downstream deterioration" of the column, the apparent plate
number might eventually decrease with increasing column length.
This is illustkated in Fig. 4.14. This figure shows the calculated apparent plate
number as a function of the distance along the column. The data were calculated
for a 10 Jlm column at 5uopt and 10uopt (see Table 4.4.D). All other conditions
were as in Table 4.4. At 5uopt the plate number monotonously increases with
increasing length. At 10uopt the apparent overall plate number first increases
with increasing column length up to column lengths of ca. 1.5 meter. Above 1.5
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Figure 4.14: Calculated apparent plate numbers as a function of the column length
fora 10-flm open-tubular column in SFC. 5uopt = 2.52 ·10- 9 kg/s, 10Uopt = 5.03 ·10- 9
kgjs. The calculated pressure drops over a three meter column were 23 bar and 48
bar at u = 5uopt and 10uopt, respectively. Further conditions as in Table 4.4.
meter the plate count decreases due to the strong increase of the plate height.
For column lengths exceeding 1.5 meter the surprising condusion is that the
apparent plate number of a longer column is lower than that of a shorter similar
column. For packed columns the conclusions are completely analogous to thosc
drawn above for open columns. For very small particles the detrimental effect
of the column pressure drop might already occur at low veloeities which would
mean that the optimum performance of the system may not be obtainable due to
the pressure drop. This has been observed experimentally by Schoenmakers and
Uunk [8]. From their results they concluded that there was a minimum partiele
size that can be used in packed column SFC. When workingat low densities the
minimum size was about 8 to 10 fim. Under other conditions slightly smaller
particles could be used. Under conditions typically applied in packed-column
SFC, 5 fim appears to be a resonable lower limit. The influence of the partiele
size on the performance of packed columns in SFC will be the subject of future
research.
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4.7

Conclusions

Fluid flow through packed and

open~tubular

columns in SFC can be described

accurately by numerical cxpressions dcrived from the Darcy equation for laminar
flow. With these expressions pressure or density profiles in SFC columns can he
calculated. The density drop across the column affects retention and efficiency in
SFC. Both effects are accessible for theoretica! a.nd experimental investigations.
The variation of the capacity factors along both packed and open-tubular
columns can be modelled accurately by comhining the density profile data with
the appropriate relationships between the capacity factorand the dcnsity estahlisbed at negligible pressure drop. Significant variations of the capacity factor
along the column can occur.
In packed columns, poorly shaped peaks are sometimes observed when working with large pressure gradients over the column. The exact cause for this remains to he established. Howevcr, it appears that the poor peak shapes ca.nnot
simply he related to a lack of solubility in the low-density mobile phase at the
column outlet.
The localplate height along SFC columns varies due to changes in the linear
velocity, the diffusion coefficient and the local capacity factor. In open columns,
the effect of the increased linear velocity is cffectively compensated by an increase
in the ditfusion coefficients. Hence, changes in thc local plate height are mainly
due to variations in the capacity factors. In packed columns both the incrcase in
the linear velocity and in the capacity factor cause the plate height to increase
along the column.
The numerical methods described in this chapter allow the calculation of
compressibility-correction factors for the plate-height equation in open-tubular
SFC. Under certain assumptions, mathematica! equations for the correction factorscan be derived. Unfortunately, in most of thc cases, only numerical evaJuation is possible. Both the / 1 and the

h

factor remain very close to unity for

acceptable pressure drops.
The effect of the / 1 and / 2 factor on the speed of analysis in SFC is negligible.
As in open-tubular LC and in GC with low pressure drops, the analysis speed for
non-retained componentsis proportional tod~. For retained species the analysis
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time in case of a significant pressure drop increases due to an increase in the
capacity factor and the concomitant increase in the plate height. The minimum
inner diameter that can be used in open- tubular SFC is a bout 10 Jlm. For packed
columns the minimum partiele size is about 5J1. For smaller inner diameters or
partiele sizes the optimum performance of the column can not be obtained due
to the adverse effects of the pressure drop.
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Chapter 5
The Effects of Modifiers in
Packed and Open-Tubular SFCl
The étpplicability of packed and open-tubular columns in SFC using
pure co2 for the elution of a number of selected test components
is in vcstiga.ted. Highly polal' solutes requiTe modificrs on bath column types. Modifiers may affect retention and imprave pea.k sha.pes
becausc of (i) increased mobile-phase polarity, (i i) increased mobilephase dcnsity, (i i i) stationary-phase deactivation and (iv) increased
solvation or swelling of the stationary phase. Tbc interaction of modifzers IVith the stationary phase is studied. A model is derived that
describes t.he deercase ofretention due to adsorption ofthe modifzer
on aciivc sites. On a polystyrene-divinyl benzene stationary phase
the mo!Jile phase-modifzcation effect could be studied without the
intedcrence of active sites.

5.1

Introduetion

In supercritical-fluid chromatography (SFC) both packed and opcn-tubular columns are routinely uscd. A comparison of the performance of the two column
types is presentcel in chapter 1. The conclusions from this chapter can be summarized as follows. Packed columns generally offer an incrcased speed of analysis
1

This chapter is a compilation of the following artiel es: H.-G. J anssen, P.J. Schoenmakers
and C.A. Cramers, A Fundamental Study of the Effects of Modifiers in Supercritical-Fluid
Chromatography, J. High Resolut. Chromatogr. Chromatogr. Commun., 12 (1989) 645; The
Effects of Modifiers in Packed and Open-tubular Supercritical-P luid Chromatography, J. Chromatogr., 552 (1991) 527.; Mobile and Stationary Phases for SFC- Effects of using modifiers,
Mikrochim. Acta, in press.
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in comparison with open-tubular columns. When high plate numbers are necessary, however, open columns are preferabie [1, 2]. Plate numbers in excess
of approximately 20,000 are not readily attainable in packed-column SFC, because the maximumlengthof the column is limited by the maximum allowable
pressure drop. With open-tubular columns much higher plate numbers can be
obtained. Here, the pressure drop is lower owing to the higher permeability of
the column. A distinct disadvantage associated with the use of packed columns
in SFC with C0 2 is the necessity to add modifiers for the elution of even only
slightly polar solutes. This largely cancels one of the advantages of SFC over
LC, i.e. the improved detector compatibility.
The effects of modifiers on retention and selectivity in packed-column SFC
have been the subject of a number of investigations (e.g. [3- 6]). In these reports,
the addition of small amounts of modifiers was shown to drastically rednee the
retention of polar solutes. In open-tubular SFC, however, much higher percentages were required to obtain significant changes in retention [e.g. 7, 8]).
Retention in SFC is governed by the combination of the properties of both
the mobile and the stationary phase in relation to those of the solute. The addition of a modifier to the mobile phase can induce changes in the nature of
either of these phases. Hence, the effect of adding a modifier can be divided in a
mobile-phase-modification effect and a stationary-phase effect. The observation
that small amounts of modifiers have a large influence on retention and peak
shape in packed-colurnn SFC, whereas similar amounts only have a minor influence when (highly deactivated) open-tubular columns are used, indicates that
stationary-phase modification by the modifier is the predominant mechanism
affecting retention in packed-column SFC. It is generally assumed that residual
silanol groups on the surface of the packing material may be responsible for the
poor peak shapes and excessive retention tirnes often observed for polar solutes
in packed-colurnn SFC. If the active silanol sites are not properly deactivated,
either by chemica! "end-capping" reactions, or indirectly by modifying the mobile phase, a system remains where adsorption at these sites contributes to a
mixed retention mechanisrn [9].
The aim of the present chapter is to describe the fundamental aspects of
modifier a<lldition in SFC. The effects of polar and non-polar modifiers on the
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properties of thc mobile and the stationary phase will be discussed. A model
will be derived to correlate the adsorption properties of modifiers and the retention behaviour of solutes. This model is based on a mixed retention mechanism, according to which hydracarbon chains and silanol groups contribute
independently. The applicability of packed and open columns for the separation
of selected test solutes covering a wide range in polarities is investigated. The
effects of modifiers in packed and open-tubular columns will be compared using
similar stationary phases under identical operating conditions. The effects of
temperature on retention and peak shape will be described. Furthermore, tbc
effects of modifiers in packcd and open columns will bc investigated at various
temperatures. Non-silica-based stationary phases for SFC are used to study the
effects of modifiers in a system without intedering silanol groups.

5.2

Retention in SFC

Retention in SFC is a complex function of the operating temperature, the density
(or the pressure) and the mobile-phase composition. Even with single-component
mobile phases, the effects of pressure and temperature are quite complicated. A
number of models to describe retention in SFC as a function of the temperature
and pressure (or density) have been publisbed in the literature [10-13]. The effect
of the density of a pure supercritical fluid on retention at constant tcmperature
is relatively sirnple. An increase in density always leads to lower capacity factors.
At constant density capacity factors decrease regularly with temperature. The
effect of tempcrature on retention at constant pressur·c is more complicated.
Depending on the operating pressure and temperature, a temperature increase
can either lead to an increase or a decreasein k. If the concentration of the sol u te
in the mobile phase ( c..n) is mainly determined by the solute vapour pressure,
a temperature increase will lead to a reduced retention. If the solubility in the
mobile phase is the main parameter determining cm, then a temperature increase
will reduce the mobile-phase density and, hence, the solvent strength. In this
case the capacity factors of the solutes increase.
When modifiers are added to the mobile phase, the retention mechanism
becomes even more complicated. As already explained in the introduction, the
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effects of the modifier are not necessarily restricted to the mobile phase. Like
the solutes, the modifier can partition into the stationary phase, thereby altering its properties. This means that the overall effect of adding a modifier
to the supercritical mobile phase is a combination of mobile-phase-modification
effects and stationary-phase effects. The possible effects of the modifier on a
chromatographic system are schematically depicted in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the effects of modifiers in SFC.
Mobile-phase properties liable to change upon the addition of modifiers to the
supercritical fiuid include both the density, and the nature and extent of physicochemical interactions between the solute and the mixed-mobile phase. In the
stationary phase, the use of modifiers can lead to deactivation of adsorptive sites
on the packing material or on the column wall. Additional effects of modifiers
on stationary-phase properties might include physical swelling or alteration of
the polarity of the stationary phase by the organic modifier. No attempts were
made to separate these effects. Both effects are from now on described by the
term swelling. For a true fundamental understanding of the effects of modifiers,
it is of considerable importance to know the relative infiuence of the processes
described above.

5.2.1

Mobile phase effects of modifiers

Density effect
The addition of a modifier to the C0 2 may lead to an altered density of the
mixed fiuid as compared to pure

co2

at identical pressure and temperature.
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For mixed mobile phases a higher density is anticipated for commonly used
modifiers, because the critica1 parameters of the mixed fluid are higher than
those of pure C0 2 • The influence of the ad dition of a modifier on the critica!
properties of the mixed mobile phase are described in more detail in Appendix
B. To differentiate between the density and the polarity effect of the modifier,
accurate data on the densities of carbon-dioxide/modifier mixtures are necessary.
In the literature such data are very scarce. In practice this means that one has to
resort to estimation methods. Methods for estimating the density of mixed fluids
are described in Appendix B. For non-polar modifiers (e.g. hexane ), the density
effect might be the most important effect as such modifiers are not believed
to interact with active sites, nor are they expected to exhibit strong specific
interactions with the solutes in the mobile phase.

Polarity effect
Interactions between the solute and the modifier can enhance the solubility of
polar solutes in supercritical fiuids significantly. These interactions can include
dipolar, hydrogen-bonding and dispersive interactions. Independent evidence for
the occurrence of changes in the nature of the interactions between a solute and
the mixed mobile phase upon the introduetion of a modifier can be obtàined
from spectroscopie measurements of solvatochromic shifts [14)5]. The solubility of various classes of compounds in carbon dioxide modified with polar and
non-polar cosolvents has been the subject of a study by Dobbs and Johnston

[16]. The modifier-induced solubility enhancement could be understood qualitatively using dispersion, orientation and acid-base solubility parameters. For
example, the solubility enhancement for benzoic acid in C02/modifier mixtures
was significantly greater with methanol as the modifier than with n-octane. In
contrast, the solubility of hexamethylbenzene was twice as high in COdn-octane
compared with C02/methanol. All solubilities were measured at the same density. The greatcst enhancement in solubility was obtained when the nature of
the modifier matched that of thc solute.
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5.2.2

Stationary phase effects of modifiers

deactivation
Small amounts of modifiers are generally found to have a drastic effect on retention and efficiency in packed-column SFC, but only a minor one in open ( capillary) columns. This indicates that a major part of the modifier effects originates
from stationary-phase effects. Open columns for SFC are typically prepared
by coating highly deactivated fused-silica columns with a relatively thick film
of a densely cross-linked polymerie stationary phase. For packed-column SFC,
chemically-bonded phases originally developed for LC are typically used. These
latter materials are prepared by the reaction of the proper silylating reagent
with hydroxyl groups on the surface of small-size silica particles. If only because
of the size of the silylating reagent, the reaction can never he more than about
50% complete. By subsequent "end-capping", some of the residual silanols can
he removed. A considerable fraction of the silanols, however, will remain.
The free silanol groups that are accessible for solute moleculescan contribute
to a mixed retentlon mechanism, in which the retention of a solute is partly determined by adsorption on the silanol groups and partly by partitioning into
the chemically bonded phase ( CBP). The con tribution of the silanols may cause
long retention times, as well as poor peak shapes due to non-linear distribution
isotherms [17]. When small amounts of polar (e.g. hydrogen-bonding) modifrers are added to the mobile phase, the modifier molecules will adsorb on the
silanol groups. lf this interaction is much stronger than that of the solutes or
if the modifier is present in a much higher concentration, the effects of the
silanol groups are suppressed. Because silanol groups are acidic, molecules with
hydrogen-accepting properties are expected to exhibit the strongest interaction
with the silanols. Hence, such compounds are likely to he good modifiers. If
the deactivation of strongly interading sites is the predominant effect of the
modifier, a correlation should exist between the number of modifier molecules
adsorbed on the packing material and the capacity factors of the solutes.
In this section a model will he derived for the retention of polar solutes in
carbon-dioxide based SFC with low concentrations of modifiers and using packed
columns with chemically bonded phases. It is assumed that two mechanisms
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contribute independently to the overall retention. The first retention mechanism
is the interaction of the solutes with the chemically bonded phase. The second
mechamism is the adsorption of solutes on active sites (silanol groups) on the
surface of the packing materiaL The observed overall capacity factor can then
be expressed as
(5.1)
where koo! is the observed overall capacity factor and kcBP and k.u are the
capacity factors for the interaction with the chemically bonded phase and for
adsorption on the silanols, respectively. The relative contribution of the silanol
groups to retention will depend on the number of surface silanols accessible
for the solute molecules. If a modifier is added to the mobile phase, modifier
molecules with compete with the solute for adsorption on the surface silanols.
The extent to which silanol groups will be deactivated by a modifier will be a
fundion of the nature and the number of molecules adsorbing on the surface.
Under suitable conditions, modifier molecules adsorbed on the surface will shield
the silanols. Hence, the number of silanol groups contributing to retention will
deercase and, consequently, the last term in Eqn. 5.1 will decrease. It is now
assumed that the influence of the modifier addition on the properties of the
mobile phase is negligible. This assumption is believed not to be too severe,
since low modifier concentrations have only a minor effect on retention in opentubular SFC. Using this assumption, Eqn. 5.1 can be rewritten to account for
the presence of modifiers

(5.2)
The addition of modifiers to the mobile phase in the concentration

Cmod

Is

thought to affect kob8 and ksil, but not kcBP· \Ve now assume that the contribution of the silanol groups to the overall retention is directly proportional
to the number of accessible silanols, i.e. those silanols not chemically removed
by CBP groups and not physically occupied by modifier molecules. The nurnber
of accessible silanol sites is given by an adsorption isotherm. vVe opted to use
the Langmuir adsorption equation for descrihing the relative nurnber of occupied
sites. Despite possible criticism regarding the underlying assumptions, Langrnuir
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adsorption isotherms generally provide a good description of experimental data

(e.g. [18,19]). The Langmuir equation reacis

max b
•
•
N = N6
6

Cmod

(5.3)

1+b·Cmod

Here N 6 is the number of modifier molecules adsorbed on the surface and

Cmod

is the concentration of the modifier in the mobile phase. b and N';ax are constauts which generally depend on the substrate, the modifier and the operating
pressure and temperature. The constant N';ax represents the maximum number
of modifier molecules that can be adsorbed on the surface. The fraction of sites
occupied, (), is given by

() = __!!_:___ =
Nmax
6

b • Cmod

1 + b.

(5.4)

Cmo d

With the assumption that the retention caused by adsorption of the solutes on
the silanol groups is proportional to the number of unoccupied silanol sites, we
obtain

(5.5)
Here k~il is the concentration of the silanol groups to the observed capacity factor
at zero modifier concentration. Combination of Eqs. 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 yields

k ob6 (Cmod )

= k CBP + k osil

[

1-

Cmod
]
b
Cmod

1+

'

= k CBP + 1 + k?il
b
' Cmod

(5.6)

Using this expression the dependenee of the observed capacity factor on the
modifier concentration can be described. The constant b can be obtained from
adsorption-isotherm measurements. Experiments to verify the validity of these
equations are described later in this chapter.

Swelling
In addition to the deactivation effect, the modifier can cause swelling or increased
solvation of the stationary phase layer. On stationary phases for packed-column
SFC consisting of alkyl chains chemically bonded to a silica support material,
these effects are, however, believed to be relatively small in comparison with the
deactivation effect. For open-tubular columns, where thick layers of polymerie
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stationary phases are used, swelling of the stationary phase by the organic modifier might be rnuch more important. Recent work by Yonker and Smith [20]
indeed indicates that solvation of the stationary phase by the organic modifier can occur. Data from Strubinger and Selim [21] seem to indicate that also
changes in the polarity of the stationary phase can occur due to its enrichment
with the organic modifier.

5.3

Experimental

All experiments with packed columns were performed on a home-built SFC
instrument. The mobile-phase delivery system consisted of two reciprocatingpiston pumps to allow operation with mixed mobile phases. A detailed description of this system is given in chapter 4. Fig. 5.2 shows a schematic representation
of the mixed-solvent delivery system.

//
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Set%
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Figure 5.2: Basic flow scheme of the dual-pump solvent delivery system of the packed
column SFC instrument.
The system consists of two reciprocating piston pumps m parallel. The total
eluent flow is partly delivered by one pump and partly by the other, while
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the total pressure is kept constant by an electronic feedback circuit. The two
streams are brought together in a standard T-piece and mixed in a PU 4100type mixing chamber (Philips Analytica!, Cambridge, UK) at room temperature.
UV-detection was used exclusively. The carbon dioxide (Air-liquide, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands) had a purity of 99.8%. All modifiers (p.a. grade) were obtained
from Merck (Darmstadt, FRG).
Several columns were used during the experimental work. A Chromspher
C 18 -modified-silica (ODS) column was obtained from Chrompack (Middelburg,
The Netherlands). A column packed with poly(dimethylsiloxane)-encapsulated
silica (Db-Ci) was obtained from Keystone (Bellefonte, PA, USA). An alkylmodified poly(styrene-divinylbenzene) column was purchased from Bètron (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). A column packed with porous carbon coated in
situ with poly( ethylene glycol), resulting in what we describe as a "carbonwax" column, was prepared in house [22]. The totally' porons carbon was obtained from Prof. J. Knox (University of Edinburgh). Two columns packed with
poly( dimethylsiloxane )-coated silica (En caps. pol.) and with a high-coverage C 18
phase were obtained from Prof. G. Schomburg (Max Planck Institut für Kohlenforschung, Mülheim a/d Ruhr, FRG). All packing matcrials had a nominal partiele size of 5 JLm. The columns had an inner diameter of 4.6 mm and a length
of 150 mm, except the "carbonwax column" which had a length of 100 mm.
The experiments with open-tubular columns were carried out on a Carlo
Erba 3000 series SFC system (Carlo Erba, Milan, Italy). The carbon dioxide
was obtained from Hoekloos (Schiedam, The Netherlands) and had a purity
of 99.8%. Cylinders with C02/ethanol mixtures were prepared in house. After
fi1ling the pump, the composition of the C02/ modifier mixture in the pump
was analyzed. For this analysis, a gaseous sample of the mixed mobile phase
was collected in a gas bulb and subsequently analyzed by gas chromatography.
In this way uncertainties with regard to the composition of the mixed mobile
phase, which might arise from a gradual change in composition of the mixture
in the cylinder during usage, were avoided (see below).
Several detectors were used during the experiments. A flame-ionisation detector (FID) and a nitrogenjphosphorous detector (NPD) were obtained from
Carlo Erba. A photo-ionisation detector (PID) was obtained from HNU (model
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PI-52-02, HNU, Newton, MA, USA). All three detectors gave good results with
pure carbon dioxide. \Vith mixed mobile phases only the NPD and the PID could
be used. Both detectors showed decreasing performance (i.e. increased noise and
reduced sensitivity and stability) at increasing modifier concentrations (see section 1.5.2). Two open-tubular columns were used. The first one was a DB-1
column (J&W, Folson, CA, USA) with a length of 10 m, an inner diameter of
100 pm and a film thickness of 0.4 pm. The second column was a CP-Sil 5 CB
column (Chrompack, Middelburg, The Netherlands). This column had a length
of 10 meters, an inner diameter of 50 pm and a film thickness of 0.2 pm. Both
stationary phases are poly( dimethylsiloxane) polymers. The chemica! nature of
these phases is thus camparabie with that of the Db-C 1 packed column.
Solutes were obtained from various sourees and were all of the highest purity
available. The sample concentrations were approximately 1 mg/mL for aromatic
and 10 mg/mL for aliphatic solutes. Dichloromethane or hexane, which were
assumed to be unretained, were used to measure the holcl-up times. On open
columns with FID detection, metharre was used as the t 0 marker.
As the preparation of binary fluids for SFC is by no means trivial, a short
discussion of some methods for the preparation of mixed fluids is appropriate.
We shall limit ourselves to situations where the main solvent is a gas under
ambient conditions (e.g. carbon dioxide).
Three methods for preparing mixed fluids for SFC have been described in
literature. The simplest is the use of cylinders with premixed mobile phases.
These cylinders can either be obtained directly from commercial gas manufacturers or can be prepared in the laboratory. This methad is limited to modifiers
that have a good solubility in the liquid C0 2 in the cylinder. As an example,
the solubility of methanol in liquid C0 2

(~

55 bar) is about 14%. Hence, the

maximum conccntration of methanol in C0 2 that can be prepared in this way
is 14%. For acetonitrile and chloroform, this is only about 2% [23]. This methad
was used for the preparation of binary fluid mixtures for the experiments on the
open columns.
Two reports have been published which describe techniques for the preparation of cylinders with known compositions of binary supercritical mobile-phase
fluids [24,25]. Both methods include subsequent steps of evacuating a small gas
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cylinder, introducing a small (weighed) amount of the (liquid) modifier in the
cylinder, adding the appropriate amount of

co2

and finally mixing the cylinder

by agitation. The mole fraction of the modifier in the resulting salution can be
determined from the masses of the modifier and the C0 2 • A distinct disadvantage associated with the use of such premixed fluids, however, is the continuous
change in the composition of the residualliquid in the cylinder during usage. As
the vapour pressure of

co2

is much higher than that of the modifier, the gas

phase in the cylinder can be assumed to be pure C0 2 • Owing to the selective
evaporation of the

co2, the concentration of the modifier in the liquid phase will

increase during usage [26]. This problem can be reduced by cooling the cylinder.
However, this generally reduces the solubility of the modifier in the liquid carbon
dioxide. It could be argued that heating the cylinder might be a more valuable
approach to overcome the problem of the continuous change in the composition.
The second method for preparing mixed fluids for SFC uses mixing of the
eluents in the syringe of the pump prior to compression [27,28]. The mixtures are
prepared by preloading the syringe pump with the proper volume of modifier and
then filling the remairring volume with C0 2 • Equilibration of the mixture can
be accelerated by rapidly increasing and decreasing the pressure of the pump.
This method can only be used if syringe pumps are employed.
The third method is analogous to high-pressure mixing in LC. Here, the
fluid flows of two pumps are combined and mixed prior to entering the chromatographic system. If low total flow rates are used (as in open-tubular or
micro-packed SFC) or if higher total flow rates with low modifier concentrations
are used, effluent splittingis often necessary for stable operation of the modifier
pump. In contrast to the methods described above, this method is very flexible
with regard to the modifier concentration and even allows the use of composition gradients. Disadvantages are the high costs ( two pumps) and the very
small modifier flows that one of the pumps has to be able to deliver. The corresponding flow rates of the modifier are often below the specified minimum of
conventional HPLC pumps. This method was used in the experiments on packed
columns. The minimum modifier concentration required for stable operation of
the modifier pump was approximately 1% (v/v) at a total flow of ca. 1 mL/min.
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5.4

Elution characteristics ofpacked and opentubular columns in SFC with pure C0 2

Frorn opcn-tubular SFC columns, solutes of fairly high polarity can be eluted
with pure carbon dioxide as the mobile phase. Elution of rnany of these cornponents frorn packed columns requires the use of rnodified mobile phases. In order
to evaluate the applicability of packed and open columns using pure

co2 as the

mobile phase, the peak shapes and retention tirnes obtained on the two types of
column were cornpared. Because the solvent strength of a supercritical fluid very
rnuch depends on thc operating pressure and ternperature, a direct cornparison
of the capacity factors and peak shapes in packed and open columns should be
made under identical operating conditions. In that case all differences in the elution behaviour can be ascribed to the stationary phase. If the chernical nature of
the stationary phascs in the two columns is also identical, then different capacity
factors or peak shapes must be due to either different phase ratios or to a more
pronounced contribution of active sites to retention in one of the columns.
Table 5.1 provides a surnrnary of the peak shapes and the capacity factors
observed for 22 solutes on the Db-C 1 packed column and the CP-Sil 5 open
column. Both stationary phases are poly( dimethylsiloxanes) and in each case
pure C0 2 was used as the eluent. The peaks are classified into four categories:
sharp, syrnrnetrical peaks ( +), broadened, possibly asyrnrnetrical peaks ( •) and
very broad, asyrnmetrical peaks (- ). Cornponents that were not eluted with a
capacity factor of 30 or less are indicated by (x). All solutes are of fairly low
molecular weight and are readily amenable to GC. The selected components,
however, represcn t a wide variety of chernical functionalities and provide an
indication of the applicability of packed and open columns with pure
the mobile phase.
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the elution charaderistics of packed and open columns with
pure carbon dioxide. Conditions: Temperature = 50°C, (average) pressure = 105 bar.
Packed column: Db-Cll Open column: CP-Sil 5 CB. The peak shapes are identified as
sharp ( + ), broadened ( •) and very braad (-). Components that are not eluted with a
capacity factor of 30 or less are identified by x. Capacity factors were calculated from
the peak maxima. Values obtained from distorted peaks are given between brackets.
PEAK SHAPE
Sol u te
Benzene
Toluene
n- Propyl benzene
s- Butyl benzene
Phenol
4- Nitrophenol
2- Nitrophenol
2 ,4-dini trophenol
Bromobenzene
N,N-dimethylaniline
2- Nitrotoluene
Benzyl alcohol
Methyl benzoate
Nitrobenzene
Dimethyl phthalate
Naphtalene
Biphenyl
2-HEMA
Diheptyl ether
2- Tridecanone
Cyclohexanone
Quinoline

Packed

Open

Packed

Open

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

0.12
0.20
0.40
0.48
( 1.43)

x

-

0.045
0.046
0.094
0.12
(0.13)
(0.98)
0.15
(0.28)
0.11
(0.14)
0.15
(0.11)
0.11
0.13
0.20
0.21
0.32
( 0.066)
0.31
0.27
0.060
(0.31)

•

•

x

+
-

+
-

•

+

•

+
+
-

+

•

-

x

•

+

•
+
•

+

•

+
+
+
+
+

•

+
+
+
-

Total score

+

•
-

x

CAPACITY FACTOR

10
5
4
3

15
5
2
0
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-

(0.92)
-

0.49
(1.27)
0.81
(2.53)
(0.83)
0.78
(2.79)
0.70
1.40
(3.85)
0.71
(1.68)
(1.00)
-

As can be seen in the table, the capacity factors on the packed column
are larger than those on the open column. The components that are eluted as
symmetrical peaks from both columns have a 2.5 to 6 times higher capacity factor
on the packed column. A constant factor can be attributed to the larger phase
ratio of the packed column. It might be possible that, although both phases
are poly( dimethylsiloxanes ), slight differences exist in the chemica} properties
of the stationary phases in the packed and the open column. Furthermore, the
pressure drop over the packed column was significantly greater than that over
the open column, which might infiuence retention measurements. Based on the
results from chapter 4 it can he concluded that a slight increase in the capacity
factor can he explained from the higher pressurc drop in the packed column.
This effect, however, is almost certainly not large enough to fully explain the
observed deviations.
For the solutes that give poor peak shapes on the packed column, the ratio of the capacity factors is much larger than the factors between 2.5 and 6
mentioned above. These solutes are retained to a much larger extent on the
packed column, most likely due to the contribution of active sites to retention.
As can he seen in the table, the open column gives better peak shapes than the
packed column. From the open column 15 out of the 22 solutes are eluted as
sharp, symmetrical peaks. On the packed column only 10 solutes fall into this
category. The remaining 12 solutes are either eluted as ( very) broad peaks or
are not eluted at all. This indicates that the problems experienced when trying to elute these solutes from the packed column must at least partly he due
to active sites in the column and cannot he caused solely by a poor soluhility
in the mobile phase. On this column at least 7 components require modifiers
(categories

and x in the table). On the open column only the highly po lar

solutes quinoline and 4-nitrophenol require modified mobile phases. As modifiers
are both more necessary and more effective in packed columns, the first series
of experiments described helow concentrated on packed column. In the second
part of the chapter the effects of modifiers in packed and open-tuhular SFC are
compared.
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5.5

Modifiers in packed-column SFC

5.5.1

Interaction with the stationary phase

Break-through measurements
The interaction of the modifier with the stationary phase can be quantified by
measuring the number of modifier molecules adsorbed on the surface of the
packing materiaL The arnounts adsorbed on the surface can be described by
an adsorption isotherm. Various types of adsorption isotherms have been used
in the literature to describe adsorption systems in LC, GC, and SFC. For example, Scott and Kucera [29] derived a bilayer adsorption isotherm to describe
adsorption of THF and 2-propanol on silica gel from n-heptane. Jönsson and
Mathiasson [30] proposed a fom-parameter adsorption equation to describe the
influence of the sample

on retention in packed-column GC. Lochmüller and

Mink (18] observed Langmuirean adsorption behaviour for the adsorption of
ethyl acetate on "bare" silica from supercritical carbon dioxide.
Several methods have been described for measuring adsorption isotherms
in chromatographic systems. Extensive discussions have been publisbed by De
Jong et al.

[31] and by Jacobson et al. [19]. On the basis of accuracy, precision

and speed, these authors found the break-through of frontal analysis metbod
to be the best. The break-through method involves equilibrating the column
with pure C0 2 foliowed by rapidly switching from pure C0 2 toa C0 2 /modifier
mixture. From the time required for break-through of the modifier, the amount
of modifier adsorbed on the surface can be calculated. A detailed discussion of
this metbod has been published by Huber and Gerritse [32}.
For the measurement of adsorption isotherms, a Rheodyne 7010 valve was
incorporated between the injector and the chromatographic column to allow
switching from pure C0 2 to a mixed mobile phase (See Fig. 5.3.) To allow
stabie operation of Lhe modifier pump at low modifier concentrations ( < 1%), the
modifiers were dissolved in hexane in varying concentrations. The concentration
of the hexane/modifier mixture relative to the carbon dioxide was always 5%
(v/v).
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From Pumps

---A

-------- B

Column

To detector
Figure 5.3: Switching valve contiguration for the break-through measurements. For
discussion see text.
At the start of a break-through experiment, the valve was in position A and
the column was equilibrated with neat carbon dioxide. After reaching equilibrium, the valve was switched to position B so that the column was by-passed
and shut off leak tight. With the valve in this position, the pumps and the lines
could be purgcd with the mobile phase consisting of a carbon dioxide and hexane/modifier mixture. When a stabie mobile-phase composition was obtained,
the valve was switched back to position A. The break-through profile could then

be recorded. The column dead-time was assumed to correspond to the refractive
index peak caused by the hexane. The hexane/modifier flow entering the system was measured using a burette. The concentration of modifier in the mobile
phase was calculated from the measured flow rate of modifier into the system
and the total gaseaus flow evolving from the reducing valve at the detector outlet. The concentration was expressed as rnales of modifier relative to the total
molar flow rate evolving from the system. The adsorbed amount was calculated
from the net break-through time and the modifier flow entering the system.
By simultaneously varying the modifier concentration in the hexane and the
amount of hexane/modifier added to the carbon dioxide, it was verified that the
concentration of hexane had no detectable influence on the adsorbed amount.
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Figure 5.4: Adsorption isotherm of THF on Chromspher octadecyl-modified silica
from carbon dioxide with ca. 5% (v/v) hexane. Column inlet pressure: 179 bar, outlet
pressure: 162 bar. Temperature: 45°C.
Fig. 5.4 shows the adsorption isotherm of THF on Chromspher ODS. When
the experimental points shown in this figure were fitted to the Langmuir adsorption equation, a close fit was observed over the entire concentration range, except
fora slight deviation at low concentrations. According to Scott and Kucera [29],
this could be caused by the presence of a small number of active sites with a
higher activity than the remainder of the sites.
In additional experiments isotherms were measured for some commonly used
modifiers. In Fig. 5.5 Langmuir isotherms are plotteel which have been fitteel
through the experimental data points (not shown). The highest maximum surface coverages are found for the smallest molecules. The concentrations required
to obtain a certain percentages of the maximum surface coverage is dependent on
the modifier. From the adsorption isotherms, the concentrations of modifier that
are required to obtain ( almost) complete surface deactivation (e.g. 90 or 95%)
can be estimated. For example, for ethanol, the surface coverage and, hence,
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Figure 5.5: Fitted adsorption isotherms for various modifiers on Chromspher ODS
from carbon dioxide with ca. 5% (vjv) hexane. Column inlet pressure: 179 bar, outlet
pressure: 162 bar. Temperature: 45°C.
the surface deactivation, is close to its maximum at 0.4% ethanol in the mobile
phase. The main effect of increasing the ethanol concentration above 0.4%, will
be a modification of the mobile phase, because the stationary-phase coverage
remains almast constant. To obtain a considerable effect on retention via mobile
phase modification, much higher modifier concentrations are generally necessary. Of the modifiers studied, 2-propanol required the lowest concentration to
obtain maximurn surface coverage. In Table 5.2, the extrapolated maximum surface coverages and the concentrations of modifier in the mobile phase needed to
reach 90% and 95% of the maximum coverage are given.
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Table 5.2: Maximum adsorbed amounts for the entire column and concentrations
to reach 90% and 95% coverage. Column: Chromspher ODS (150 X 4.6 mm), 5 J-Lm
particles, Specific area: 176m 2 /g, Column content: 1.75 g. Conditions: T = 45°C, Pin
= 179 bar, Pout = 162 bar.
Modifier

Methanol

Ethanol

2-Propanol

THF

Maximum coverage (;11nol)

68

25

8.6

16

90% coverage

mol%
vol%*
weight%

1.1
1.1
0.79

0.31
0.39
0.32

0.10
0.17
0.13

0.55
0.97
0.88

95% coverage

mol%
vol%*
weight%

2.3
2.2
1.7

0.66
0.83
0.68

0.21
0.35
0.28

1.2
2.1
1.9

I "'

For the calculation of the volume percentages, the density of liquid
assumed to be 1.0 gjmL under the conditions in the pump heads.

co2

was

Adsorption measurements can also be used to characterize the quality of a
stationary phase. From the adsorption behaviour and the Langmuir adsorption
equation two important properties of the stationary phase can be derived; (i) The
limiting value at high modifier concentrations, N';a"', refiects the tot al number
of accessible active sites at the surface ( ii) The initial slope of the isotherm is a
measure for the affinity of the modifier molecules for the active sites. The surface
activity, A", is given by
lim

__:!!!__

CmodLO

dcmod

= b

(5.7)

vVhere 0 is the fraction of accessible silanol sites occupied by a modifier molecule.

0 is given by Eqn. 5.5.
0

b • Crnod
1 + b · Cmod

(5.8)

The number of sites and their adsorptive strength together will determine the
contribution of the silanol groups to the observed retention. A good stationary
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phase possesses a low number of active sites with low adsorptive strengths. Table
5.3 lists the total number of accessible silanol sites and the relative adsorption
strengtbs for a number of different stationary phases. The relative importance
of the number of sites on the one hand and the adsorptive strength on the other
will be discussed in section 5.5.2.
Table 5.3: Experimentally determined nurnber of accessible active sites and relative
adsorptive strengtbs on different packed columns. Modifler: Ethanol, T = 45°C, Pin
= 179 bar, Pout = 162 bar.
Number
of sites
(ftmo1jm 2 )

Adsorptive
streng tb

Specific
area
(m2jg)

Column
content
(g)

ODS

0.081

28.6

176

1.75

Db-C 1

0.21

4.7

110

1.66

Hd-C1s

0.27

12.8

360

1.56

Encaps. pol.

0.13

13.9

360

1.50

Stationary
phase

The results presented above clearly demonstrate that adsorption measurements give important information on the behaviour of stationary phases and
packing matcrials for packed-column SFC. Using the break-through method, adsorption isotherms can be measured accurately. A disadvantage of this method,
however, is the extremely time consuming nature of the experiments. A faster
metbod to obtain some information on the interaction of potential modifiers
with the packing material is described below.

Estimation of the relative number of adsorbing molecules
Schoenmakers et al. [17] recently used a mixed retention model to describe the
influence of sample size on retention in packed-column SFC. With the assumption that adsorption of solute molecules on active sites on the surface can be
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described by a Langmuir-type equation, Schoenmakers arrived at an equation
of the form
I

k

a

b'Qinj

+1

+ d'

In this equation a 1 , b1 and d1 are constants and Qinj is the injected amount of
solute. The ratio of

a'/b'

can be used as an indication of the relative number

of accessible silanol groups on the stationary phase. The first term on the right
hand-side represents the contribution of adsorption on residual silanol groups to
retention, whereas the second term describes the CBP contribution to retention.

If it is assumed that small, polar molecules, such as those commonly used as
modifiersin SFC, are not retained by the CBP, the second term can be neglected.
In this case the model yields after rewriting
1

k

aQinj

vVbere a and

f3

+ f3

(5.10)

are constants. The constant a is inversely proportional to the

maximurn nurnber of molecules that can be adsorbed on the surface. This model
was used in the present study to obtain a rough indication of the relative number
of adsorbing molecules for various modifiers. Graphs of 1/ k vs. Qinj were determined for a nurnber of modifiers. Modifiers were injected as individual standards
of varying concentration with either hexane or dichloromethane as the solvent.
In Table 5.4 reciprocal a valnes are listed for various rnodifiers on the Cbromspher octadecyl-modified silica column (150 x 4.6 mm, packed with 5

JLm

par-

ticles). The reciprocal a valnes can be used as an indication of the maximum
numbers of modifier molecules that can adsorb on the surface. The value for
methanol was normalized to 1. A low reciprocal a value is expected either for
large molecules, which have no access to sterically hindered silanols, or for solutes with a low affinity toward silanol groups. Within the series of alcohols, Tabie 5.4 clearly shows a higher maximum surface coverage for smaller molecules.
Most likely, this is caused by a better accessibility of active sites for the smaller
molecules [4]. Branched molecules show lower maximum surface coverages in
comparison with linear isomers.
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Table 5.4: Relative numbers of adsorbing molecules according to Eqn. 5.10.
Modifier

1/a

Methanol
Ethanol
I-Propanol
2-Propanol
1-Butanol
2-Butanol
iso-Butanol
t-Butanol

1.0
0.38
0.24
0.12
0.17
0.10
0.08
0.06

THF
1 ,4- Dioxane
Acetone
Ethyl acetate
Benzene
Dichloromethane
Nitromethane

0.13
0.08
0.06
0.01
*
- *
- *

I*

-

No detectable vanation of retenbon with IIlJected amount

Of the other modifiers studied, benzene, dichloromethane and nitromethane
showed no measurable influence of the sample size on retention. This suggests
that these components do not interact with the silanol groups on the surface
under the experimental conditions. It appears that the interactions between the
surface and the modifiers are primarily due to hydragen-bonding interactions.
For example, benzene, the molecular size of which is similar to that of THF,
shows no measurable adsorption. This is in agreement with the experiments of
Boudreau and Caoper [33] who classified silica as a proton-donating surface,
which would consequently show interaction particularly with proton-accepting
modifiers or solutes.
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5.5.2

Effects of modifiers on retention

As already stated in section 5.2.1, the density effect is believed to be the most
dominant effect of non-polar modifiers in SFC. For polar modifiers, besides density, two additional effects on retention can be anticipated. For this type of
modifier, bath stationary-phase deactivation and the occurrence of specific interactions between the modifier and the solute in the mobile phase become
important. Sirree the effects of small amounts of modifiers are much larger in
packed-column SFC than in open-tubular SFC, it appears that the first mechanism is the predominant one.
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Figure 5.6: Calculated (drawn line) and experimental (dashed line) variation of the
observed capacity factor of 2-HEMA with the modifier concentration. The drawn
line was calculated according to Eqn. 5.6 with kcnP = 0. Modifier: THF. Column:
Chromspher ODS. Operating conditions as in Fig. 5.4. Modifiers were added dissolved
in hexane.
To study the effects of stationary-phase deactivation by the modifier on the
retention behaviour of the solutes, po lar, hydrogen- bonding modifiers were added
to the carbon dioxide mobile phase. Fig. 5.6 illustrates the effects of low concentrations of THF on the capacity factor of 2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate (2156

HEMA) on the ODS column. Low modifier concentrations ( < 1 %) were agam
prepared by dissolving the modifier in hexane to allow stable operation of the
modifier pump. In these experiments the concentration of the hexane/modifier
mixture relative to the carbon dioxide was always 5% (v/v). This method of
preparing extremely low concentrations of modifiers by adding a total of 5%
(v fv) of hexane plus modifier leads to an approximately constant mobile-phase
density. Hence, density effects are expected to be small. In Fig. 5.6 a 30-fold
decrease in retention is observed upon the addition of only 1.1

THF to the

mobile phase. The upper line in the figure represents the fraction of sites not
occupied by THF. This line was calculated from Eqn. 5.6 using experimentally
obtained coefficients. The lower line gives the experimentally measured capacity
factor of the test sol u te. A clear correlation is o bserved between the fraction
of uncovered silanols and the retention of the solute. This indicates that the
influence of the modifier on retention is primarily due to surface deactivation.
For 2-HEMA under the experimental conditions used, the contribution of the
chemically bonded phase to the retention appears to be negligible. Retention
appears to be almast exclusively determined by the interaction with unreacted
silanol groups.
Fig. 5.7 shows the results of similar experiments carried out with otlter test
solutes. These solutes showed less drastic changes in retention. For exa.rnple, for
benzophenone, the capacity factor was found to deercase from 1.5 with pure
C0 2 , to 0.40 at 0.4% THF. Further increasing the modifier concentration up
to 4% had no significant additional effect on retention. Apparently, the surface
deactivation was complete at a modifier concentration of 0.4 %. Beyond this
concentration, only the constant CBP con tribution to overall reiention remained.
However, for phenol, the initial sharp deercase of retention was superimposed on
a more gradual deercase in retention. Apparently, thc assurnption of a constant
contribution from the chemically bonded phase is not valid for this component.
One might expect that this is caused by a change in the density of the mobile
phase on changing the ratio of hexane and THF added to the carbon dioxide.
However, this effect is likely to be the same for all solutes. More likely the
explanation is that specHic interactions (i.e. hydragen bonding) in the mobile
phase become significant.
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Figure 5. 7: Variation of the observed capacity factors for 4-pentoxy-4 '-cyano- biphenyl
(M15) (x), benzophenone (\7) and phenol (0) with the concentration of THF. The
drawn line gives the calculated fraction of uncovered silanol groups. Column: Chromspher ODS. Further conditions as in Fig. 5.4. Modifiers were added dissolved in hexane.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the effects of polar and non-polar modifiers on a silicabased stationary phase. Solute: quinoline. Column: Db-C 1 , EtOH = ethanol, Hx =
hexane. Conditions: T = 45°C, Pin = 117 bar, Pout = 106 bar.
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In Fig. 5.8 the effects of a polar and a non-polar modifier on the capacity
factor of quinoline on the Db-C 1 column are compared. In these experiments
pure modifiers were added to the C0 2 • For ethanol, a sharp initial deercase is
observed followed by a more gradual reduction of the capacity factor at higher
modifier concentrations. For hexane nosharp initial decrease, but only a gradual
reduction of k occurs. The deactivation effect appears to be absent. The gradual
reduction of the capacity factor can be explained by the increasing density of
the mobile phase or by a changing polarity of the mobile phase.
Fig. 5.9 illustrates the effects of the modifier (ethanol) on the peak shape
for 2-HEMA on thc ODS column. At zero modifier concentration (Fig. 5.9A),
the peak is hardly cliscernible from the noise. Only 0.013% ethanol (Fig. 5.9B)
suffices to make the component appear as a peak, although still highly asymmetrical. At 1.1% modifier (Fig. 5.9C) all accessible silanol groups are deactivated
and a sharp, symmetrical peak is obtained.
In Fig. 5.10 the effects of two different modifiers on the retention of 2-HEMA
are compared. From this figure, ethanol appears to be a better modifier than
THF, sirree retention is lowest with ethanol at all concentrations. This abservation is in agreement with the results from the adsorption-isotherm measurements, where a fixed degree of surface deactivation was obtained at lower concentrations for ethanol than for THF.
Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of the capacity factor of 2- HEMA with the modifier concentration for two different stationary phases. The effect of the modifier
is most pronouncecl on the ODS column. This indicates that the contribution of
the silanol groups to retention is largest on this column, although it is evident
that a considerable interaction with the silanols also occurs on the Db-C 1 column. The two phases show a difference in the degree of interaction. The nature
of the interactions, however, appears to be identical. These conclusions are in
accordance with the finclings from Table 5.3, which gives the results from the
adsorption-isotherm rneasurements. From these measurements it was concluded
that the number of accessible sites was highest on the Dd-C 1 column. The higher
number of active sites, however, is more than compensated for by their much
lower activity. As a net result, the influence of silanol groups is lower on the
Db-C 1 column than on the ODS column.
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Figure 5.9: Modifier effect on the peak shape. Solute: 2-HEMA. Modifier: Ethanol;
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So far, all experiments were carried out on columns packed with silica-based
materials. As a condusion it can be stated that on all columns there is a significant influence of active sites on the retention and the peak shape. The interaction
with the silanols differs in degree, but not in kind. The effects of the modifier
are almost exclusively due to deactivation of active sites on the support material. Due to the interfering effects of silanol groups, no conclusions can be
drawn regarding the relative magnitude of the polarity- and the density effect
of the modifier in the mobile phase. The mobile-phase effects of the modifier
are overshadowed by the deactivation effect. To establish the magnitude of thc
density and the polarity effect of the modifier in the mobile phase, a system
free of interfering active sites is necessary. All silica-based stationary phases for
packed-column SFC were shown here to exhibit some degree of surface activity.
Either inert open-tubular columns or non-silica-based phases are necessary to
circumvent the contribution of silanol groups to retention.

5.6

Non-silica-based stationary phases

By using packing matcrials based on adsorbents other than silica, interactions
with silanol groups can be avoided. We evaluated several such alternative stationary phases [22]. The results obtained on a C 18 -modified alumina column
were disappointing. This column gave poor peak shapes, low plate numbers and
extremely high retention of hydrocarbons. An unmodified polystyrene-divinylbenzene (PS-DVB) column generally yielded more symmetrical peaks. However,
this was accompanied by excessively long retention times for many solutes. On
the modified PS-DVB column, asymmetrical, fronting peaks were often observed.
The packed bed is apparently not stabie under SFC conditions. Better results
were obtained on the carbonwax column. In Fig. 5.12 the differences between
the carbonwax column and an ODS column are demonstrated. The carbonwax
column shows a different selectivity and improved peak shapes.
Fig. 5.13 shows a comparison of the effects of apolar and a non-polar modifier
on the capacity factor of quinoline on the alkyl modified PS-DVB column. Both
modifiers give rise to a considerable reduction of the capacity factor, but the
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sharp initial decrease of retention as observed for ethanol on the Db-C 1 column
(see Fig. 5.8), does not occur here. This indicates that the stationary-phasedeactivation effect is less pronounced.
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Figure 5.12: Analysis of polar solutes on the ODS and on the carbonwax column.
= 50°C. A: ODS column, Pin 142 bar, Fout = 128 bar. B: Carbonwax column,
Pin = 145 bar, Pou.t = 132 bar.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the effects of polar and non-polar modifiers on a non-silica
based stationary phase. Solute: Quinoline. Column: alkyl-modified PS-DVB, EtOH
ethanol, Hx = hexane. Conditions: T
55°C, Pin = 179 bar, Pout
162 bar.
\Vhen the stationary-phase effects of the modifier can be neglected, the relative magnitude of the polarity and the density effect in the mobile phase can be
estimated from a plot of the capacity factor of a test solute vs. the fluid density.
In Figs. 5.14 and 5.15 the effects of the polar modifier ethanol and the nonpolar modifier hexane on two columns packed with non-silica-based stationary
phases are illustrated. Fig. 5.14 shows the results obtained on a polystyrenedivinylbenzene (PS-DVB) column and Fig. 5.15 those of the carbonwax column.
The experiments with modifiers on the PS- DVB column were performed at 55°C
and at constant inlet- and outlet pressures of 179 and 162 bar, respectively. The
experiments on the carbonwax column were performed at 60°C and at inlet and
outlet pressures of 179 and 163 bar. The density of the fluid increased when the
modifier was added. Densities of mixed fluids were estimated using the Lee and
Kesler method [34, Appendix B].
The pseudo-critica} parameters which are required as input data for the density
calculations were estimated from the mixing rules described by Lee and Kesler.
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Figure 5.14: Effects of polar and non-polar modifiers on retention on non-silica-based
materials. Packed column: PS-DVB. Solute: quinoline. Modifiers: EtOH = ethanol,
Hx = hexane. T = 55°C, Pin = 179 bar, Pout = 162 bar.
The density of pure C0 2 was varied by varying the pressure. In the figure, the
distance between the dashed horizontalEne and the line for

co2

represents the

effect of density on retention. The differences between the curve of pure C0 2 and
the curves for the mixed-mobile phases represent the effect of the mobile-phase
polarity on retention. Although hexane is essentially a non-polar solute, it still
shows a considerable polarity effect, i.e. there appear to be significant molecular
interactions between the quinoline molecules and the hexane-containing mobile
phase. Significant interactions of solute molecules with a hexane mobile phase
were also observed by Phillips & Robey [35] in a comparative study on the
properties of liquid hexane relative to C0 2 . The interactions between ethanol as
a modifier and the solute molecules are more pronounced, giving rise to a larger
polarity effect. The approach to separate the density and polarity effect of the
modifier as described above is only valid when interactions between the modifier
and the stationary phase can be neglected.
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Figure 5.15: Effects of polar and non-polar modifiers on retention on non-silica-based
materials. Packed column: Carbonwax. Solute: quinoline. Modifiers: EtOH = ethanol,
Hx hexane. T = 60°C, Pin
179 bar, Pout = 163 bar.
In Fig. 5.15 a plot similar to that of Fig. 5.14 is given, but now for the
carbonwax column. The addition of hexane and ethanol reduces retention when
compared with pure C0 2 at equal densities. In contrast to what is observed
in Fig. 5.14, howevcr, the effects of both modifiers are idcntical. Apparently,
modifier interaction with the stationary phase or the support material cannot be
neglected. Preferential adsorption of hexane on the surface of the carbonaceous
material rnay possibly occur, as indicated by the results of Engeland Olesik, who
stuclied porous glassy carbon (PGC) as a stationary phase in SFC [36]. Intheir
study it was found that PGC tends to preferentially adsorb large molecules. The
adsorbed molecules rnay effectively compete with solutes for the surface, thereby
reducing solute retention.
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5. 7
5.7.1

Modifiers in packed and open-tubular SFC
Comparison of the effects

In the previously described experiments only packed columns have been used
to study the infiuence of modifiers. In this section, the infiuence of modifiers in
packed and open columns is compared. As has been shown in one of the previous sections, some very polar solutes also require modifiers in open-tubular
SFC. Two of these solutes were selected for a comparative study of the effects
of modifiersin packed and open columns. In Fig. 5.16 the effects of low modifier
concentrations are compared for packed and open columns. Figs. 5.16A and B
show the effects of the ethanol concentration on the capacity factors of quinoline
and 4-nitrophenol, respectively. The capacity factors are normalized to one at
zero modifier concentration. For quinoline, the effect of the modifier is more pronounced on the packed column, although a significant decreasein retention also
occurs on the open column. As can beseen in Fig. 5.16B, the effects of modifiers
can be very similar on both columns for certain solutes when compared on a
normalized scale. It should be emphasized that this is not a general conclusion.
In genera!, the effects of modifiers are much larger in packed columns than in
open columns. Only for the exceptional cases of quinoline and 4-nitrophenol,
which show an extremely strong interaction with silanol groups, the modifier
effects are of comparable magnitude. For all other solutes from Table 5.1, the
effects of the modifi.er are much larger on the packed column. The fact that
small amounts of modifiers can also have a dramatic effect on retention in open
columns suggests that a significant number of active sites is also present there.
Fig. 5.17 shows the effect of a polar modifier on retention and peak shape
observed for 4-nitrophenol on the open column. A drastic impravement of the
peak shape and a significant reduction of the capacity factor is observed upon
the addition of just 0.5% of ethanol.
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55°C, (average) P = 110 bar. Solutes: A: quinoline, D: 4-nitrophenol.
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Figure 5.17: Effect of modifiers on the peak shape and retention. Open column: DB-1.
Solute: 4-Nitrophenol. Modifier: Ethanol. Further conditions as in Fig. 5.16.

5. 7.2

Influence of temperature

In Table 5.1 (page 146) and Fig. 5.16 the performance of packed and open
columns is compared at identical ( average) pressure and temper at ure for pure
C0 2 and C02/modifier mixtures, respectively. Under these conditions the solvent strengths of the mobile phases are identical and differences in the elution
behaviour should be attributed to the stationary phase. In daily practice, however, capillary columns are generally operated at higher temperatures. Two reasans for this can be identified. Firstly, the phase ratio of the open column is
much lower than that of the packed column, which implies that a mobile phase
with a lower solvent strength must be used to obtain reasonable capacity factors.
In general, this can be obtained by workingat a higher temperature. Operating
open columns at higher temperatures is also beneficia! with regard to solute
diffusivity. Diffusion is enhanced at higher temperatures. This increases the op169

timum velocity or, at constant velocity, it increases the plate number of the open
column. In columns packed with small particles, the interpartiele distauces are
small, so that the speed of diffusion is less critical. Table 5.5 gives a summary of
the physical properties of carbon dioxide at typical operating temperatures for
packed and open columns. The table clearly illustrates the lower solvent strength
(or density) and the higher diffusivity under typical conditions for open-tuhular
SFC.
Tahle 5.5: Physical properties of carbon dioxide at 200 bar and different temperatures. The density values (p) were calculated using the IUPAC equation of state [see
Appendix A and ref. 37]. Mobile-phase viscosities (17) were obtained from ref. 38. The
binary ditfusion coefficients (Dm) were estimated for n-C 30 using the Wilke and Chang
equation [39].
Parameter

Packed column
35°C 55°C

Open column
80°C 150°C

p [g/mL]

0.866

0.755

0 ..59.5

0.327

Tl [10- 6 Nsm- 2 ]

81.3

64.3

45.8

30.3

Dm [10- 9 m 2 /s]

3.5

5.1

7.7

13.9

Because open and pa.cked columns are generally operated at different temperatures, a more detailed study of the effects of temperature on retention and
peak shape is required. Fig. 5.18 illustrates the infiuence of temperature on retention for the Db-C 1 packed column. In the curve three different zones can
he distinguished. The occurrence of these three zones can he understood hy
carefully evaluating the contributions of the mobile and the stationary phase
to retention. The contribution of the stationary phase to retention is relatively
straightforward. At a constant solventstrengthof the mobile phase, adsorption
onto or partitioning into the stationary phase deercases rnonotonously with increasing temperature. The contribution of the mobile phase is more complex. In
the LC branch, at low temperatures, the mobile phase is a liquid with a solvent
strength that is only slightly affected by the temperature. In this region retention
deercases with increasing temperature due to a. reduced interaction of the solute
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with the stationary phase and with active sites. In the SFC part of the curve,
the decrease in the mobile-phase density ( thermal expansion) causes reten ti on
to increase with temperature. At even higher temperatures solute volatility becomes significant andretention will decrease again with increasing temperature.

It can be seen that quinoline may be eluted from this column with the same
capacity factors (between 3.8 and 5) under LC, SFC and GC conditions.
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0
0

50
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100

temperature (°C) - - Figure 5.18: Effect of temperature on retention in packed columns. Solute: quinoline.
Packed column: Db-C 1 . The experiments were performed at constant inlet and outlet
pressures of 179 and 162 bar, respectively. Mobile phase: Pure C0 2
In Fig. 5.19 the peak shapes obtained on the packed column at three different
temperatures are compared. The figure clearly shows an improved peak shape
at higher temperatures, which is an additional reason for performing SFC separations at the maximum temperature allowed by the solute and the stationary
phase.
Figs. 5.20A and B illustrate the influence of ethanol on retention as a function
of the temperature. Fig. 5.20A gives the results on the Db-C 1 packed column.
Fig. 5.20B gives those on the CP-Sil 5 open column. The general trend in the two
figures is similar. The effect of the modifier is most pronounced at low temperatures. As an illustration, 4% ethanol gives a 16-fold reduction of the capacity
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time (s) - - - Figure 5.19: Effect of temperature on the peak shape. Packed column: Db-Cl.
179 bar, Pout = 162 bar. Solute: quinoline. Mobile phase: pure C02.

Pin

=

factor of quinoline on the packed column at 2.5°C. At 150°C the same concentration only reduces retention by a factor of 1.7. When 0.5% of ethanol was
added to the

co2 tlte deseending branch of the curve in the low-temperature re-

gion disappeared. The addition of the modifier apparently effectively suppresses
the contribution of adsorption to retention. As the contribution of adsorption
is largest at low temperatures, the modifier effects are most pronounced in the
low-temperature region. This also holds for the open column, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.20B. At temperatures below 90°C, the modifier has a considerable influence on retention. Above 90°C the effect is negligible. The large effects of low
modifier concentrations again indicate that a.dsorption on active sites may also
play a.n important role in open columns.
From the results presented in this section and in section .5.7 .1, it can be
concluded that packed and open columns may differ in the degree of interaction.
The kinds of interaction, however, again remain the same. In bath column types
there is a significant contribution of silanol groups to the retention of polar
solutes. Due to the interfering effects of silanol groups, no conclusions can be
drawn regarding the relative magnitude of mobile- and stationary-phase effects
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of the modifier. On both the packed and the open columns the mobile-phase
effects of the modifier are overshadowed by the deactivation effect. To establish
the magnitude of the density and the polarity effect of the modifier in the mobile
phase, a system free of intedering active sites is necessary. Non-silica-based
phases or columns are necessary to circumvent the con tribution of silanol groups
to retention.

5.8

Conclusions

Modifiers may affect the retention process in four different ways. Mobile-phase
properties liable to change upon the addition of a modifier include the density
and the polarity. In the stationary phase the modifier can be adsorbed on active
sites. If adsorbed or absorbed in large quantities, it may cause swelling.
From open columns more solutes can be eluted with pure carbon dioxide
as the mobile phase than from (silica based) packed columns. The elution of
highly polar solutes, however, also requires modifiers on open columns. Low
concentrations of modifiers can lead to considerable improvements in retention
and peak shape of polar solutes on both packed and open-tubular columns. In
some situations, the effects of modifiers in packed and open columns can be of
comparable magnitude when compared on a normalized scale under identical
operating conditions. In general, the effects are much larger on packed columns.
The relative magnitude of the mobile- and the stationary-phase effect of a
modifier can not easily be established. When the stationary-phase effect can be
assumed absent, the relative effects of the modifier through the mobile-phase
polarity and the density can be estimated from plots of the capacity factor vs.
the density of the mixed fluid. On silica-based materials the main effect of small
amounts of modifiers is deactivation of residual active sites.
The adsorption isotherms of modifiers in packed columns show close fits to
the Langmuir adsorption model. The maximum amount adsorbed on the surface
strongly depends on the molecular size. Adsorption isotherms of modifiers can
be used to estimate the concentrations required for obtaining maximum surface
coverage. The capacity factors of polar solutes at different modifier concentrations were found to correlate well with the amount adsorbed on the surface. The
174

variation of the observed capacity factor with the modifier concentration could
be described accurately by a mixed retention model. This suggests that the effects of low concentrations of modifier are primarily caused by stationary-phase
deactivation. Adsorption data of modifiers on stationary phases can also be used
to judge the applicability of these phases in packed-column SFC.
The contribution of active sites to the chromatographic process mercases
drastically at lower temperatures, so that modifiers become both more necessary and more effective at low temperatures. By performing a separation at the
maximum temperature allowed by the solute and the stationary phase, improved
peak shapes can often be obtained without modifiers. To overcome the problem
of residual active sites in packed-column SFC, stationary phases not based on
silica are desirable. Indeed, improved peak shapes can be obtained using nonsilica-based materials. The stability and efficiency of these phases under SFC
conditions, however, leaves much to be desired.
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Appendix A
Physical Properties of Pure
Carbon Dioxide
Because of its mild critical parameters, the safety aspects, the relatively low price
and the compatibility with various GC and LC detetectors, C0 2 nowadays is
the most widely used solvent for SFC. In this appendix the chromatographically
relevant physical properties of

A.l

co2

are summarized.

Density

The density of the mobile phase in SFC is the outstanding parameter for control
of retention. Hence, knowledge of the C0 2 density as a function of pressurc and
temperature is of primary importance for understanding the retention rncchanism in SFC.
The density of a fiuid as a fundion of the pressure and temperature is described by an equation of state (EOS). A well-know EOS is the ideal gas law:

Pv"'
PM
RT = pRT = 1

(A.l)

where P is the pressure, v"' the rnalar volume, M the molecular weight, R the
gas constant, p the density and T the temperature. The ideal gas law relates
the density of anideal gas to the prevailing conditions. Non-idealities in the gas
behaviour can be taken into account by the introduetion of the compressibility
factor, Z, where Z is given by

Z = Pv"'
RT

(A.2)
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In the case of norr-ideal behaviour, Z no longer equals unity and is now a function
of both the pressure and temperature.
For C0 2 , the density is an extremely complex fnnction of both pressure and
temperature. Hence, equations to relate the density of the C0 2 to the operating
conditions are also very complex. Several equations of state for C0 2 have been
described in the literature [e.g. 1-3]. A good compromise between accuracy and
complexity is the analytica} HJPAC equation of state. The analytica} ICPAC
equation of state reads:

z

(A.3)

where, Tr and Pr are the reduced temperature and density, respectively. bi.j are
constants. The reduced properties are defined by Eqs. A.4 and A ..5, respectively.
Tr
Pr

T

(AA)

1~

p

(A.5)

Pc

where Tc and Pc are the critica} temperature (304.2 K) and density (0.448 g/mL).

T and p are the actual temperature and density. In an analogous marmer, the
reduced pressure is defined as:
p

(A.G)

Pc

Here Pr is the reduced pressure, P and Pc are the operating pressure and thc
critica! pressure (72.9 bar). The entire analytica} ICPAC eqnation contains 70
terms, fortunately however, 20 of the bij valnes are equal to zero. The bij valnes
are listed in Table A.l. The IUPAC eqnation cannot be made explicit in p,
which means that the density at a certain pressure and temperature can only
be calculated by an iterative method. The accuracy of the analytica! IUPAC
equation is extremely high. Generally, the errors in the calculated dcnsity are
below 0.15%. Very close to the critica} point, however, larger errors shotdel be
anticipated. In this critical region a correction can be made to incrcase the
accuracy of the eqnation. As this region is not of practical interest for SFC, the
analytica} IUP AC equation was used throughout this work.
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Table A.l: Coefficients
i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

j=O
-0.7258544
0.44786918
-0.1720120
0.00446305
0.25549157
0.05946673
-0.1479600
0.01367104
0.03922849
-0.0119872

j=1
-1.683330
1.2605069
1.8345818
-1.763005
2.3741425
1.1697468
-1.692331
-0.100492
0.4415038
-0.084605

bij

for the analytica! IUPAC equation of state

j=2
0.2595872
5.9695075
-4.614877
-11.14367
7.5092514
7.4370641
-4.682199
-1.636538
0.8867420
0.0464564

j=3
0.3769456
15.464589
-3.821219
-27.82155
6.6113332
15.064673
-3.135174
-1.870830
0
0

j=4
-0.670755
19.444948
3.6017135
-27.16857
-2.426632
9.5749685
0
0
0
0

j=5
-0.871456
8.6488050
4.9226555
-6.421778
-2.579440
0
0
0
0
0
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Figure A.l: Density versus pressure curves for C0 2 calculated using the analytica!
IUPAC equation of state. The coefficients are listed in Table A.l. Also indicated in
the figure are the values fora typical gas (N 2 ) and a typicalliquid (H 2 0).
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Fig. A.1 shows a density vs. pressure plot for C0 2 , calculated from the analytica! IUPAC equation using the coefficients in Table A.I. Also shown in the
graph are the densities of a typical gas (nitrogen at 25°C) and a typicalliquid
(water), to allow comparison. As can beseen in the ftgure, the density of C0 2 is
a very steep function of the pressure, especially close to the critical temperature.
At higher temperatures the density changes are more gradual, but pressure still
has a strong influence on the density.

Viscosity

A.2

The viscosity of a fluid is determined by the attractive forces between the fluid
molecules. The stronger the mutual forces between the molecules the larger the
pressure difference necessary to force the :fluid through a flow resistance, e.g. a
chromatographic column. The viscosity of a supercritical fluid lies somewhere
between typical valnes for gases and for liquids, although it is generally closer
to that of a gas than to that of a liquid. As the viscosity of supercritical fluids
closely resembles that of a gas, the pressure drops in SFC are low in comparison
to those typically encountered in LC. It should be noted, however, that this
comparison is of no practical importance. In LC and GC high pressure drops
over the column are only practical problems, whereas the occurrence of a pressure
drop across the column is a fundamental concern in SFC.
The viscosity of a supercritical fluid is a function of the pressure and the
temperature of the fluid. At this point, two definitions for the viscosity need to
be distinguished. In analytica! chemistry the dynamic viscosity, r7, is normally
used. The kinematic viscosity, v (i.e. TJ / p) is not often used although it has
some attractive features, as will be shown below. Several correlation methods
have been proposed to describe the (dynamic) viscosity of fluids as a fundion of
pressure and temperature [4]. For C0 2 , good results can be obtained using the
following set of equations. First the Yoon and Thodos [5] equation for non-polar
fluids is used to estimate the low-pressure viscosity, ry 0 , of carbon dioxide
TJo(

where

T]o

4.61T~·618

2.04e-0.449T.,.

+ l.94e-4.058Tr + 0.1

is the viscosity of the gaseaus

co2
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(A.7)

at an inftnitely low prcssure. ( is

defined as

(A.S)
Here M is the molecular weight of the fluid. The Jossi correlation [6] can now
be used to estimate the viscosity for dense fluids
1(17 -ryo)(

+ 11°" 25

+ 0.23364pr + 0.58533p;0.40758p~ + 0.093324p~
1.0231

=

(A.9)

The applicability region of the latter equation is 0.1 < Pr <3.0. For pure C0 2 accurate experimental data arealso available [7]. In Fig. A.2 the dynamic viscosity
of

~

co2 is plotted

vs. the pressure at several temperatures.
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Figure A.2: Dynamic viscosity of supercritical carbon dioxide as a function of the
pressure at different temperatures. Data taken from ref. [7].
By combining the dynamic viscosity data from Fig. A.2 with the densities
calculated from the IUPAC equation of state, the kinematic viscosities can be
obtained. In Fig. A.3. the kinematic viscosity of C0 2 is plotted at different
temperatures. From a comparison of Figs. A.2 and A.3 it is evident that thc
pressure dependenee of the dynamic viscosity is much more pronounccd than
that of the kinematic viscosity.
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A.3

Diffusion coeffi.cients

The term diffusion refers to the net transport of molecules in a system free of
mixing by convection or by mechanica! means. The driving force for diffusion is
the presence of a concentration gradient. In chromatography, rapid mass transfer
by diffusion tends to speed up radial equilibration within the column, thereby
allowing the use of relatively high linear velocities. For a binary mixture of
solute A in solvent B, the diffusion coefiicient D~B implies that each A molecule
is surrounded by essentially pure B. This means that the diffusion coefiicient is
not a function of the concentration of A in B. In chromatography, the solute
concentrations are normally low enough to assume infinite dilution. Here, the
diffusion coefiicients are often denoted as Dm where the subscript m refcrs to
the mobile phase.
Experimental methods to establish Dm are extremely time consurning. For
that reason experimental data are only scarcely available in literature. Rcccntly,
Korenaga et al. [8] pu blished a series of artiel es descrihing a new, fastcr method
for measuring diffusion coefiicients. The first results obtained with this new
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method appear very promising. Hopefully, in the near future these methods will
aid in the accurate and fast measurement of diffusion data.
In the literature, several estimation methods for D"' are described. A widely
used correlation method is the Wilke and Chang estimation method [9]. According to the Wilke and Chang equation, D"' (cm 2 / s) is given by

D

"'

=74·10-s~·T
.
vo.6
T/B •

(A.lO)

A

where MB is the molecular weight of the solvent, T is the absolute temperature,
T/B

is the viscosity of the solvent ( cp) and VA is the molar volume of the solute

A at its normal boiling point (cm3 /mole).

<P

is the association factor of the

solvent B which is 1.0 for unassociated solutes as C0 2 and is 1.9 for for example
methanol. 1f no experimentalliquid molar volume data are available, a number
of estimation methods for VA can be used. The Schroeder equation [10] for
estimating molar volume data presents a good campromise between accuracy
and complexity. The Wilke and Chang equation has proven to give accurate

D"' estimates for a number of (classes of) solutes in supercri ti cal C0 2 [11-15].
Fig. A.4 shows the calculated diffusion coefficients of triacontane (n-C 30 ) in
C0 2 under various conditions. As can be seen in the figure, both pressurc a.nd
temperature have a marked influence on the ditfusion coefficients in the mobile
phase.

A.4
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Appendix B
Properties of Binary
Supercritical-Fluid Mixturesl
B.l

Critica! properties of mixed fluids

The phase behaviour of mixtures of carbon dioxide and a modifier depends on
the nature and the amount of modifier admixed with the C0 2 . For most of these
binary fluids no accurate data on the phase behaviour of the binary system are
available. Extremely complex phase diagrams can occur with several regions of
liquidjliquid or liquid/ gas irnmiscibility.
In this respect, mixtures of carbon dioxide with the lower alcohols and alkanes
are particularly well behaved. The critica! points of these mixtures lie on a
continuous curve between the critica! point of co2 and the critica] point of the
pure modifier. In the nomendature proposed by Scot t [1] these system are called
type I systems. In the literature several methods have been described to estimate
the critical pressure and temperature of binary (type I) mixtures (for a review
see ref. 2). These methods estirnate the critica} parameters of a mixture from
an average of the critica] properties of the constituents. The various methods
differ only in the way they average the critica] properties of the pure fluids.
For example, the Kay method uses the average of the respective mole fractions
whereas the Chueh and Prausnitz method calculates a surface average.
1
The results presented in this appendix are part of: H.-G J anssen, P. J. Schoenmakers and
C.A. Cramers, Mobile and Stationary Phases for SFC- Effects of using Modifiers, Mikrochimica Acta, in press.
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Three important methods for estimating critica} properties of mixed fluids
are those of Chueh and Prausnitz [3], Kreglewski and Kay [4], and Lee and
Kesler [5]. The first two methods estimate the true critical properties, whereas
the latter yields pseudo-critica} properties. The pseudo-critical properties often
differ considerably from the experimentally found true critica} parameters of the
mixture and have no direct physical meaning. Both the true critical properties
and the pseudo-critica} values are important in SFC with mixed mobile phases.
The true critica} properties must be known in order for the operating conditions
to be selected in such a way that the mobile phase is a homogeneous, supcrcritical fiuid. The pseudo-critica} properties are required for density calculations, as
will be demonstrated in the next paragraph. The difference between true and
pseudo-critica} properties is often overlooked in literature and methods origina.lly
designed to estimate pseudo-critica} properties are incorrectly used to calculatcd
the true critica} pressure and temperature of a mixture. In Fig. B.l, a comparison of the calculated critical properties is given. The three methods mentioned
previously were used to estimate the critica} loci of carbon-dioxide/methanol
mixtures.
As can be seen m this figure the values calculated usmg the three different methods differ appreciably. In the figure, experimental data publisbed by
Brunner [6] are also plotted. Unfortunately, Brunner only reported tbc critica}
loci of the mixtures without giving information on the exact compositions of
the mixtures. A comparison with the experimental values measured by Brunncr
demonstrates a relatively good agreement with the values calculated using the
Chueh and Prausnitz method. The Kreglewski and Kay metbod yields estimatcs
that are too low, mainly with regard to the critica} pressure. The pseudo-critica}
properties calculated using the Lee and Kesler method are considerably different
from the true critica} parameters. An extensive literature search on the critica}
properties of C02/methanol mixtures only yielded data at four compositions.
A comparison of these data with data calculated using the three estimation
methods is given in Table B.l.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of methods for the estimation of (pseudo- )cri ti cal properties
of C02/methanol mixtures. Methods: LK = Lee and Kesler, KK = Kreglewski and
Kay and CP = Chueh and Prausnitz. The experimental data were taken from ref. [G].
The symbols in the theoretica! curves represent the male fraction of methanol in the
carbon dioxide.
Table B.1: Comparison of the estimated and experiment al critica] properties of carbon
dioxide/methanol mixtures. LK: estimated according to the Lee and Kesler method,
KK according to the Kreglewski and Kay methad and CP according to the Chueh
and Prausnitz method. Experimental data taken from ref. [7].
MeOH
conc.

TExp

pExp

TLK

pLK

TKK

pKK

TCP

pCP

[KJ

[bar]

[KJ

[bar]

[KJ

[bar]

[KJ

[bar]

O%
18.0%
32.7%
48.2%
73.0%
100%

304.2
348.2
373.2
423.2
473.2
512.1

72.9
130.0
154.2
161.3
129.3
79.9

-

-

-

-

-

c

c

c

c

c

335.6
363.7
395.6
449.95

74.0
75.2
76.5
78.3

349.2
383.0
416.5
465.2

-

--

-
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c

-

91.4
98.8
101.3
96.1
-

c

360.2
398.8
433.6
477.7
-

c

132.9
152.9
156.0
133.8
-

From the results in this table, it appears that the Chueh and Prausnitz
method yields the best estimates for the critical pressure of the mixtures. On
the other hand, the Kreglewski and Kay method gives better estimates for thc
cri ti cal temper at ure. However, more experiment al data in the low concentration
region are required before any firm conclusions can be drawn. It is intercsting to
note that the infiuence of the modifier on the critical properties of the mixture
can be dramatic. For example, 50% of methanol added to the carbon dioxide
increases the critical pressure by more than 80 bar and the critical temperaturc
by over 100°C. From the data presented here it is clear that simple estimation
methods based on mobile-phase mole fractions can lead to high errors.

B.2

Densities ofbinary supercritical-fl.uid mixtures

Accurate data on the densities of carbon-dioxide/modifier mixtures are only
scarcely available in literature. When experimental data are not available, onc
has to resort to estimation methods. These methods are based on the so-callcd
principle of corTesponding states. According to this principle, the density of cvcry
fiuid is the same at identical reduced temperature and pressure. An extended
form of the principle includes a third parameter, the acentric factor, w. The
acentric factor can be obtained from the vapour pressure of a pure substance
of Tr

=

0.7. The density of the supercritical fiuid can now be obtained from an

equation of state (EOS), which relates the density of the fiuid to these three
parameters. Two well-known equations of state are the one described by Lee
and Kesler [5] and that of Peng and Robinson [8]. These equations can be used
for both pure and for mixed fiuids. The application of these equations to mixed
fiuids is based on the "pseudo-critical" method. In this method it is assumed
that a mixture can be described in a similar fashion to a pure fiuid by using the
appropriate val u es for the pseudo-critical properties of the mixture (i.c. Tem,

Pc""' wm)· Below a brief discussion of the Lee and Kesler equation of state is
giVen.
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Basically, the Lee and Kesler equation of state can be described by

z

Pr V,.
Tr

(13.1)

where V.. is a reduced volurne defined as:

(13.2)

Vr

Here Vm is the rnolar volume. Pr and Tr are the reduced pressure and temper at ure
of the mixture calculated frorn the pseudo-critica! properties using Eqs. 13.3 and

BA
p

(13.3)

(13.4)
where Pcm. and Tem are the pseudo-critica.! pressure and ternperature of the
mixture, respectively. The three parameter equation of state derived by Lee
and Kesler reads

z-

Pr ~;;_
B
T: = 1 + V
r

r

î ) (-î)

C
D
c4
(
+ V2
+
V5 + T3 V2 fJ + V2
r
r
rr
r

. exp

V2

(13.5)

r

The coefficients B, C and D are given by

(13.6)

c

(B.7)

(13.8)
The coefficients used in these equations are listed in Table B.2.
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Table B.2: Coefficients in the Lee and Kesler equation. Data taken from ref. [5].
Coefficien t
bl
b2
b3

b4
cl
c2
CJ

c4
dl
d2

(3
I

wr

Simple fluid (o) Reference fluid (r)
0.2026579
0.1181193
0.331511
0.265728
0.154 790
0.027655
0.203488
0.030323
0.0313385
0.0236744
0.0503618
0.0186984
0.016901
0
0.041577
0.042724
0.155488·10- 4
0.48736
0.623689·10- 4
0.0740336
1.226
0.65392
0.03754
0.060167
0.3987

To calculate the density of a binary fluid mixture, Eqn. B5 should be solveel
for the so-called simple fluid (superscript o) first. Then, the same procedure
should be repeated fora reference fluid (superscript r). The actual valuc for the
compressibility factor, Z, of the real fluid can then be found from

z =zo+

~(zr-

zo)

( B.9)

wr
in which wr is another constant.

The Lee and Kesler EOS is known to yield accurate density data for binary mixtures of different alkanes and alkenes, when used with the appropria.te
pseudo-critical properties as the input parameters [9]. Data on the reliability
of these methods for fluids conta.ining carbon dioxide are, unfortuna.tely, not
ava.ilable. In Table B.3 a compa.rison is presented between recent experimenta.l
data. from the literature [10] a.nd data. ca.lcula.ted using the Lee and Kesler equa.tion, using the corresponding pseudo-critical values. Table B.3 shows a relatively
good agreement between the estimated values a.nd the experimental data. The
maximum error is approxima.tely 5%. It should be noted that this comparison
is performed in the direct vicinity of the critical point, where the effects of t!tc
pressure, the temperature a.nd the modifier concentra.tion on the density are
rela.tively large. Further a.wa.y from the critica.l point even smaller errors ca.n bc
a.nticipated.
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Tab]e B.:3: Comparison of experimental and estimated densities of carbon dioxide/methanol mixtures. Temperature
40°C. Experimental data taken from Berger
and Deye (10).

Pressure Exp. density
(bar)
(g/mL)
1.2% methanol
0.650
101
0.700
112
0.725
120
0.750
131
0.775
144
0.800
160
0.825
181
0.850
207

Calc. density
(g/mL)

Error
(%)

0.665
0.715
0.738
0.763
0.785
0.807
0.831
0.853

2.3
2.1
1.7
1.4
0.99
0.73
0.71
0.35

2.3% methanol
0.650
97.4
0.700
108
0.725
116
0.750
128
0.775
139
0.800
156
0.825
177
203
0.850

0.676
0.720
0.743
0.768
0.787
0.809
0.831
0.854

4.0
2.9
2.5
2.4
1.5
1.1
0.73
0.47

4.6% methanol
0.700
101
0.725
109
120
0.750
0.775
132
0.800
149
0.825
171
0.850
199

0.736
0.755
0.776
0.794
0.814
0.835
0.857

5.1
4.1
3.5
2.5
1.8
1.2
0.82
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Summary
The intermediate position of SFC between GC and LC is nicely reflected in the
choice of the column type. In GC, the majority of the applications is performeel
on open-tubular columns, whereas LC is almost exclusively carried out on packed
columns. After a period of intensedebate on which column type is most suitable
for SFC, the consensus is now reached that both column types have their own
unique strengtbs ancl weaknesses. It is the objective of this thesis to overcome
some of the still existing practical problems in SFC and to increase the knowledge
of various fundamental aspects of SFC in packed and open-tubular columns.
In chapter 1 a detailed analysis is given of the various aspects that are relevant when selecting the column type for a particular separation in SFC. The use
of equations based on dimensionless parameters permits a direct comparison of
the speed of analysis and the maximum obtainable plate number in packed and
open-tubular SFC. Contemporary open-tubular columns with inner diameters
between 50 and 100 ;nn can not compete with current packed columns with
regard to the speed of analysis. A considerable reduction of the inner diameter of the open columns is necessary to obtain a comparable speed of analysis
in packed and open-tubular columns. The extremely low sample capacity, the
stringent requirements imposed on the sample introduetion and the detection
device, as well as the unfavourable ( concentration) detection limits until now
have seriously abstructeel the use of these narrow columns. A definite advantage of open columns is the high degree of surface inertness. The low activity
of open columns enables the elution of relatively polar solutes with pure

co2

as the mobile phase. This greatly facilitates coupling of SFC with various GC
detectors.
In chapter 2 a variable-restrictor system is described that allows independent
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variation of the flow rate and the column pressure in open-tubular SFC. In comparison with fixed-restrictor systems, the flow-controlled system shows better
performance. As aimed for, improved resolution is abtairred in the latter part
of a pressure-programmed analysis. For quantitative analysis, it is necessary to
calibrate the system because the fraction of the eluent that is fed to the detector
changes during the analysis. The system allows the convenient measurement of
Van Deernter curves and diffusion coefficients in open-tubular SFC.
The possibility to enhance radial mass transfer in open-tubular columns by
tightly coiling the column is discussed in chapter 3. Coiling the column leads to
a significant enhancement of radial transport. The plate-height curve in cailed
columns at high flow rates differs significantly from the Golay theory. The resulting curve can be partly described by Tijssen's theory for coiling-induced
secondary flow. The speed of analysis in cailed columns is shown to be up to
5 times higher than in straight columns. Coiling the column also leads to more
favourable mass detection limits on both rnass-flow sensitive and concentration
sensitive detectors. Unfortunately, the increase of the plate height with the capacity factor is larger than under the conditions of pure laminar flow.
The influence of the pressure drop across the column on retention, efficiency
and speed of analysis in SFC is discussed in chapter 4. Fluid flow through packed
and open-tubular columns can be described accurately by numerical expressions
derived from the Darcy equation for laminar flow. The density drop over the
column affects retention and efficiency in SFC. Both effects are accessible for
theoretica! and experimental investigations. Significant variations of the capacity
factor along the column can occur. The local plate height along SFC columns
varies due to changes in the linear velocity, the diffusion coefficient and the local
capacity factor. In open columns, the effect of the increasing linear velocity
is effectively compensated by an increase in the diffusion coefficients. In packed
columns, it seems that both the increase in the linear velocity and in the capacity
factor cause the plate height to increase along the column.
Under certain assumptions, mathematica! expressions for the compressibilitycorrection factors for the plate-height expressions in open-tubular SFC can be
derived. Both the

f 1 and

the

!2

factor remain very close to unity under practical

conditions. For an unretained component, the effect of the fluid compressibility
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on the speed of analysis in open-tubular SFC is negligible. The analysis time
for retained species increases in case of a significant pressure drop due to an
increase in the capacity factor and the concomitant increase in the plate height.
For packed and open-tubular columns with partiele sizes and inner diameters
smaller than about 10 J.lm and 5J1m respectively, the optimum performance of
the column may not be obtainable due to the adverse effects of the pressure
drop.
The effects of modifiers on tbe chromatographic process in SFC are described
in chapter 5. Using open columns, a large variety of solutes can be eluted with
pure C0 2 as the mobile phase. The elution of highly polar solutes, however, also
requires modifiers in open-tubular columns. Modifiers may affect retention in
four different ways. Mobile-phase properties liable to change upon the addition
of a modifier include the polarity and the density of the mobile phase. In the
stationary phase the modifier can deactivate active sites or can result in swelling
of tbe stationary phasc. In general, the effects of modifiers are much larger on
packed columns than on open columns. In some situations the effects can be
of comparable magnitude when compared on a normalized scale under identical
operating conditions. The relative influence of the modifier through the mobile
and the stationary phase can not easily be estimated. On silica-based matcrials
the main effect of modifiers is deactivation of residual active sites.
Adsorption isotherms of modifiers in packed-column SFC show close fits to tbc
Langmuir adsorption model. The variation of the observed capacity factor with
the modifier concentration correlates well with the amount of modifier adsorbed
on the surface and can be described accurately by a mixed retention model.
To overcome the problem of residual silanol sites in packed-column SFC, stationary phases not based on silica are desirable. The stability and efficiency of
the currently available, non-silica based materials, however, leaves much to be
desired.
A short overview of the properties of C0 2 relevant to chromatography is given
in appendix A. It is shown that both the pressure and the temperature have a
marked influence on the properties of carbon dioxide. In appendix B, a number
of methods for estimating critica] properties of COdmodifier mixtures is compared. A comparison with literature data for COdmethanol mixtures appears
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to indicate that the Chueh and Prausnitz method yields the best estimates for
the critical pressures of the mixtures. The Kreglewski and Kay method scems to
give better estimates for the critical temperatures. The Lee and Kesler equation
of state gives accurate estimates for the densities of C02/methanol mixtures.
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Samenvatting
Superkritische chromatografie (SFC) is een relatief nieuwe vorm van chromatografie waarin een stof boven zijn kritische temperatuur en druk als mobiele fase in
een chromatografisch systeem wordt gebruikt. SFC neemt een middenpositie in
tussen gas- en vloeistofchrornatografie, zowel wat betreft het moleculair gewicht
van de te scheiden stoffen als de analysesnelheid. Deze middenpositie manifesteert zich ook in de keuze van de scheidingskalom in SFC. In LC worden vrijwel
uitsluitend gepakte kolommen gebruikt, terwijl in GC veelal de voorkeur wordt
gegeven aan open capillaire kolommen. In SFC worden beide kolomtypen routinernatig gebruikt. De doelstelling van dit proefschrift is tweeledig. Op de eerste
plaats wordt getracht enkele van de nog steeds bestaande praktische problemen
op te lossen die de voortuitgang van SFC belemmeren. Verder wordt geprobeerd
het inzicht in de fundamentele aspecten van SFC in gepakte en open capillaire
kolommen te vergroten.
In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift wordt een gedetailleerd overzicht gegeven
van de factoren die de keuze van het kolomtype voor een gegeven scheiding in
SFC beïnvloeden. Het gebruik van dimensieloze vergelijkingen maakt een direct vergelijk van de analysesnelheid en het maximaal bereikbare schotelgetal in
open- en gepakte kolommen mogelijk. Hedendaagse open capillaire kolommen
met inwendige diameters tussen 50 ftill en 100

~tm

leveren een lagere analysesnel-

heid dan gepakte kolommen. Een aanzienlijke reductie van de inwendige diameter van capillaire kolommen is noodzakelijk voor het verkrijgen van gelijke analysesnelheden in gepakte- en open kolommen. De zeer lage monstercapaciteit, de
extreem strenge eisen die gesteld moeten worden aan het monsterintroductiesysteem en aan de detector, alsmede de ongunstige (concentratie) detectiegrenzen
staan het gebruik van deze nauwe kolommen op dit moment echter nog in de
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weg. Een belangrijk voordeel van open kolommen is de hoge mate van inertbeid
waardoor relatief polaire verbindingen geëlueerd kunnen worden met zuiver

co2

als de mobiele fase. Dit vergemakkelijkt de koppeling van SFC met diverse GC
detectoren.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een variabele restrictor besproken waarmee het mogelijk is het kolomdebiet en de druk in open capillaire SFC onafhankelijk te
controleren. Dit systeem geeft een verbeterde resolutie in druk-geprogrammeerde
analyses. Voor kwantitatieve bepalingen is calibratie van het systeem noodzakelijk omdat de fractie van het effluent uit de kolom die naar de detector wordt
gevoerd verandert gedurende de analyse. Met de variabele restrictor kunnen op
eenvoudige wijze Van Deernter curves en diffusiecoëfficiënten in open capillaire
SFC gemeten worden.
De mogelijkheid tot het verkrijgen van versneld radiaal massatransport in
strak opgewikkelde open capillaire kolommen wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3.
De schotelhoogte in opgewikkelde capillaire kolommen wijkt bij hogere snelheden af van de Golay theorie voor rechte kolommen. De resulterende curve wordt
gedeeltelijk beschreven door de theorie van Tijssen voor "coiling" geïnduceerde
secundaire stroming. Bij lage snelheden vertonen theorie en experiment een
goede kwantitatieve overeenkomst. Bij hogere snelheden wordt slechts een kwalitatieve overeenkomst waargenomen. Het gebruik van opgewikkelde capillaire
kolommen kan leiden tot een 5 keer hogere analysesnelheid in combinatie met
gunstigere massa detectiegrenzen. Helaas blijkt de winst in analysesnelheid sterk
afhankelijk te zijn van de capaciteitsfactor. Door de sterke toename van de
schotelhoogte met de capaciteitsfactor wordt de winst onbetekenend voor hoge
capaciteitsfactoren.
De invloed van de drukval op retentie, efficiëntie en analysesnelheid in SFC
wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. Het druk- en dichtheidsprofiel in gepakte en
open capillaire kolommen kan nauwkeurig beschreven worden uitgaande van de
Darcy vergelijking voor laminaire stroming. De daling van de dichtheid over

de SFC kolom beïnvloedt de retentie en het schotelgetaL Beide effecten kunnen theoretisch beschreven worden. Er kunnen significante variaties van de capaciteitsfactor over de kolom optreden. De locale schotelhoogte in de SFC kolom
varieert door de toename van de lineaire snelheid, de diffusiecoëfficiënt en de lo199

cale capaciteitsfactor. In open capillaire kolommen wordt het effect van de toenemende lineaire snelheid vrijwel geheel gecompenseerd door een toename in de
diffusiecoëfficiënten. In gepakte kolommen lijken zowel de toenemende lineaire
snelheid als ook de stijgende capaciteitsfactor een vergroting van de schotelhoogte over de kolom te bewerkstelligen.
Onder bepaalde randvoorwaarden kunnen mathematische uitdrukkingen afgeleid
worden voor de / 1 en

fz

compressibiliteitscorrectie factoren voor de schotel-

hoogtevergelijking in open capillaire SFC. Bij acceptabele drukvallen blijven de
waarden van zowel de / 1 factor als de

fz

factor erg dicht bij 1. Voor onver-

traagde componenten is het effect van de compressibiliteit van de mobiele fase
op de analysesnelheid in open capillaire SFC verwaarloosbaar. Voor vertraagde
componenten zal de analysetijd toenemen bij toenemende drukval over de kolom
door de stijging van de capaciteitsfactor en de daarmee vergezeld gaande stijging
in de schotelhoogte. Bij het gebruik van inwendige- of deeltjes diameters kleiner
dan ongeveer 10 llm respectievlijk 5ttm kan de optimale prestatie van de kolom
niet bereikt worden door de negatieve effecten van de drukvaL
In hoofdstuk 5 worden de effecten van modifiers in SFC beschreven. In open
capillaire SFC kunnen relatief polaire verbindingen geëlueerd worden met zuiver
C0 2 als de mobiele fase. De elutie van sterk polaire verbindingen vereist echter
ook hier het gebruik van modifiers. De modifier blijkt niet alleen de eigenschappen van de mobiele fase, maar ook die van de stationaire fase te beïnvloeden. In
de mobiele fase beïnvloedt de modifier de dichtheid en de polariteit. In de stationaire fase kan de modifier actieve groepen deactiveren. Indien toegevoegd in
grote hoeveelheden kan de modifier ook zwelling van de stationaire fase veroorzaken. De effecten van rnodifiers blijken in het algemeen in gepakte kolommen
aanzienlijk groter te zijn dan in open capillaire kolommen. De relatieve invloed
van de modifier via de mobiele en de stationaire fase blijkt niet eenvoudig te
bepalen. Voor stationaire fasen gebaseerd op een silica drager materiaal is deactivering van actieve plaatsen door de modifier het belangrijkste effect.
De adsorptie van modifiers aan de stationaire fase in gepakte kolommen voor
SFC volgt het Langmuir adsorptie model. De variatie van de waargenomen capaciteitsfactor met de modifier concentratie vertoont een zeer goede correlatie
met de hoeveelheid modifier geadsorbeerd aan het oppervlak en kan nauwkeurig
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beschreven worden met een gemengd retentiemodeL Om problemen met silanol
groepen in gepakte SFC te vermijden zijn stationaire fasen gebaseerd op alternatieve materialen noodzakelijk. De stabiliteit en efficiëntie van de commercieel verkrijgbare, niet silica gebaseerde stationaire fasen laat echter nog veel te
wensen over.
In appendix A wordt een overzicht gegeven van een aantal chromatografisch
relevante eigenschappen van C0 2 . Zowel temperatuur als druk blijken een sterke
invloed te hebben op de eigenschappen van kooldioxide. In appendix B wordt
een aantal methoden voor het schatten van de kritische parameters van binaire
C02/modifier mengsels vergeleken. Een vergelijking met literatuurgegevens lijkt
aan te duiden dat de methode van Chueh en Prausnitz de beste schattingen
geeft voor de kritische drukken van C02/methanol mengsels. De Kreglewski en
Kay methode lijkt betere schattingen te geven voor de kritische temperaturen.
De Lee en Kesler toestandsvergelijking geeft betrouwbare schattingen voor de
dichtheden van deze mengsels.
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STELLINGEN

1.

Bij de bewering van Chester in 1986 dat een groot deel van de hedendaagse analytische
scheidingsproblemen niet opgelost kan worden met GC en HPLC maar wel met capillaire
SFC moet de wens de vader van de gedachte zijn geweest.
T.L. Chester, J. Chromalogr. Sci., 24 (1986) 226.

2.

Het gebruik van het begrip capaciteitsfactor dient in SFC beperkt te blijven tot isobare
analyses en is zelfs in dat geval alleen zinnig voor systemen met een verwaarloosbare
drukval.
F.O. Geiser, S.G. Yocklovich, S.M. Lurcott, J. W. Guthrie en E.J. Levy, J.
Chromatogr., 459 (1988) 173.

3.

Bij de berekening van de capaciteitsfactor als functie van de drukval in SFC wordt door
Bartie ten onrechte uitgegaan van de lengte-gemiddelde dichtheid in plaats van de tijdgemiddelde dichtheid.
K. D. Bartle, T.B. Boddington, A. A. Clifford en G.F. Shilstone, J. Chromatogr., 471
(1989) 347.

4.

De onderstaande auteurs interpreteren de H-u curven van gepakte kolommen in SFC op
de zelfde wijze als dat gedaan wordt in HPLC en GC hetgeen niet correct is.
T. Takeuchi, D. Ishii, M. Saito en K. Hibi, J. Chromatogr., 295 (1984) 323.
P.A. Mourier, M.H. Caude en R.H. Rosset, Chromatographia, 23 (1987) 21.
H. Enge/hardt, A. Gross, R. Menens en M. Petersen, J. Chromarogr., 477 (1989) 169.

5.

De resultaten van silanolbepalingen met NMR en IR aan chromatografische pakkingsmaterialen geven geen uitsluitsel over het te verwachten chromatografische gedrag.
M.L. MiJler, R. W. Linton, G.E. Maciel en B.L. Hawkins, J. Chromalogr., 319 (1985)
9.

6.

Het feit dat multicomponent Langmuir isothermen ondanks hun fundamentele onjuistheid
veelal een goede beschrijving van de meetwaarden geven in chromatografische
experimenten berust op een toevallige compensatie van enthalpie- en entropie effecten.
J. Jacobson, J. French en C. Horvath, J. Chromalogr., 316 (1984) 53.

7.

De slechte reproduceerbaarheid van de elektro-osmotische stroming in capillaire zone
elektroforese vormt op dit moment nog een belangrijk obstakel voor de brede
toepasbaarheid van deze techniek.

J. French, S.L. Wu en W.S. Hancock, 1. Chromatogr., 480 (1989) 379.

8.

De gebrekkige stabiliteit en reproduceernaarheid van de huidige generatie stationaire
fasen voor HPLC vormen een belemmering voor het gebruik van optimaliseringsroutines
en computer ondersteunde methode ontwikkeling.

"Computer-Assisted Method Development for High-Performance Liquid
Chromatography •• J.L. Glach en L.R. Snyder, Eds., Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1990.

9.

Met precipitatie vloeistofchromatografie is het mogelijk polymeren te scheiden zonder
gebruik te maken van een scheidingskolom.

W.i. Staal, J.A.J. lansen, J.H.J. van den Bungelaar enA.J.H. Leenen, 3rd International
Symposium on Polymer Analysis and Characterization, Brno, Tsjechoslowakije, 23- 25
Juli, 1990.

10. Op dit moment is een belangrijk probleem van correlatie chromatografie het ontbreken
van applicaties die het gebruik van deze techniek rechtvaardigen.

M. Kaljurand en E. Küllik, "Computerized Multiple Input Chromatography •, Ellis
Horwood Limited, Chichester, 1989.

11. Tijdens de discussie over de gemeentelijke herindeling van de regio Eindhoven kennen
de tegenstanders te weinig gewicht toe aan de gemakken van de dan binnen handbereik
komende nieuwe vervoersmogelijkheden zoals treintaxi en stadsbus alsmede aan de
aantrekkelijkheden van de bij de verrandstedelijking aan de horizon opdoemende
tolpleinen.
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